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Kates of ADvkiitising: Une inch of «pace, the
lengtL of cinnju. institutes a "square."
$1.50 per êqnRre, dally first week ; 76 cen J ,«r
week after; three insertions or less, *1.00; continu
nf*Tery other day after tint week, 60 cent·.
Half square, three Insertions or less, 76 oents;
one week, (1.00: 60 rente per week after.
Special Notice»», one-third additional.
Under head of "Amcsemrîcts" anil "Adctiom
Sales," $2.00 per square per week : three Insertion· or less, $1.60.
Advertisements Inserted in the "Mil?;κ Statu
Press" (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State), for $1.00 per square for first insertion,
and 60 cents per sqnare for each subsequent insertion·
Address all communications to

Fkakk Cpktis

Ex-

on

dC.m

172 Middle Street.

THEATKE.

For

Meade and Maginley's New York Success,
entitled

Apply to

CHABLEH Kit: II,
IB Exchange St., Portland Me.

oclGtf

England Idyl,

tailors demand for the imitations of

How to

wciuuwt

η

very

Buoceesiui

engage-

the Globe Theatre, Boston.

A*

Ike Deacon.

MR. JOSEPH WIIEELOCK,
and

an

excel leu t

gySale of

seats

Λ m Jo«* Tbaicher,
cast in every particular.

Tuesday, Dec. 7.

dectidOt

CONCERT.

Rent Wanted.
Wanted immediately, a small,
convenient rent, centrally located.
Address, KENT, Press Office, giving location, number of rooms
and price.
deo7

THE

will (five a Concert FRIDAY EVENING,
Dec. 10, at the ï. M. C. A. Rooms, cor.
Elm and Congress St. Members of Rossini and other well-known talent hare

volunteered their services. Concert be·
gios at 8 o'clock.
Admission 10 cents.
de«9

dtd

SALE,

On

Thursday and Friday Afternoons
Evenings, Dec 9th and 10th,
—AT

THE—

The Ladies of the

MARTHA WASHINGTON SOCIETY
will bold tbfir Annual sale of Useful and Ornamental Articles.
Supper will be served each eve
ning from 6 to 8 o'clock, at 2 cents a plate. Ice
Cream and other refreshments for sale.
There will be a pleasing entertainment by some
of our best homo talent, consisting of Vocal ami Instrumental Music, and Readings, provided for both
evening»·.
Admission—Afternoons, Free; Evenings, 26c.
<1ecG
dtd

MEETING,

in behalf of the

INDIAN

dec7

dlw*

Wanted
PARTNER with a few thousand dollars, in the
beet paying business in the State. None but
those meaning business need answer.
Address
dec4d9t*
W. P., Press Office.

A

KEE NOTION?
A New Theory by
Doctor.

He Claims that Nervousness is

Disease,
And

Originated

in the United States

Within the Last Fifty

Statement Will Stand the Test.

RACE,

Dr.

Urn···!

Nay· Il Will IV·!,'

SAIjli,

Sunday Night, 7.30, Dec.

12th.

re-

10 o'clock.
d2t

RECITAL,

ROSSINI

TFEHDAY AFTERNOON,
at 3 o'clock, by

Professor

HALL,
Dec. 14th.,

Saucier,

the celebrated French Pianist
Tickets oO cts.
declO

New

For Sale at

MER·

EXISTS UNDER ΜΑΝ1Γ
IN

MANY

Stockbridge's.

dtd

As Sick Headache, Nervous

Headache,
ralgia, Sleeplessness, Paralysis, Hysteria,
ancholy, St. Vitas' Dance, Asthma, &c.

NeuMelBut
about

all of these different forms are brought
by some present exciting cause. But no nervous system is subject to these diseases unless
the nerve-fluid is in an impoverished condition, or suffering from an irritable state or condition, and can only be cured by a remedy
that enriches the nerve-fluid and allaye nervous irritation ; and this is absolutely accomplished by DR. BENSON'S CELERY AND
CHAMOMILE PILLS.
They effectually
remove the causes of all nervous diseases, and
the natural result is a cure—a complete and
permanent cure.
DR. C. W. BENSON'S CELERY AND
CHAMOMILE PILLS are prepared expressly
ο cure Headachee,
Neuralgia and Nervousness, and will cure any case, no matter how
obstinate it may be, of either sick, nervous or
dyspeptic headache or neuralgia, nervoueness
or sleeplessness.
Price 50 cents a box, sent
post-free to any address, or may lie ordered
through any dru gist.

PARSONS, BANGS & CO.,

Portland Theatre.

Wholesale Dramiat·,

FRANK CURTIS.. LESSEE AND MANAGER.

117 and 119 Middle St., Portland Me.,

Tuesday & Wednesday, Dec. 14 & 15,

GENERAL AGEMS.

oc22

Ε.

B.

Woolf's musical and eccentric comedy

PHOTOS!

$25 life sized Crayon Portrait at from $12 to
$15 according to style and finish. Satisfaction guaranteed.

AN EPITOME OF MIRTH AND MUSIC.

Samples on exhibition at Studio,

decH

148 Exchange St., Portland.

dtd
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rags, and the making of the garments was done
the miserable first inventions of one thread
sewing machines. No wonder that the public became suspicious of anything
bearing the name of
ready-made, and for a time the merchant tailors
had things all their own way again. But this is all
changed, to a very great extent. The quality of the

or

very satisfactorily explained. In the first place,
saving is made in the cutting of the garment.
For instance, in overcoats, in the houses where
ready-made clothing in made the catting is done by
hundreds nt a time, and by careful estimate^ it has
been found to cost 20 cents to cut a single overcoat,
whereas in the custom tailoring houses it could be
accomplished on the average, for not less than $2.
When the making of most of the strictly first-class
ready made clothing is do?ie in large establishments,
where hundr de of hands are employed upon differ
ent departments of the work, one gang upon the
seams, auother upon the lining, another upon the
buttonholes, and so on, each class of laborers being
ad pts in the work
put before th«m, no time is lost,
but every moment ie saved, and hence the ready
made overcoat comes out coating $8 or $10 less
than the custom garment, although the materials in

me ciotn is
woven

aosoiuteiy

together,

fancy

kimo beavers, very thick, soft and

wool-dyed,

in

warm.
They
plain colors—black, blue-black,

dark and navy blue, and brown- and are as soft
and warm as fur. Indeed, the cloth appears, from
the nature of the wool, and the method of
weaving,
to be almost one-fourth of an inch in thickness.
For

A STYLISH BUSINESS SUIT,
the

four-button cutaway, with frock back, is very
popular this fall, and it is really a handsome coat
for a eood ligure. It is made
up from fine, smooth
and figured cassimeres and worsteds, and, tor extra
stylish young gents, with satin-lined breast pocket.
[ This pocket lining can be just a little turned out, so
as to show a fancy
handkerchief, and, with the coat
worn buttoned, as it
generally is, the cutaway just
shows ihe bottom of the vest and the chain and seal;
THREE TO TEN YEARS.
then, with a rattan and cigarette, the rather tasty
is complete. The single-breasted sacks are
Fancy Mixed Cassimere, $3.50.
(i-ray Tweed, $4.00. Dark Striped Cassimere,| $5,00 ami $6.00. dandy
also much in vogue this fall, made in the same
Fancy Mixed Striped Cassimere, $6.00.
as
the four button cutaway. Of course, the
goods
JgpThe price telle; and everybody telle the price._4K!
ordinary plain frocks and sacks, made from plain,
diagonal ana basket-woven worsteds, are still in
vogue, and will be for a long time to come, but those
who seek after new styles must be accommodated.
In pantaloon·, some light checks and fancy mixI tures will be worn through the winter; but the tenut uwiuu a tuuine Qoffn in colors ana
ucm-j
tigures,
THREE TO TÉS" TEARS.
and the prevailing shade is brown, though blaclu
and
and mixtnres in a mild form are still very
grays
Clieck
Fancy
Caseimere, «3.50. Dark Brown Striped Casstmere. 34.50 and 34.75. Fancy Mixed Plaid
popular.
CaaMme'e, S4.7Ô and $5 00. Striped Caseimere, $5.50 -tnd Ç6.00. Plaid Melton, ?B.O0 and $6.50.
Striped Checked Cassimere, $7 00, >7.50, §8.00, ?9.00 and $10.00.
IN BOYS' CLOTHING,
syxhr price tell», and everybody tell· the price..,®
The same fancy cassiiueres in mild tones prevail,
as-in men's goods.
The overcoat for boys is also
the double-raced ulsterette, or long overcoat with| lut the belt, made up in one or two variations of
ityle, and given fancy name s: and in some inFor Children three to ten years old, extra Pantaloons are on the shelves in large
stances, cut to fit the form, giving a far more hand
quantities. An assortsome appearance than the old ulster with its strap.
ment embracing liuudreda of pairs may b
looked over, if but a single pair is wanted.
The prices are
This strap has been omitted almost
lower than elsewhere, and the assortment the same as in our six stores.
altogether, and
ψ
it was never of any
earthly use, except for another
boy to catch hold of. The kilts are still very popular for the little dots of from 2 to 6
years, ana they
are very pretty,
generally in fancy ca«simeres. They
are cut either single or
double-breasted, and finished with two rows of buttons.
They are either cutThe shirt-waist factory continues to furnish our retail warerooins with hundreds of dozens of
away or full fronts, so as to show the underskirts.
Boys' waists. The underskirt is made of woollen
The material used, the shapes they are cut, and the prices asked for these
goods, generally
insure their selection
garments,
the moment they are examined.
plaited around the bottom, while the waist, or part
which comes under the kilt, is made of cotton. The
The above giren but au inadequate
conception of what may be fonnd in our ΡΑΙΆ·
little woollen kilt, or coat with sleeves, goes on over
ATIAL E91PORIl'ffl. T· be appreciated, oar Mock nnut be examined. Its
magni- this skirt, and gives the appearance of a little coat
tude and great variety cannot be fully
expreneil in an ordinary advertiaement.
in the back, with a plaited shirt below. The
*
prevailing overcoat for the little dot is a straight sack,
cut very Ions and made of soft,
light-colored goods.
The prices of the little kilts range from $2 to $10.
and of the little oversacks from $4 to $12. The
prevailing suit for the little boy of from β to 10
is the surtout, or two garments made
Read the
and
togethit your caudid attention. Sink years,
er, giving the appearance of a little coat and
breeches.
Then over this, for cold
each statement
weather, is
into your memory, and compare our stateworn the double-faced overcoat or ulsterette.

Children's "Blouse Suits,

Children's Extra Pantaloons.
»

each may be the same
It is a fact hat many persons in really moderate circumstances find it necesto keep up appearances, and hence are obliged
sary
to dres* well. The clothing from the best
readymade establishments costs very much less than that
from the custom tailors, and, since the recent great
improvements in styles, these gentry are becoming
more and more their regular patrons.

Boys' Shirt-^rVaists

Clothing.

Among the many advantages enjoyed by the rie- i
iug generation, to which their fathers were strange s, one i» fine reaay-m ade clothing, procured at a
j!
The manufacture of
very moderate cost.
;
1

j
;
;

foregoing carefully,
deep
ments with our goods

;

give

and

prices when

yon visit us.

;

;
!
I
!

j

C.D.B. FISK&
Th.e

CO.,

Clothiers,

!

d«i».9

POETLAND,

PARENTS
and

prices of

Nobby Children's Garments.
Our assortment of Children's Overcoats and XJ1is simply immense. Prices from 91.50 to
$10.00.

MAINE.

C.D.ti.Fisk&Co.

SALE.

40, 43, 44 & 46 Exchange St.

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS.

NEW STOCK !

Au examination of our stock cannot fail
to convince the most critical that we are
prepared to sustain our reputation.

Extraordinary Attractions !
Unparalleled Bargains !

Complete outfits for Men, Youths, Boys
·
and Children.

Fine, Medium

Goods exhibited with pleasure by courtesalesmen.

and Common

ous

We forbear quoting prices in detail, preferring to give our customers the benefit of
the saving derived from curtailed and truthful advertising.

FURNITURE!

We have but
ranted.

one

price

and all

goods

Thursday Evening, Nov. 25, Tuesday
Dec. 14. Friday Evening,
Evening.
Dec. 31, Tuesday Evenings, Jan.
11,25, Feb. 8,

Portland

Fraternity.

tirnernl Committee.

T. C. Hersky, Esq., President Fraternity.
SAMt'F.L J. Andkbho.v, Esq., Vice President.
K. A. Nov eh, Treaiurer.
Mr. S Ε. Spbiko,
Hon. Ge·". Walkeb,
Mb. I. P. Faubington,
Hon. A. E. -tevens,
Hoy. Geo. P. Wescott, Mb. G ko. S. Hunt,
Η>»'. .Ιαοιβ Mc1.ellak.Mb. Η. Ν. .'ose,
Mr. Geo. W. Woodman,
Hon. Wm. Ι.. ρΛ καμ,
Hon. I. Washbcrs, .Ιβ,.Μκ. Chah. McLaughlin,
Mr. W. I. Xhom,
Mr. J.ihn N. Lord,
Mr. Nathan Webb,
Mb. J. s. Wish low,
Mb. Cha«. E. Jose.
Mb. .1. Ρ Βαχέβ,
Mb. S. T. Pi'llen,
Mb. I> W. Ft-bsenden,
Mb. Lewis Piebce,
Mr. M. P. Emlrv,
Mb. W. F. Milliken.
Committee ■■ Kntrriaiameata.
Fbeb H. Farblngton,
Wm. Senter, .ir..
K.C. Jordan,

.1. H. Drcmmo i>, ,Tb.,
Wm. H. chumacheb,
P. T. Ubiffin.

Tickets for the course of six evening·, admitting
Gen leu an and Ladies, SS.OO ; to be obtained of the
committee on Entertainments. Evening tickets, $4.

na>ic by Cbnndler'a Fall Quadrille Band.
no

15
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Gilbert's

Assemblies,

Every Thursday Evening.
Ticket* admi'ting Gents wiib Ladies, 75c.
et® for a course of Six Assemblies, $3.00.
in

Plain

and

Fancy Dancing

Tuesday and Friday Evenings.

Tickmeet*

nov29 dtf

Colby University.
SPECIAL meeting of the Board of Trustees
will be held on FKIDAY, 17tb., inst., at 7
o'clock P. M.. at the Office of the Secretary, Court
House, Portland, Maine, to consider wbat action
the Board will t*ke by reason of the continued ill
health of the President, and what provision shall
be made for instruction in the department of History.

A

Portland,
dec3&10

Dec.

The Firm and

ΞΞ .A. L Xj

2,1880.

PEKCIVAL BONNKY Secretary.

European Ticket Office.
Cabin and Steerage Tickets by the
Canard, Allan, Ionian, White Star aad
Anchor Line· of Karopfaa Mteamer·
•ailing weekly' from Boston and New York.
farther particulars call on or address

For

T. P. ncOOWAN, Bookseller,
dt
do2
4*4 «IONGBEMH MTBBET,

Former pupil of Raphael, of Montreal, P. Q.
ηονδ
dim

ex-

Administrators Sale of Real Estate.
to license obtained from the Probate
Court in and for Cumberland County,J I shall
sell at publ c auction, 011 the
premises, on the 4th
day of January, A. D. 1881, at 3 o'clock P. M. the

PURSUANT

interest which Benjamin Stevens Jr. tiied seized
and possessed of; being he equity of
redemption of
a Jot of laud situated on ih*
Notherly side of Oxford street, No 233, in said Portland, with 2%
story irame house thereon : said lot being thirtythree feet wide on Oxford htreet, and
seventy-three
feet in depth, with a right to use a common pas
sajte-way ten feet in w idth in the rear of said lotBeing the property conveyed to said Stev*-ns by
.losfphK. Merrill by deed recorded in Cumberland
Reg'stryof Peeds, Book 386, page 531. The
above property is subject to a mortgage to the Maine
Saving* Han", recorded in Cumberland Registry of
Deeds, Boot 425, page 87; on which there is due
$2,000, and interest since March 1, 1880. Also
sold sab iect to taxes to city of Portland for the
years i 878-9 Λ 80.
JOHN M. STEVENS. Administrator.
dec3
law3wF

STATE OF MAINE.
December 4th,A. 1> 1880.
Cumberland, ss.
is to give notice that on tha
twenty-sixth
of
A.
day November, D. 1880, a warrant in Insolvency was issued by Henry C. Peabody. Judge < f
the Court of Insolvency for said County 01 Cumberand, against the estate of
JOHN H. MAYBERRY, of Windham,
in said County, adjudged to be an Insolvent
Debtor,
on his own petition, which petition
was filed on
the twenty-fourth day of November. A. D. 1880, to
which date interest on claims is to be computed:
That the payment of any debts to or by said debtor and the delivery or transfer of
any property by
him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the creditors of said debtor, to
prove their debts and choose one or more assignees
of his estate, will be held at a Court of
Insolvency
to be holden at the Probate Court room in Portland, in said county, on MONDAY, the twentieth
day of December, A. D. 1880, at ten o'clock in the

Prices that Discount Comnetition

Oil
mVBIATIC

Vitriol,

AND

NITRIC ACIDS,
Glauber'· Sail and other Chemical·,
"*

MANUFACTCRED BY

MERRIMAC CHEMICAL CO.,
OMce 73

Kilby St., Β Mien.
Also tor sale, Aqua Ammonia, Blue Vitriol, Acetic
Aclda, etc.
novl7WF&M3m

!

S. A.

asked to

speak

no23

FURNITURE

We have not had time to forget it.
The Ponca question is but a small part of
the Indian question, and
now, vhiie the

sympathy of the peuple is quickened by the
hurt done to this particular
tribe, is the
right and politic time toconsider and discuss the treatment pursued
by us toward the
aborigines, and to suggest a radical cliauge in
our Indian policy.
The subject is one that
is enlisting the attention of our
philanthropists, and they are finding their voices all
ovefthe country. At Its meeting in Boston
last week the New England Historical aud
Genealogical Society was favored with an
address on the Indian question by Mr. David G. Haskins, Jr., a gentleman who has
evidently thoroughly studied the question
aud who has the gift of presenting the results of his study and thought in a finished,
attractive and scholarly way. His essay is
the most

thorough, intelligent and entertaining exposition of the subject that has
fallen under our observation, and we wish
it conld be given iu Portland. It is probably too late to engage Mr. Haskins for the
Sunday meeting, and perhaps we could not
have him at any time.
Hut lie is worth
making an effort for. The Indian question
is one of serious and immediate import; it
is one with which must of us have Imperfect acquaintance; and one of which we
ought to know much. Tl;is agitation of the
Ponca grievance has quickened men's sensibilities and excited their sympathies; aud
this is the time to discuss the whole question of the relation of the ^Indian tribes to
the United States government, to undo, as
far as practicable, the wrong already done,
and to guard against the doing of further

injury

to

as our

slaves.

those we call our wards

Tuerk Is

Xmas is

Coming!

AND

FITZGERALD HAS GOME
and can now be found at the old stand of Eastman Bros'.

534

:—IMMENSE—:
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CONGRESS

\

Success Attends the Sale of

DONGOLA BOOTS
They are the

Oak

534

CONGRESS

Piles, Ship Timber & Plank,

DRY PINE,

DECK PLANK.

Oar Timber and Plow
Htaut, Treenail·,
Treenail Wedge· and Planning rt edge·,
Pine and Ifemlecli
LumBuilding
ber, Bex Beard·, Shingle· Ac.

STREET.

B. C. JORDAN,
oeS

Alfred,

Vaine.
"

Walking

230 Middle Street, Portland, Me.

STREET.

M. G. PALMER.

EVERGREEN CEMETERY.
Superintendent's Office, Nov. 13,1880.
of lots in Cemetery and
parties having

OWNERS

lots in charge who desire special care of same
for the seasontof
1881 should notify the
tendent or Trustees at mnve, as a special Superincare of
lots should include dressing, which must be
placed
upon such lots before covered with snow.
Per order of Trustees.
PATHICK DUFFEY, Superintendent.
uol5
dtf

Best

Boot yet made,
being water-proof, nice and easv fitting,
neat and durable, do not turn purple or
change color, and every person who
wears
them is fully satisfied.
They
can be had only at

yourselves.

STORE

a

New

movement in
the

York

to

chieftainship of
Kelly. If Con-

John

gressman Cox tells the truth he has eminent
qualifications for the place. Mr. Cox says:
"I know Donahue well. I would
fcave^bei'·
gratified in taking a horsewhip and giving
him a flogging, right on the bench, where lié
sits for his low and malicious abuse of m^
He came to Washington city two or three
years ago as the lawyer iu a claim of certain
steamships, to be reimbursed in tonnage
dues they had paid. I was a member of the
and means

r.nmmîttAA.

rAnrpear»finer

city of New York.

He was a judge of
the supreme bench in New York, and, as I
am told, is disqualified by the terms of acceptance of his judgeship from acting as
counsel. Nevertheless, he did so act, and
took $267,000 out of the United States treas■

Troy Times: It has been denied that
California was carried for the Democrats by
the Morey Chinese letter—the Democrats
apparently being ashamed to Have it appear
that a forgery, designed to affect the Pacific
States especially, could have accomplished
just what it was intended it should do. A
private letter to the Times from one of the
most intelligent men in the State, whose
opportunities for knowing the effect of the
letter enable him to speak with knowledge
on the subject, says:
"We lost California
by the Morey letter. At least 1,000 Kepublicans were induced to vote for Hancock by
that infamous crime." This, of course, is
shameful ; but is it any worse than the manner in which South Carolina and other
Southern States were carried by the Hainpton-Butler-Ku-Klux tactics?

restrictive

upuu

lucu

ιΐιιιναι

niiu

uuuuu*

has decided to enforce

measures.

The total vote cast in Indiana in November was just TO less than was cast in the
October election. There were 759 more Republican votes for President than for Governor, and 1,070 more Democratic votes for
President than for Governor, while the National vote fell off 1,895.
Τπε Italian Government contemplates reof specie payments in July, 1881.
It purposes to get the coin by loan, issuing
bonds for it, and to keep $200,000,000 in

decl

dtf

MR. C. H. SMITH,
rfn

T,a?erLepreeen.tatiTe
'or
S^-'αι^ί?
12 hxchange
JONS,
a

of the Norcroes Regulator Co
few days at A.
street.
dee9d3t*
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Dealer* make Money wttn
w. τ. souLB a co., iao
U
StrBet· Chicago,
W. Write for particulara.
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notes

outstanding, previously

depriving

them of their legal-tendt r character.
New York has given us six vice presidents, Burr, Clinton, Tompkins, Van Buren, Fillmore and Wheeler.
make the seventh.

Arthur will

part of the Fort Dodge military
soon be thrown
open to settlement. The House has passed
the Senate bill as amended.
A

large

reservation, in Kansas, will

Tue "tariff foi revenue only" men have
abandoned all hope of doing anything in the
House this session. Of course they can expect nothing of the next House.
It is said the Democrats In Congress gen-

erally favor the proposition
Captain-General.

to make Grant

The House is thought to favor three per
rate of interest on the new
bonds.
cent, as the

Wycliffe

and the flrst

some of the most striking paragraphs of Dr.
Storrs's striking address.
On the left bank of the Rhine, on the «lté of
the ancient Roman camp, afterwards an

rial colony—which Is associated tn history
with Tiberius and Germanicus.with Agrippina,
mother of Nero, and with the early fame of

Trojan—has

been recently completed a mag
of religion and art, of which
more tbau six centuries have witnessed the
progress. After delays immensely protractedafter such changée in society and govemmentin letters, arts and in prevalent forms of re-

nificent work

ligious faith,

that the age which saw its solfoundation has come to seem almost myth
ical to us—by contributions in which separate
countries and communions have gladly united
the cathedral of Cologne has been carried to
its superb consummation, and tbe last finla!
has been sit upon the spires which at length
emn

fulfil the architect's design.
It is

work

a

at

first

sight insignificant in

comparison with this which

we
bave met
commemorate this evening, the translation
of the Soriptures into the common
to

English

tongue, begun by John Wycliffe tire centurie*
ago, and brought to a completion in these recent days by the bands of English and American scholars.
It may seem that the vision
of the majestic cathedral is too
stately and
splendid to be set in front of a story so simple,
and in parts so familiar, as that which we are
here to recall. But I think it will appear that
the work which we celebrate is the nobler of
the two; that from all the costly and skillful

completed on the banks of the
arise to this—even as there oue advances to the altar supreme in
significance,
through the decorated doorways, along the
vast nave and under the rhythmic and haughty
arches! To me, at least, tbe voice of God belabors
Rhine

now

we

articulate through the book; while the
shows us the magnificent
achievement of human beings, patience and
wealth, bringing to him their unsurpassed
tribute.
It is, however, a very plain tale which I
have to tell ; and the interest of it must lie in
its substance, not in any ornament of
language
or of thought.
In order to tell or to hear it
aright, we have to recall many things which
lie back of it, whioh alone can put it distinctly
comes

building only

before us.
PREVENTING WIDE DISTRIBUTION OF TBI BIBLE.

That tbe governing authorities in the Christian world should have ever refused to the revered Scriptures, on which tbe common faith
founded, the widest distribution in the

was

sumption

It ie true our store will not compare favorably with the Hall of
the Montezuma*.
We hare no elided pillars or
stately mirrors : we also lack the pleasure of looking
through plate glass doors and windows. But, as our landlord (Mr.
remarked, "Ton will not hare them to pay for, and can afford to sell yourBlake)
goods cheaper
than others." Acting on the abore suggestion, we are
to
determined
make a grand
smash in the enormous profits made on Fancy Goods, and
give the public the benefit of our low rent and trifling expenses. Call at
FITZGERALD'S and judge for

de«3

but treat

Tub exiled French .Jesuits are having a
hard time of it even in Spain, where it was
thought they would find a warm welcome
and a ready refuge. The Spanish Govern-

WALLACE, Manager.

oration on "John

English Bible" by the Rev. I)r. Richard S
Storrs.
Many prominent clergymen and distinguished laymen were present, and the audience
crowded the aoademy of music.
We give

various

give Judge Donahue
Tammany, in place of

the

commemorated in New York December Jd bv
a Wycliffe semi millennial celebration under
the auspices of the American Bible society.
The principal feature of the celebration was

impe-

cent.

cealed disfavor and

CO.

people.

That the Poncas have been most unjustly used will be acknowledged by all people
conversant with their recent history.
But
their story is the old and shameful story of
the treatment of the Iudiau by the white
settler and conqueror.
We have done by
them as we have done by all their race. The
injury inflicted upon them seems the most
grievons merely because i^. is the most re-

luciii ιυυινο

PORTLAND

to our

The 500th anniversary of the first translation
of the Bible into the English language w*s

an

Some of the leading and most respected
citizeus of Portland have united in a call for
a meeting in this
city to consider the grievance done to the Ponca Indians and the
proper remedy to be applied to the correction of
that particular wrong.
Miss La Fleche, a
daughter of the injured tribe, has been

proposes to carry into practical operation by
means of the Aryan Order.

Boston & Maine Clothi igCo.

EXCHANGE STREET, BELOW MIDDLE.

THIS

forenoon.
■Given under my hand the date first above written.
E. R. BROWN.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County ofCumberland.
dec4&10

189 Middle Street.

OPENS TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 23d!

will confer a favor upon us by demanding credential*
of every person claiming to represent our Journal.

Os the fourth page of the Pkess will be
found verses by Mr. Frederick Gregory Forsyth, >n which is set forth his scheme of
scholastic philosophy. These lines sum up
with pleasing brevity and with, Mr. Forsyth's
usual lucidity of thought the social theories
advanced in his prose works, and which he

THIS IS OUE NUMBER:

WE SHALL AIM TO MAKE THIS THE "PEOPLE'S STORE"

com-

citizens of the town in which he had established his practice and his graveyard turned
out and hanged the Doctor Thursday week.

amining.

Managers Responsible and Reliable.

preserve

the young lady by treating her fatally
during an indisposition which would have
been slight had she escaped the Doctor. The

FIFTH ANNUAL COURSE.

CITY

or

on

war-

Goods sent C. O. D., with privilege of

^

bixtracte from Or. R. S. Storra's Masterly
Address upon the Occasion.

not used.

Dk. Washington, of Topeka, Kansas,
moved to New Mexico after having been
twice divorced. There he killed his man
with a revolver. He then killed a child
with his practice, and made love to a young
lady, who refused his offer of connubial
bliss. He then killed several other people
with his revolver, and had his revepge up-

We are prepared to favorably compete with
all others in quality of goods, stjle of makeup, and in prices we Invite comparison.

IN

are

ury.

PORTLAND FURNITURE CO., HOLIDAY
NEW FIRM !

guaranty of
undertake to return

Ενκκτ regular attaché of the PitKHs ie furnished
with a Card certificate signed by Stanley Pullen,
ίeditor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers

wavs

would do well to examine Fisk & Co.'a assortment,
in view of obtaining certain knowledge as to styles

sterettes

UNDER PREBLE HOUSE, CONGRESS STREET.

j

Nos.

me eieeves.

rather two clotlis

a warm

Children's V"est Suits

How It Can Be Done

C. D. 6. FISK & CO.

G-entlemen's Suits.

SIXTEEN TO TWENTY-ONE YEARS.
Mixed Cassimere, $10 and $11. Dark Fancy Stripe. $11 and $12.
Black ThiBrown, $14 and $15.
Coating, $19 and $20. Black Figured Striped Worsted Coat and Vest $13. Black Diagonal Singlebreasted Frock, $12. Double-breasted Frock and Vest, $14 and $18.
EXTRA Pantaloons to be worn with any style of Coat and ΥβΗί,|.«2.50, $2.75, $3.00, $3.25. $3.50,
$4.00,
$4.60, $5.00, $5.25, $5.50, $6.00 and $6,75.
USTThe price telle, and everybody tell* the price.^

world over. An overcoat which costs $25 or
$30 from the counters of the clothing houses would
co*t from $40 to $45, if made to measure by the
merchant tailors, it is not intended in this statement, to attempt to maintain that all
ready-made
garments are equal to the work of custom tailors,
only that there have been great improvements in
the making, trimming and findings of ready-madί
clothing, within the past eight or ten years, till at
the present time the garments produced are in
every way worth the money paid for them.

of brown preof gray.
The

and attractive overcoat.
In
some instances the garment is made
perfectly reversible. showing a
checked brown, mudcolored or light colored orerco^t for ovofy dav
wear, and a inild,dressy, smooth cloth, black or dark
brown overcoat for Sunday·.
Again, the doublefaced goods are made so as to sno·» a handsome
plaid inside finish, In the place of a lining.
These
Goods are cut In neat styles, rather long, but not
quite so long as last year. The nngalnly old ulster
has almost entirely disappeared, with it» broad belt
and outlandish pockets, and in its place, for those
who must have a heavy, solid coat fur exposure,
a much
better-looking garment Is provided, long
and coarse, but without belt, straps uni up ana
down pockets. For the more
dressy and heavy
overcoat, from the best custom shops, will appear
this winter some really excellent
elysians and es-

bet

goods us*d in ready-made clothing has been
greatly
improved, and the sewing and other workmanship
have kept pace
ith the march of improvements
the

such
goods, as a distinct branch of business originated
about thirty years ago, and from a very moderate
beginning has grown into a highly important department of the great clothing interest. As much
care is now bestowed upon the selection of fabrics
an their conversion into
garments of this description as in given to the production of the finest
clothing or men's wear, and a few of the leading
manufacturers even rival the best custom tailors in
point of style and workmanship.
Messrs. Fisk & Co. make this branch a specialty.
In addition to their men's department·,
they make
clothing suitable for all ages, from two to sixteen
years. So complete is their system of measurement that unless a boy of any given age is far above
or below the ordinary stature, a
perfect tit is invariably assured.

Young

[

except

two-faced,

and it makes

are

upon

and Children's

OVERCOATS AND ULSTERS.
In overcoatings the same shades
vail as in suitings, with admixtures

double-faced goods are very popular in overcoatings,
especially where great heft »nd wadding are not
desired. These goods are really rather nice, since
th«y make a very nicely tinished overcoat without

1

en

Boys'

C, D. R m & CO.,

are

TEN TO FIFTEEN YEARS.
Fancy Mixed-Cassimere, $6, $7, and $7.50. Gray Striped Cassimere, $8 and $9. Dark Brown Figured Cassimere, $9, $10, and $11.
Black Diagonals, $8.00, $9.50, $10.00. $13.00, $14.00 and $14.50,
Dark Mixed Fancy Cassimere, $12.00, $13.00 and $13.50.
Light Gray Plaid Meltons. $11.00, $12.00.
and $13.00. Brown Cloth, $12.00, §13.50 and $14.00. Imported Tricot, $15.00 and *16.00.
J^The price telle, and everybody tell* the price.

KO REMNANTS OF OLD STOCKS ! AN OLD SI AND FINELY
FITTFD VP ! THE LARGEST A*D MOST COMMODIOUS
WARE ROOMS DOWN TOWN ! A STOCK FAR MORE
EXTENSIVE AND TASTEFUL ! ALL GOODS MADE
AND BOUGHT AT LOWEST CASH PRICES!

Dances!

Fraternity

cut and

Suits.

A

Popular Prices.

as

EQfThe best advertisement-pa pleased patron.
Common Working Pantaloons, $1.00, $1.25, $1.50 iMiii $1.75.

dlawFtf

THE HARRISONS,
RARE CHANCE.
in

Buy.

FORMS OR TYPES,

lecture will be preceded bv appropriate

PIANO

CRBITED.

NAMES, AND APPEARS

This Is Minnehaha.—H. W. Longfellow.

AT

WERE

VOUSNESS

LINQOLN,

services.
Admission free.
Carriages may be ordered at
dec10

ι»

AND THAT NEBTOlR!«B8l UAH EX.

TEMS

INSTA ΤΗΕΛΧΒΑ, "Bright Eyes"

The

Old

I8TED EVER MINCE NERVOUS SYS-

T. H. TIBBLPft

ligious

a*

Thai

mankind)

Addresses will be made by

W. H.

Yfars.

Let the Doctors Say Whether that

Ktrvogmeu ia

CITY

an

American Imaginative

far

so

4-^1

Boys'

Vflme

BY

uuiugB,

a

New

and
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is

a

fabrics;

Dark Stripe Cassimere, $2.50; Liglit and Dark mixed $2.50, $2.75, $3.00, $3.50, $4.00 4.50
$
$5.00
and $5.50; Gray Mixed, $2.50, $3.00 $3.50, $4.50 and $5.00; Stripe Mixed, $4.00,
$4.60, S5.00
$5.50, $6.00, $6.50, $7.00 and $7.50.

A few years
ago, when the ready-made clothing
trade wae In its Infancy and
shoddy and machine sewing newly invented, the
ready-made garments come into bad repute on account of the villainous materials used and the bad quality of the
workmanship employed. The cloths used in the
manufacture of ready-made garments were cotton

18 NERVOUSNESS A YAN-

and

RECEPTION ROOM, CITY HALL,

PUBLIC

dtf

WANTED.
1,000 cords of dry, hard wood.
MORSE & FICUETT.
19 Plum Street.

like

X>

Earnest, capable men to sell If ureery Ntock, including many new and valuable specialities which
help insure success. Previous knowledge of the
business not essential. To successful men good
wages will be paid. For terras address, giving full
name, age, previous occupation, and reference,
6E0. A. STONE, Nurseryman,
dec8 eod2\v
ΒΟΓΗΚΝΤΕΒ, 1*. Y.

MR. BEN MAGINLET,

ready-made from

Buy, What to Buy,

and Where i\ot to

WANTED!

By John Habberton, Esq., author of "Helen's Bament at

Overcoats introduced this niant h are made from plain Melton Kersey and Fur Beavers.
They are cut
smgle or double-breasted, after the perfect patterns originated In our Designing Rooms. The prices will be
one-third less than first-class merchant tailors ask for same
quality, and one-fourth less than so-called
concerned, they are not to be compared with our fashionable assortment. Winter Overcoats for Men—
Prices. $3,00, $7.00, $8.00, $10.00, $12.00, $15.00, $18.00, $20.00, $22.00 and $24.00.

WANTS.
A New

INTRODUCED

Overcodts.

Houses and House Lots for Sale
IN DEERING.

necessarily for publicagood faith.

Treatment of the Indians.

Suits.

TRANSLATION.

not

"This year

to$20.00.

and Suits.

HOUSES, at a bargain. Pi ices ranging from
*800 to SO,000.
Apply to W. W. CARIt,
197 Newbury Street.
octUdtf

Business

a

munication® tnat

Bark Stripe and Fancy Cassimeres, #10, *11, .«12, «13, $14,
$15, $1C, «18, «20 and $22; Sack and
l·rock Coals. Dark Mixed Plaid Cassimere, «11.50 to «22. Gray Mixed, Wide Stripe Casetmere. «14.00
Mixed Cheviot, «16 and «18: S nek and Frock Coats.

Styles ill Patterns, Overcoats

8
Friday, Saturday, and Saturday
Matinee, Dec. 10 and 11.

Indispensable,

We cannot

Styles

Holiday Customers.
Mien's

For Sale.

I.esseK' and Manager.

cases

BIBLE.
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We do not read anonymous letters and communiThe name and address of the writer are In

THE CLOTHIERS' The
LIST!

THE FIRST ENGLISH

cations.

tion but as

PRICE
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all

Deering, High, State, Mellen, Sherman, Grant,
Portland, Wesi and Vaughn streets.
To those wishing to build or to invest in real estate, a rare opportunity is now offered.
chambers

!

•

WE

To Let.
Exchange St.,

PRICE 3 CENTS.

THE

& CO.'S HOLIDAY ANNOUNCEMENT.

offer for sale in large or small lots, all our
property In Deering, the same being a part
of the farm of the late Jam* Deering.
This is the most valuable suburban property in the
vicinity of Portland, and will be sola very low.
Plans and description of the premises can be seen
at our office.
Al»o, building lots on Munioy Hill, Congress,

nov2y

PORTLAND

FISK

REAL ESTATE MICK.

Store No. 51

I CL A 8 if M AILSMSVTTM? j

SALE.

change St. and on Middle St.
J. D. & F. FESSENDEN,

EN TERT AINMENTS.
NEW

FOR

1880.

MISCELLANEOUS

A very desirable house on Emery St.,
with «rood sized lot and conrenlent stable. The aboTe house Is well tarnished
with modern improvements, and Is very
comfortable, convenient, and pleasantly
situated. Enquire of ». S. GARDINER,
or W. C. COBB.
dec3 dtf
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languages spoken by the peoples holding that faith, is a fact so peculiar that we
easily ascribe it to a crafty ambition, or an
arrogant self-will, and leave it

thus sufhow deeply
rooted it was in an immense system of thought
and of government, and through what silent
organic prouesses it came to evolution into custom and rule. Of course it contradicted the
earlier usage and plan of the church. Th·
Hebrew and Chaldaic Scriptures had been
written in the dialects familiar to the people

ficiently explained.

We

as

forget

among whom and for whom they were prepared, before and after the eastern captivity·
When Greek became a customary speech with

those dispersed
unaii

and,

voiaiuu υι

in distant
iuoso

cities, the Alexan-

ocnprarw

was

maae,

know, in the time of the Muter, it
was commonly read and
reverently expounded
by the teachers of religion, as it afterward long
as

we

continned in ose with Christian converts. The
evangelists and apostles, after their Lord had
left the earth, wrote accounts of His life, with
arguments of doctrine, precepts, promises and

prophetic admonitions, in the language familiar to themselves and their
orous,

disciple·—the vigcopious Hellenistic Greek, to which the

of the time gave wide expansion,
had given it consecration.
They sought to reach not scholars only, or lettered persons, but all peoples who shared in
the general culture, and all classes of people,
with the writings upon which their souls were
engaged, and in which they felt themselves
moved and helped of the Divine Spirit. The
preference of St. Paul was shared by all; it
was his preference when dictating the
large
and clear characters, as well a» when preaching; "I had rather speak five words with my
commerce

while the

Septuagint

understanding, that by my voice

I might teach
others also, than 10,000 words in an unknown
tongue." And it was by these Scriptures, in
the language which then had chief currency
in the world, and in which the Roman law
itself was subsequently written, that the
knowledge of Him, in whom are the light and
hope of the world, was generally dispersed.
Yet, again, as subsequent need arose that
the Scriptnres be put into other languages, to
meet more directly remoter peoples, this was
done without opposition, with encouragement,
indeed, of church authorities. 80 came the
early Latin versions, for use in North Africa
and in Italy, in the second century. So came
the later translation of Jerome, from the originals which afterward became practically the
Bible of \Veetern Christendom. The Syriao
version, which before the end of the second
century carried the Scriptures to the Euphrates, followed by others inxthe same tongue, the
Thebaic and Memphitic. which made them
equally at home on the Sii ·, the .-Ethiopie of
the fourth century, the Gothic of the same
time, made by Nepnilas, the Armenian of the
tifth century, the Arabic, Persian and all the
others, to the Sclavonio-of the ninth century,
reveal the same impulse of wisdom and zeal,
as all are designed to bring the quickening of
the word of God into contact with those to
whom thef Hebrew and the Greek were not familiar. Certainly for oenturies after the ascension, it would have seemed no less absurd
to restrain the Scriptures to languages not understood by the people than it would have been
on the crest of Olivet to have thrust veils beneath the cloud which received the Lord, and
to leave the disciples uncertain of Hi*
glory.
The latest and fiercest Roman
persecution under Galerius and Diocletian aimed esmciallv
to destroy the cburch by destroying its sacred
and life-giving books.
WHAT THE

CATHOLIC CHURCH

Perhaps nothing

ACCOMPLISHED.

else more signally shows
the novel and alien character of the power
which, in subsequent centuries, grew up in
Christendom, than does the tact that It wholly
departed from these primitive traditions, and
wrought agaiust them of settled purpose, with
restless energy, by an instinct of its na ure.
Undoubtedly certain needs of the time found
in it their dusired supply, and important benefits to mediteval society are fairly ascribed to
it. It held the tumultuous
populations of Ε ιrope to some degree of civilized order, aiuij)
stupendous changes and strifes, the fall of the
empire, the inroad of barbarians from wood
and waste, the utter breaking up of the ancient
governing order of things. When the sovereignty of force threatened to become the law of
the planet, it assarted the supremacy of the
spiritual order over the secular in the Divine
adjustments. It built monasteries for those
who sought in them secluslou and society,
with industry, study and the worship of God.
It defended these monasteries by the sanctions
of religion which even breasts that wore mail
and hands that held lances had to regard. It
preserved in their libraries the scattered remains of the classical literature, as well as the
Scriptures, and by the labor of its monks it
multiplied copies of what thus was preserved,
and transmitted them to our own time. Itbuilt cathedrals and abbey-churches, vast po
ems in stone, which still retain the admiration
of Christendom, by their melodious and consecrated beauty. It established universities for
the teaching of its doctrines, but with an inevitably wider effect on the cultureof mankind.
It proclaimed the "truce of God" to mitigate
and restrain when it might not prohibit the
savage and sanguinary combats of man. It
smote the bonds of human slavery from multitudes of victims, and honorably refused to reoognize distinctions of bond or free among its
officers. It made the stoutest baron tremble,
in the ecstasy of his passion, before the invincible energy of the curse with which it eould
(•last his cruelty or his lust. Sometimes, indeed, upon kings themselves, when their
tyranny was most fierce, it laid a hand far
hea< ier than theirs, aud held them in enforced
and reluctant submission.
Surely it was something to have the people
thus taught that there was an authority higher than that of
princes, a right more imperative, a tribunal more august; and I cannot but
think it beyond dispute that a power was exerted from the banks of the Tiber, lu differ-

J....
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written answer for the theses. But he did not
on hia own strength
alone; he was
recognized as the faithful representative of a
wide English feeling.
The widow of the
Black Priuce, now Queen Mother, sent an
officer to the coinuiissiou, charging the prelate
to pronounce on him no sentence. The people
of London forced their way into the chapel at
Lambeth, and showed their purpose to defend
him.
The result of the proceedings bore,
therefore, no proportion to the threatening
commencement; for though he was forbidden
further to teach the particular theses, on the
ground that they would give offense to the
laity, he left ilie court for the open air of
streets and fields, with his freedom unfettered
and his prominence and power only increased
The thin, tall figure,
by the futile assault.
the sharply cut features, the penetrative eye,
the firm set lips and flowing beard, which his
portraits present, the thoughtful, earnest dignified face, of which all men took note, were
thenceforth to be found in the perilous van of
the long English battle for a liberal church
and a Scriptural faith.
come

directions, between the fifth and fourteenth
centuries, to restrain gome of the most malign
evils and encourage soute of the germs of good,
in that fateful and perilous time.
T'>e whole system which thus took the place
in Europe of the earlier simpler Christian
economy, and whose existence was for manv
generations the sovereigh fact in the history of
the continent, appears now au anachronism,
as traly «s tournaments, feudal keeps and iron
helmets. The terrible crozier, before which
baton and lance ment down iu fear, has no
more place for snch use in our times than has
scale armor or the Genoese cross-bow.
But
then it had a gteat purpose to serve : and one
who discerne the salutary ends which the
eat

church,"as Imperially organized, accomplished,
may admire twew the patience and the wisdom
whose silent l^asp no power escapes, and which
even man's wrath at last must praise.
KEEAINC THE BIBLE FROM THE LAITY.

Reverence for tliese books has preserved
them in the monasteries with effectual care. It
has caused them to be often transcribed by the
monks, to be splendidly ornamented, superbly
bound, embossed and enriched with gold and
gems till a copy wa3 almost worth iu commerce
the price of a castle. But it had hidden them
from the touch of the laity with as jealous a
care, and the tendency to that was as unreturnlng as the steady flow of the stream to the
sea.
A distinct prohibition of the Scriptures
tothe people was promulgated at Toulouse,
1229. But now it is also to be observed
ilia),
against this tendency had been at least occasional resistance by many of the best among
the people and of the priesthood, and that this
had been as manifest as anywhere in that earlier England which, after a long and painful
paralysis, had come, at just the time of Wycliffe, to its prophetic resurrection.
INCIDENTS OF WTCLIFFE'S LIFE.
The principal outward incidents of his life
are sufficiently familiar. He was born in Yorkshire, not far f-om Richmond, famous for its
noble castle on an estate which had belonged
to the family of his name from the time of the
conquest. In the vear A. D. 1324, according
to the common statement, or, more probably,
a little earlier, the boy John was
hère born.
Of his
childhood we have no
instructionju but
special knowledge;
probably about the
year 1335 he went to Oxford and entered one
of the five colleges then there existing. He
became, of course, familiar with Latin, as
then used among scholars, but not with Greek
which was not yet at home at Oxford. And
kiio iiucmi uns,
grammar, rneioric ana logic
the "Trivium"—arithmetic, geometry, astronomy and music—the "Quadrivinm"—we know
that he successfully pursued. The physical
and mathematical studies, indeed, appear to
hare had for him quite as strong an attraction
as the logical and
speculative. He passed
from them all to the study of theology, includthe
ing
interpretation of the Old aud New
Testaments, as fouud in the Vulgate, the reading of the fathers, and of the scholastic doctors, with the study of the common law. That
he studied also the civil law, then or afterward, is equally certain, with the history and
canonical law of his own kingdom. Aud these
studies were to bear later fruit in his life. Iu
euch pursuits probably ten years were occu—

pied.

ENGLISH AFFAIRS AT THAT PERIOD.

In the year before, 1305, Urban V. had made
claim upon Edward for the payment of 1,000
marks as the annual feudal tribute promised
by John to Innocent III. for the kingship of
England, and also for the paymeut of large arrears due on such tribute.
Edward, in whose
reigu it had never been paid, referred this to
parliament, and that body was assembled in
the following May. Its prompt and emphatic
action was that such a tribute should not be
paid; that John had not a right to pledge it,
and violated his oath of coronation in the

act.

is probable that Wycliffe was a member
of this parliament, representing the clergy or
summoned by the king. He was at all events,
so prominent an advocate of its decision that a
it

champion of the papacy made a venement assault upon him, in
reply to which he gave the
reasons nrged in parliament by temporal lords
against such a tribute. He calls himself at the
outset of the tract "ah obedient son of the
church of Rome," and such, no doubt, he then
felt himself to be. Bnt the vivid spirit of nationality and liberty which appears in the
tract with the habit of referring to permanent
equities as properly directing Γ11 public affairs,
was prophetic of much, and the instinct of the
papacy must have felt in him its certain assailant. He was at this time, you observe,perhaps 40 years of age, a distinguished scholar
according to the standards of the time, famous
as a philosopher, an influential churchman and
prominently connected with the leading university.

SENT ABROAD BY THE KING.

Academical and royal distinctions soon came
to him, as he was made doctor of the
faculty of
theology, and rnyal chaplain, ana iu 1374 he
was appointed by
the king a member of the
commission sunt to treat with a papal embassy
at the city of Bruges on matters of importance
long in dispute. His name stands second on
this com illusion, following that of the bishop
of Bangor, aud the members were empoweA
to conclude a just compact on the matters
question Willi the papal nuncio. The com I&
«ion was associated with a large and bri11
embassy at the head of which was the king's,
brother, the dnke of Lancaster, with the eajy·
»
of Salisbnry and the
bishop of London.
Then, probablv for the hrst time, Wycliffe
saw a foreign city, and one which presented as
striking a contrast to anything in England as
did perhaps any town on the con tinent. The
busy, wealthy, populous Bruges was then at
the height of its middle age fame, with the
picturesque buildings just erected whose belfrv
chimes ring still in the square, and are still
echoed in poetry, with 20 ministers of foreign
kingdoms having hotels within the walls, with
companies of merchants there established
from all parts of Europe, while at the time of
Wycliffe's visit were gathered there also royal
and nobles of France, with prelates
rom Italy, Germany and Spain.
Wycliffe
was there brought into closer relations with
John of Gaunt, duke of Lancaster, whose
frlendship|was afterward important to him,
and it well may be said that a fresh impression
of the lonely and austere majesty of the Gospel canle upon bis spirit as he saw in a microcosmic view the luxury and pride, the practical unbelief and the hardly veiled license,
which were the fruit in Europe of an undisputed pontifical rule.
The general result of the labors of the commission was not of importance. Some of its
members-were soon after promoted by the pope;
and it is not perhaps a violent inference that
they had been acting in his interest. Wycliffe
certainly was not promoted, save as he was
lifted to fresh prominence and influence by
the sharp prelatical attacks made upon him ;
and this
may warrant ns in presuming that he
had been faithful to king and nation in the exciting scenes and service.
In A. D.. 1375, he was made by the king rector qf Littlewortb, with which his name was
ever afterward to be connected; and, as I have
said, the s oil last stuff of which he
was made, his ability, energy and
loyalty to
freedom, were speedily agaiR tested on public
affairs. In A. £>., 1376. the parliament, afterward known as the "good parliament," was
assembled, before which came the complaint»
of the kingdom against the papacy, and by
which these complaints were presented to the
king. The continued intrusion of foreign clergy into English church-linings, the scandalous
character of many who bought these from pa
pal brokers, the decay of religion consequent
upon it, with the palpable pecuniary exhaustion of the kingdom by the sums drained from
it to be spent in dissolute pleasures abroad—
these were some of the vehement complaints;
and the fact that in England was a papal collector, gathering tribute to be sent to the Pope,
and claiming the first fruits of the cburch-linings, was specially presented with sharp re-

TRANSLATING THE BIBLE INTO ENGLISH.

But now, as the greatest of all instruments
for this supreme work, he would have God's
Word itself translated into the common
tongue of the people, and reproduced in manifold copies, till the peasant might have it,
while the rich should gain through it a rarer
treaspre than jewels of price.
The "Ormulum," so called, paraphrase in
verse of the Gospels and
Acts, had been made
in the thirteenth century, but this seems to
have been confined to a single copy.
In the
fourteenth century two translations of the
Psalms had been made, and these were followed, after a time, by one of the Epistles of
Paul. But up to A. D. 1300, the Psalter was
the only book of the Bible rendered into the
common speech, and copies of these were
cerWithin the next quarter of
tainly very rare.
a century
there came into the English language the entire Bible; audit came, by the
witness of both
adversaries and
friends,
through the impulse and labor of the great
"Reformer before the Reformation." How far
he himself translated i ts books is not wholly
certain. That he did so largely is undisputed.
A Harmouy of ttie Gospels, .first translated,
seems to luve led the way to the rest. The Apoealvpse, with its lincessant attraction for spirits
like his in times.like those,wa< probably the first
V4
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Of coarse all the translations had to be made
from the Latin of Jerome, the Hebrew and
Greek being almost unknown. Xt was, in other
words, the version of a version, and so exposed
to peculiar |imperfeciion. But it must be remembered that Jerome bad had early Greek
manuscripts, earlier than any known until recently to the scholars of Europe, and that so in
translating him Wycliffe stood but as one remove from the originals, while his perfect acquaintance with the Latin gave him ample
opportunity to make his translation energetic
and full as an English equivalent.
He completed it probably as early at the latest, as
1382; and copies of it were rapidly made by the
hands of skilled and eager scribes.
But Wycliffe himself, no doubt, was aware
that the work had been too rapidly done for
its highest value or best effect, and planned
the revision, at once commenced, which finally appeared fiο m the baud of John Kurvey in
1388, four \ ears after the master's death.
Of
this nearly or quite 150 manuscripts remain,
in whole or in part, many writteu on vellum,
with elaborate carc, to be the possession of
churches, or the wealthy, aud not a few bearing the marks of long use and of the concealments into which they were hurried in times
of trouble. All these were written within 40
years after Wycliffe's death; and if we remember what careful, destructive search for them
was made in the day of persecution, bow many
went
across
the, ,sea, how many shrivin the
eled
fires of war, how many were
burned, with those who had read them, on
public squares, how inaDy probably wait to be
discovered, we shall see how extraordinary
their number at first must have been.
Only a
spirit intense and determined could have
driven so swiftly so many pens.
Of the effects of this translation on the English language many have written. The judgment of Lechler is undoubtedly just—that
"it marks an epoch in the development of
the
English language almost as much at>
Luther's translation dues in the history of
the German tongues." How vast the impression produced by the version which thus burst
into use, not on language but on life in the
whole sphere of moral, social, spiritual, even
political txperience, who shall declare!"
wycliffe's last days.
The subsequent months of Wycliffe's life
.were iikijj stormy afternoon, whose turbulei>ce ce&es, whose glooms are scattered in
the sunsOT$ golden tranquility.
An ecclesiastiqal assembly at London—called by him tbe
"Earthquake Council," because it was shaken
of a planet—condemned his
by
left him untouched

ajtreyible
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Ïrinces

monstrance.

IN CONFLICT WHS THE PAPACV.

In the following year, A. D., 1377, he attacked Gamier, the papal collector, with indignant intensity, and passing beyond the subordinate agents, with profound moral earnestness he challenged the system which made
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grapple with the pontiff; maintaining that he
can pin;
that what he doe9 is by no means
right because he does it; that he is bound to
be pre-eminent in following Christ, in humility, 'meekness and brotherly love, implying

plainly

that otherwise he is no pope at all. The
crowning doctrine here appears, that Holy
Scripture is for the Christian the rule and
rtandard of the trath and that what conflicts
with it has no authority.
At tills point, therefore, breaks ufton him
the first onset of that papal assault which was
never afterward to cease to pursue him till his
booke were prohibited and hi > bones had been
burned. In February, A. D., 13T7, he was
summoned to appear before convocation, obviously on account of the stand which he
had taken against prelatical and papal aggression. Ml hen the convocation assembled at StI'aul's, the Duke of Lancaster and the Grand
Marshal of England, with armed retainers, appeared with bim as friends and defenders, together witb several personal friends and some
theologians, who had come as his advocates.
An altercation instantly arose between the
marshal with the duke on the one hand, and
the imperious Bishop of London, the result of
which was that Wycliffe was withdrawn from
the tribunal without having had occasion to
open his lips.
Whatever purpose had been
cherished against him, for the time, at least,
bad utterly failed, and he went forth free as
before. Immediately, however, the English
bishops, or some of them, collected propositions affirmed to tie his, forwarded them to
Rome, and sought the papal interposition.
On the basis of these articles Gregory XI, in
May, 1377, issued five bulls against their
I hree of them were addressed to the
author.
archbishops, with the bishops of London, commanding them to ascertain if snch propositions
had been in fact affirmed by Wycliffe, in "a
detestable insanity," and if so to imprison
bim
and
him
until
keep
further
instrnctions;
them
also
commanding
to
cite
him
should
publicly, lest he
seek to escape by flight and requiring them to
bring the obnoxious articles to the notice of
th;> king. Another bull was addressed to the
king, informing bim of the commission, and
requiring his aid; and still another to the
chancellor and university of Oxford, enjoining them on pain of loss of all their privileges
to commit Wycliffe and his
disciples to custody,
and deliver them to the authorized commis-

sion.

UEFEND1NO HIS THESES.
A week before Christmas the bull addressed
the university was sent to the chancellor,
with the demand that he ascertain if Wycliffe
had propounded the alleged theses, and if so
to cite him to appear in London before the
The heads of th2 university
commission.
seem to have taken no action whatever 011 the
papal bill, but to have so far responded to the
commission as to serve upon Wycliffe therequired citation. Early, therefore, in A. D
1378, the vigorous and undaunted professor appeared before the archbishops and made
to

a

was
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again
<#cape5»pë>sonal assault. The weight of his
cliaracter-in the country was too great, his following was too large to be challenged without
danger. A vigorous memorial addressed to
parliamont against the English crusade for

of his last
public papers,
though many brief tracts were written and distributed to the end of his life, and his sermons
went forth as leaves on the wind.
Three hundred of them still remain.
He expected martyrdom,
and others as
But he was of
surely expected it fur him.
that iron temper which fire hardens into steel;
his courage mounted with occasion; aud he
funnd it as true in his own time as it ever had
been, "the nearer tli« hword, the nearer to
God." Xu point of fact he was never subjected
to blade or brand.
He wrought in patience at
his rectory, making it a center of impulse to
He
stood
to his convictions, though
England.
the poi>e again cited him, and the powerful
John of Gaunt fell from bis side, till a stroke
of paralysis a second time emote him, as he
was engaged in divine office, on the day of the
Holy Innocents, at the close of the year 1384;
and on the final day of that year, as reckoned
by us, he passed out of early struggle and care,
and entered his immortal rest.
was

one

REFORMERS WHO FOLLOWED WYCLIFFB.

The years which followed him in his own
country were years of darkness, almost of
death, to the cause with which he idetnified
his life. Almost singly, for a time, he had
held antagaonistic force at bay.
With the
withdrawal of his grand personality, the powers which he had arrested and fought, gained
volume and velocitv, and learned a new cruelty both from previous fear and from later
success. So his followers were scattered, and
multitudes of them were ruthlessly burled

the flood or the flames.
In the convocation of A. D. 1408 it was forbidden to translate the scriptures, or to read any book composed in his time. After the council of Constance, as we know, his bones were burned,
and their very ashes strewed on the stream,
that Avon might carry them to Severn, and
Severn to the sea; but it was, as his disciples
said, tnat the world might be his sepulcher
and Christendom his convert.
There came a
time even in England when the fatal laws
against his adherents fell dead in their places,
and when the almost anarchic frenzy which
attended the long war of the Hoses gave way
to a peace ill which liberty thrived.
That was
the timê for which his quickening thought
had waited; and having brooded silent in the
air it then burst into voice as if touching a
thousand souls at once. Still earlier, on the
continent, in Bohemia and in Italy, had been
felt his vast impulse.
John Huss, Jerome of
Prague, Savonarola, repeated the onset of hie
fearless spirit on the system which oppressed
them, with their different powers, with their
equal consecration ; and no one of all died in
vain. In a copy of the missal containing the
old Hussite liturgy, in the library of the Clementinum at Prague, richly illuminated by loving hands, Wycliffe is pictured at the top
lighting a spark; Huss, below him, blowing
it into a flame: Luther, still lower, waving on
high the lighted torch. It is a true picture of
that succession, in which others followed,
with brightening lustre, this "Morning Star
of the Reformation," till the iky was glowing
through all its arch with the radiance of the
to

uprising light.

Out of that reformation issued the new prophetic age whose ample brightness is around
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a
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Dugoaux, 13 years old, attempted to pass between two cars, and was caught by the head,
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Europe It wrenched powerful states from
tlie papal control.
It gave wholly new freedom to spirt and thought
It filled this land
with its Protestant colonies.
It opens to us
opportunity and hope. It is on the work ac
complished by Wycliffe and those who followed that our liberties have been builded.
Thank God that the book which at Oxford
and at Lutterworth was first transferred in
its whole extent to the English tongue, and for
whoso final revised translation we are now
looking, has been, and is, and shall be henceforth, the American inheritance—expounded
from the pulpit, taught in the household, at
hone, in the school. It is not ours by our
own effort, but by the struggle of
many generations. It is not ours for our own time
alone, but for the centuries that shall follow.
The half-millenium which has passed since
Wycliffe, the mill«niuin since Alfred founded
his "dooms" on its commandments, have not
wasted its force.
With, a divine energy it
works to dav. on every hand,
for grace and
gieatness. No future age will cease to need
its law and truth and inspiration.
To us is given the humbler work of making
it general and permanent in the land, as oth
ers for us have made it free.
In the measure
of our indebtedness to them we are responsible
for this future.
Let us not be unmindful of
the great obligation! Let us rival at leas*
their zeal for freedom, their devotion to troth,
if we may not rival that supreme and unfaltering couraae which shrank not frem prisons
and was friendly with death: that these our
years of noisy whirl may have in them still
the moral forces which gave to theirs majestic renown, that the frame of free government »nd of spiritual worship, builded on the
immortal foundations, may be worthy the
grand and costly life which cemented its base;
that the latest age of American history may
still repeat those words of Wycliffe, written
amid the heavy glooms which now are scattered, and in the front of menacing peril·
wnich now are not:
"I am assured that the
truth of the Gospel may indeed for a time be
cast down in particular places, and may for a
while abide in siieuce in consequence of the
threats of auii-Uhrist; but extinguished it
never can be,
for the Truth itself has said,
'Heaven and earth shall pass away, but my
words shall never pass!"
Alice Barker

(colored)

was

assassinated

at

Morasata, Texas, Wednesday night by Frank
Marshal, her paramour.

that he died instautly.

MARINE NEWS.
Δ Mysterious Shipwreck on the Coast or
Newfoundland.
New York, Dec. 9.—A dispatch from St.
Johns, N. F., states that an unknown bark
from Mirimacbi for Liverpool, was wrecked
at Cape Anguille.west coast of Newfoundland,
and only the mate, Qeorge Kadger, was saved.
Kadger is at St. Georges Bay. He was very
severely frost-bitten and suffered other injuries about the head, which possibly account for
his strange and unaccountable reticence.
He
refuses to give an; Information outside of α
meagre outline of tbe loss of his ship, unless α
Neilarge sum of money is first paid toflrei.
ther the name of the vessel r.or that of the
The aucaptain has yet been telegraphed.
thorities in Newfoundland have taken cognizance of the matter, and the mystery will, in a
Steamer Curfew days, be fully cleared up.
lew will convey Kadger to St. Johns, where a
formal deposition in the case will be taken.
1,300 Miles in an Open Boat.

Gloucester, Dec. 9.—Capt. Peter Dunn &
son arrived
from Gaspe, a distance of 1,300
miles, after a passage of two months in an
open boat.
Seven Gloucester Vessels Missing.
Gloucester, Mass., Dec. 9.—Considerable
anxiety is manifested for the safety of seven
««..Skin Vo.
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vember gales.

MASSACHUSETTS.

Sad Cas©

Arrested for Passing: Counterfeit Trade
Dollars.
Boston, Dec. 9. John Smith, alias Thomas
McGrath, alias Wm. Bartlett, who vas arretted in Fall River Monday night, for passing
counterfeit trade dollars on several parties,
was arraigned before
Commissioner Hallett,
on complaints alleging the passing of spurious
A
coins on a number of people of Fall River.
good many witnesses were examined, and
considerable
shrewdness
Smith, who displayed
in the cross-examination, was held in $3,000
for the grand jury of the District Court, which
is new in session.
Disastrous Fire in Springfield.
Springfield, Dec. 9.—The most disastrous
fire which has occurred in this city for a long
time occurred this morning in a large block
owned by the Wason Manufacturing Company, who furnish steam power to a large
number of manufacturers.
Losses aie estimated at $100,000.
The Fall River Mills.
Fall Riviot.Dec. 9.—At a special meeting of
the stockholders of the Border City Mills today it was voted to increase the capital stock
from $400.000 to $600,000 and equip a new
mill with machinery at a cost of about $400,000, making an increase of about ,37,000 spindles and 801 wide looms.
Hoosac Tunnel to be Lighted by Electric-

ity.
Boston, Dec. 9.—Lieut. Gov. Weston has

given

orders for the
nel by electric light.

NEW

lighting

of Hoosac Tun-

YORK

A dcheme to Swindle Merchants.
Nkw York, Dec. 9.—The Times gives an account of a meeting of eight persons at the Hoffman House yesterday as an "American Chamber of Commerce," some four of those present
not knowing what the institution was, and one
Bennett, who acted as Secretary, being unable
to give any information.
It appears to have
beeu gotten up by one G. W. Charter Clarke,
who has notified the merchants and business
men in differnt parts of the country that they
have been elected members' and has pocketed'
their five-dollar membership fee.
A scheme
to have a "permanent exhibition" was the
hobby of Clarke, but]the withdrawal yesterday
of most of the eight persons present, who denounced the whole thing, has probably ended
the swindle. At a recent meeting of the regular New York Chamber of Commerce this
"Amercan Chamber" was denouuced as a
fraud.

WASHINGTON.
Bill to Remove Certain Taxes.
Washington, Dee. 9.—The House ways and
means committee referred the proposition to
remove the tax on bank checks, matches, patents medicines, etc., to a sub-committee,which
will report at a future meeting.
Senator Blaine and the CabinetSenator Blaine, speaking of a general press
dispatch sent Iroin Washington, in which it
of State ία Geo. Garfield's Cabinet had been
offered to Mr. Blaine, and tjiat be was consalting with his friends in regard to it, said to
• Tribune correspondent yesterday:
"The
first and only time I ever saw the report was
in the Tribune yesterday, and I hare never
heard of the offer from any other source."
Honoring: Gen. Grant.
Representative Anson G. McCook of New
York, chairman of the sub-committee of the
military committee, to which has been referred the bill to place Gen. Grant on the retired
list, with the full pay of General*, says that he
has submitted the draft of the bill to President
'Hayes, and the latter approves it, aud is of
opinion that it would be preferable to the
adoption of the recommendation of the Message that he he made Captain-General.

Stanley Matthews Likely to Succeed
Judge S way ne.
Cincinnati, Ohio, Dec. 9.—Mr. Alexander Sands, who arranged the senatorial campaign of Stanley Matthews at Columbus last
winter, was asked to-day regarding the possible appointment of Stanley Matthews to the

supreme court.
"I know this," said Mr. Sands, "that Mr.
Matthews will be appointed to the supreme
court judgeship within the next twenty days
at longest, and possibly within the ensuing fif
teen."
"But," said the questioner, "a Washington
it
special of yesterday morning
says
is a settled thing that Attorney-General Devens
will succeed to the place of Justice

Strong."

"So he will," said Mr. Sands, "but Hunt
and Swayne will also retire immediately, and
Matthews I know will take Swayne's place if
he is willing to accept it."
"Will Matthews probably accept it?"
"I think he will, and if he does, he will
make one of the ablest men whoever sat on a
bench."
Gov. St. John of Kansas on the Negro ExodusNew York, Dec. 9.— At the session of the
Temperance Congress last night, in the Cooper Institute, Postmaster James presided.
Addresses were made by Hon. A. S. Draper and
Gov. St. John. The latter gave an account of
the suffering of negro refugees, whose exodus
from the South into Kansas created sj much
alarm last year. He bad been asked to forbid
their landing, but refused, and about 40,000 of
them came into the State, and were now selfHe referred to Gen. Grant as
supporting.
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the head of the government the cause9 which
led to the exodus would have been promptly
met and remedied.
He alluded to the fact
that Kansas had added a prohibition clause to
its constitution.
Louisiana's Debt.
New Orleans, Dec. 9.—Judge Monroe today ordered an injunction to issue in the casa
of Hart vs. the (State treasurer, ordering the
State treasurer not to divert the interest fund
to the general fund, as authorized by the (action of the State debt ordinance passed by the
constitutional convention, on the ground that
said section violates or impairs the contract
betweeu the State and its creditors.

Capt. Young Fined.
Hartford, Conn., Dec. 9.—The grand jury

in the case of Captain Nye of the steamer
Stonington and Captain Young of the steamer
Narragansett for manslaughter, found a true
bill against Captain Young for not making out
a passenger list.
He pleaded guilty and paid
$100 fine and costs.
National Council of the Union League.
Philadelphia, Dec. 9.—The National Council of the Union League held its annual session to-day.
Resolutions were adopted congratulating the country on the election of
Garfierd aid pledging the support of the
loyal men of the country to the new administration.
Two iiimers Killed by a Premature Blaet.
Virginia Cut, Nev., Dec. 9.—The premature explosion of a blast in the Fairman shaft
killed Charles Roberts and John Dole and seriously injured Charles Jacelini and several
others slightly.
The Yorktown Centennial.
Washington, D. C., Dec. 9.—This morning a meeting of several committees and associations connected with the celebration of the
centennial anniversary of the surrender of
Cornwallis at Yorktown, was held.
Senator Lamar's Health Improved.
New Orleans, La., Dec. 9.—Senator Lamar is much improved in health and leaves
for Washington Saturday.
Election Judges Indicted·
Manchester, Va., Dec. 0.—The three election judges recently arrested for refusing to receive ballots, have been indicted by the grand

jury.
The Anti-Jewish Agitation in Germany.
Berlin, Dec. 9.—In a large majority of the
German towns, Chaplain Stoecker'v anti-Jewish petition has been over-ridden by protests

against the agitators.
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Eviction in Ireland.
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On motion of Mr. Pendleton tuut so much oi
tl.e President's message as refers to civil I THE VICTIM DIBS ΔΤ THE THRESHOLD
was referred
to a select comsei vice reform
OF HIS CABIN.
mittee forexamiualion of the civil service.
Bill for the sale of the remainder of certain
Indian reservations was taken up and debated, i Power» of
Magistrates to Repress DieBill providing for the sale of the reservation
order.
of the Oloe and Missouri tribes and the removal of these Indians to another reservation was

passed.

Bill to secure the safe keeping of mbney paid
into the courts passed.
Pension bill for Mrs. Mary A. lord was re-

jected.
Mr. Withers (Dem.) ot Virginia, by request,
introduced a bill to provide for the judicial declaims against the
termination of pension
United States. Keferred.
and
Bill to allow marshals
deputy marshals
to take bonds incertain cases was referred.
Bill to extend the time for filing claims for
horses and equipments lost by officers and enlisted men in the United States service, was
taken up, but the Senate adjourned until Monday without decisive action thereon.
HOUSE
The fortiiication approprition bill was reported, ordered printed and recommitted.
Mr. Kelly introduced a bill repealing the
bank
tax on
checks, medicines, friction
matches, bank capital and bank deposits,
wasref erred.
Bill amending the law in relation to tax on
saving banks. Referred.
On motiou of Mr. Talbot of Maryland all
action 011 the bill for the relief of J. M.Keiskell was vacated.
House resumed the consideration of the
Senate concurrent resolution relative to the
electoral count.
Mr. McLane (Dem.) took the tloor and proceeded to speak on the Senate resolution in reply especially to the speech made yesterday by
Robeson. That gentleman (Robeson) had laid
dowd the preposition that no judicial power
could be exercised by Congress except by express grant. The te"th article of the Constitution was an express grant to Congress to count
the votes through all time.
The twelfth article gave the House power to" elect a President

judge when the contingencies ou which
it might elect a President, had occurred, and
the House could net thus judge unless it verified every vote. The twelfth article imposed
on the House the actual
necessity of counting
and verifying the vote.
When the day of
counting comes, let the Democrats take their
seats aud see that the votes opened by the
Vice President are genuine votes.
If, perchance, they showed that (as |was the case in
1877,) electors had voted who were not qualified, let them have thp coAage to refuse to
certily or cout.t such votes, or if they find the
Vice President opened certificates where votes
alleged to have been cast are forgeries, let
them have the courage now and forever to refuse such votes.
He hoped the Democrats
would not be influenced either by filibustering
or by
offensive insinuations that they were
hatching mischief.
Except in the case of a
Hancock state, there was no question 'in any
state. There was a question, and a very serious question as to the vote of the State of
must

apparently

the attacks repeated upon
jjepellïd o&vaded
east yielded to
royal mandate,
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closed. In
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Biddkfokd, Dec. 9.—This foreuoon, while
workmen were shifting cars at the Boston &
M»iue
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Crushed to Death by the Cars.
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another, probably by ffycliffe.
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of the New Testament being rendered by himself, doubtless with partial aid
from friends; the Old Testament probably in
good part by Nicholas Hereford, an intimate
friend and co-labo* with him.
He seems,
however, to have been suddenly arrested in
the work and the rest to have been done by

lowed,
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Georgia.
A disjointed running debate then ensued,
participated in by Messrs. McLane, Calkins,

Cox and Mills.
Mr. Lapham (Hep.) said that at the last session he looked upon the pending measure'as
an
attempt to debauch the electoral count.
Why were the wheels of legislation now
blocked by a question when it was admitted
there was no necessity whatever for the operation of the extraordinary provisions of this
resolution.
That there was lying behind it
some purpose he
was bound to assume from
the tenacity with which the matter was pressed
Under its
provisions questioning returns
would justify a majority in rejecting the vote
of a state.
Several others spoke on either side and the
House adjourned.

THE ELECTORAL COUNT.
Continued

Resistance to the Morgan
Bui· Decided Upon.
Washington, Dec. 9.—A joint caucus of
Republican senators and representatives was
held this evening to determine the party policy in regard to the resolution for counting the
electoral votes. Between 80 and ninety were
in attendance and the debate which occupied
two hours and a half was quite general.
Among tbose who took part were Senators
Blaine, Anthony and Ferry, aud Bepresentatives Lapham, Hawley, Conger, Kiefnr, Haskell, Butterworth and Robeson.
The only
question upon which any difference ofJ opinion
was expressed was as to the extent of opposing
the adoption of the measure, t While none of
the speakers '>elieved there was any purpose
on the part of the Democrats to attempt the
reversal of the result of the Presideutal electurn or thai any danger at the present juncture need tu be anticipated the majority held
that great principle
was at stake which
might at some time affect the stability of our
institutions and that the policy of the party
should be to meet now and to resist by every
t down
parliamentary method the adoption of
a proposition alike unwarranted
by the constitution and at variance with the precedents of
the past.
At the conclusion of the debate vote was taken upou Judge Laphaui's resolution
declaring
it to be "the sense of the caucus that the Republican majority should resist the adoption
of this joint rule by all means authorized by
parliamentary law" an<^ without dissent it was

adopted.

Dublin, Dec. !·.—A sail >uui dramatic eviction took place in County Wicklow on Wednesday. As an old man named Arthur Kavanagb,
in feeble health, who had a cabin on the property of Earl Kitzwilliam, had fallen behind
in rent, a deciee of ejectment wag obtained by
the Earl. His gamekeeper with two bailiffs
went to execute the decree.
They iiad to
carry K&vanagh out of the house, anil as he
was crossing the threshold of the cabin the
poor old man gave one gasp and died in the
gamekeeper's arms. His body was laid by the
roadride.
Over it for hours sat Uia only
mourner, a granddaughter.
Kavanagti was
formerly in a good position, but had been unable to work for two years, and was bedridden
for some time.
Nkw York, Dec. !>.—A dispatch from Boyle,
Ireland, states that the League's meeting yesterday held court over parties who had offended tliem fining one man a pound sterling for
under-bidding for a leaseho· d.
Several
offending tenants' cases were laid over a week,
and several storekeepers were notified that
they would have a week to consider as to joining the League or be "Boycotted."
Shaw Lefevre, Commissioner of Works, in
a speech at Reading, England, last night, said
the government could not afford to nermit dieorder to continue in Ireland, and assured his
hearers that measures to put an end to it
would be introduced in Parliament as soon as
Parliament met.
London, Dec. 9.—A Dublin dispatch to the
Times says: "The Land League is conducting
the campaign in the North with considerable
skill, modifying ils programme and proceedings to avoid offendi-ig the prejudices of the
In that province there is
people of Ulster.
quite a different tone in their speeches from
that in other parts of the country, with a view
of conciliating the Presbyterians, Liberals and
Orangemen. The system of 'Boycotting' lias
been applied
to six
detachments of constabulary in different parts of Ireland."
Forster has issued a memorandum to the
Magistrates, pointing out that under certain
acts of Parliament, persons assembling, anned
or disguised or assuming the name of any
society,to the terror of Her Majesty's subjects,
are guilty of high misdemeanor, rendering
them liable to imprisonment, as are also those
who by threats endeavor to compel any person to quit
his employment, or publish or
write anything calculated to incite riot or unlawful assembly.
All Magistrates and Constables are bound to apprehend, oppose and
disperse persons engaging in these practices,
and they can command all persons to assist
them.
London, Dec. 9—The Pall Mall Gazette says
of the memorandum issued to-day by Forster
to Irish magistrates, reminding them of the
powers they possess under the laws. That
everybody will ask why it was not issued
months ago, and if stronger measures are sug
gested, Parliament will have the right to
know whether up to the present time all the
instruments already possessed by the magistrals to quell the agitation have been used.
London, Dec. 9.—At Cork assizes to-day
the grand jury found true bill· against Keaiy
and Walsh for intimidating farmers.
The coroner's jury returned a verdict of wiliul murder against Graham who shot a bailiff
near Cook's Town.

London, Dec. 9.—Gladstone has issued a
circular to members of the Commons desiring
them to attend Parliament for business of the
first importance.
The French Magistracy Bill
Paris. Dec. 9.—The senatoral committee on
the magistracy bill elected Jules Simon chairman. There is a possibility of a compromise
in regard to the bill which may induce the
Senate to pass it.
Foreign Notes.
After a storm of speeches which have
irritated and wearied the public the Greek
deputies passed all the supplementary votes
including 50,000,000 drachmasjfor the ministers
of war and marine.
Ί he British admiralty has decided to abolish
flogging in the navy.

ASIA.
Peace Restored nl Kurdistan.

Teheran, Deo. 9 —Peace has been complets·

ly restored in Kurdistan.

ready

Sheik Abdallah

is

to gnbmit.

Washington, Dee.

Secretary Thompson cays the chairman of
the American Pauama Canal Company bas
not been tendered to him by any one haviLg
authority to tender it.
London, Dec. 9.—A dispatch from Paris
states that up to noon yesterday, 1,200,000 Panama
Canal shares had been applied for in
Europe.

New York, Dec. 9.—Private advices from
Paris, received by the American committee of
the Panama Canal are to the effect that the issue is a complete success, the
subscriptions exceeding tl.e total amount offered. It is authoritatively reported that whenever the
chairmanship of the company is offered to
Secretary Thompson, of the navy, he will accept it.

Madkib, Dec. 9.—The subscription for the
Panama Canal has been very successful.
New Yoek. Dec. 9—Subscriptions for Panama Canal shares now amount to .Ç8,000,000.
Conflict of Authority.
San Francisco, Dec. 9.—A few days ago a
Mexican, Clodoniero Cota, was arrested under
extradition on the charge of felony. A writ of
habeas corpus was got out, and the Judge|of tbe
Superior Court ordered the commander of the
Mexican gunboat D«mocrata, to whose charge
the prisoner was turned over, to produce him
in com·*. The commander refused, alleging
want
i ο -liruon.
The court then «ent a
sheriff w. tlio gunboat with two warrants, one
for Clodonieio, the other for the arrest of the
commander for contempt of court.
The Sheriff and party have returned from
their visit to the gunboat Democrata.
Two
boats with Sheriff Desmond and two deputies,
Cotas his brother, and a number of representatives of tbe press left the wharf about half-past
seven Wednesday tyeniug. On nrriving * ithin
about half a cable length of the Dcmorratajihey
were hailed and ordered to .keep off.
Cota
rose in the boat and hailed the steamer, when
his voice was recognized.
A swivel gun was
trained on tbe boat and a party of marines
jumped on the bridge and brought their
rifles to bear. In a few moments,a boat put off
from the Democrata with an officer and squad
of marines. After a brief conference the sheriff
was transferred to the Mexican boat aud taken
on board the Democrata.
A long interview
ensued on board.
The sheriff served his warrant for the arrest of Senor Ceriso, commander
of the vessel, but that officer refused to submit.
He retired to his state room, and a marine was
stationed at tbe door, who on the sheriff attempting to enter, threatened to run him
through with a b yonet. The sheriff finally
retired to his hnat and nn Had aclinra
The
Democrata lias steam up ready to leave.
It is
not Dot jet known whether her
departure will
be permitted.
The United States corvettes
Peusicola and Alaska are anchored outside of
the Démocrate, and a boat from the former
boarded the gunboat just after the Sheriff
withdrew, but the nature of the conference is
Uiikuown.
Later—Cota, the Mexican, has been given up
bv the Mexican corsul. and it is
probable no
farther steps will be taken for the]arrest of the
Democrat».
··■

Newspaper Sued for Libel.
CHrcAGO, Dec. 9.—A libel suit was brought
to-day by Charles B. Farwell, Congressmanelect from the 3d district, against the Daily
News
▲

for 350,000 based
during the lato election.

upon

an

editorial

Three Negro Murderers Lynched.
S. C., Dec. 9.—The three ne"
groes, one woman and two men, who murder
ed Mrs. Kennedy in Claittenden county las1
Sunday, were captured yesterday and hung to
the nearest tree.

Charleston,

Fatal Explosion.
Chicago, Dec. 9.—An explosion at the
Union lime works this afternoon killed one
man

and

fatally wounded

another.

Trying to Burn Up a Town.
Custer Citt, Deo. 9.—The principal hotel,
store and post office were burned by
incendiary
fire. There seems to he a determined effort to
destroy the town fire.
THE DOMINION.
The Fortune Bay Outrage.
St. Johns, N. FJ, Dec. 9.—Much dissutisfactiou is felt here in cousequeuce of the British Government expressing a willingness to
pay the American claim for alleged losses by
the Fortune Bay outrage.
The local legislature will strongly oppose the payment.

Lizzie L. Fogler, insane, drowned herself
Ν aw Bedford yesterday.

at

Chicago

126
121 Via

140
142
177.

& A iton

'ucaifo d A· ton prefei re J
C. B. &
bike Shore
MHiigan Central
c<rie
tfrie preferrod
Northwestern
Northwestern preferred.
ν» i waukee A
St. Paul
St. Paoi prefcrr.d
\»-w Jersey Centrai
Union Pacific
* extern Union I el. Go....

MN

122Va
116Vu

-10&»
So

123V«:
139 Mî
1118/e

121M»
7*

106%
82*4

—

AJpba
ftelcber....
B»st & Bclcher..

are

permanently

insured.

Mining stocks to-day:
9^4 Julia consolidated..
4
Hale & toreros?..
SVs
2y* Grand Prize
13/β
8
Mexican..
7rje
1% Northern Belle
9Va
1% Opbir
G%
1
2l,4 Overman.19
Dnion Con,
11
ls/s Sierra Nevada
7V2
1*4 Yellow Jacket
33/s
4y8 Bodie
5%
2Vfe Potoe'
2Mi
1
Con. Virginia.
2Vs

Bullion

—

ChoJar

..

flureka Con
Crown Point.

—

Kxchc-iuer
GonldaCnrry
Savage
Belvidier

....

Market.

Bmiod Produce

The following

were

Boston, Dec. 9.
to-day> quotations of Butter,

and Potatoes:
Butter—We quote choice Northern and Western
creameries at 30g.35e for fresh made, and 2H(o 28c
for summer made; fall made New York and Vermont dairies at 26® 30c: and common to fair dairy
lots 18ia22c: Western dairy packed at 24'&27c for
choice, and 15(a23cfor common to good; ladle packed at 2 l@23c for choice and at 1 Va 20c for eom-

Cheese, Eggs

good; choice grades in

demand.

Cheese—we quote at 13<^13V2C for choice;! lxA@
12MbC for fair to »rood: 8@1 lc fbr common.
Eggs are quoted at 28(^29c for Kastern: 28(a29c
for New York and Vermont, 28@29c for Canada
on/) V*!n/ia

folon.4.

Potatoes

ship Tallapoosa

has

arrived at

Madame Thiers is much better.
Jones' large tobacco factory in Richmond,
Va., was burnea yesterday.
The illness of the Marquis of Ripon is not
serious.

METEOROLOGICAL
INDICATIONS

FOB

THE

NBXT

TWENTT-FOCB

War Dep't, Office Chief Sional j
;
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
Dec. 10, 2A.M.I
For New England,
Higher barometer, cooler north to west winds,
partly cloudy weather and possibly occasional

snow.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Dml» Wholesale Market.
Portland. Dec. 9.
The following are today's quotations of Floor,
Pnllua

(By Telegraph.)

Chicago. Dec. 9.—Hogs—Receipt* 24,000 head;
head: the market is quiet and *eady;
mixed packing at 4 45@4 75; light at 4 4<Υα4 7o;
choice heavy at 4 80®5 10; packers buying most.
Cattle—Receipts 5000 head shipments 200» head
best fairly active but unchanged; common to medium dull and weak 3 60@4 30; good to choice 4 70
@5 10; exports 6 60@6 4· '.
sheep firm; common to medium at 3 40@4 75;
good to choice 4 60@5 00.

shipments 60

Domestic markets.
fBv

Teles?anh.>

York. Dec 9—Evening—Flour—Receipts
23,699 bble; exports 9356 bols; dull, heavy and
lOfcjl 5c lower with light export and jobbing trade
demand; sales 13,0o0 bbls; No 2 at 3 OOo 3 6θ;
Superfine Western and State at 3 30@4 00; extra Western and State at 4 40@5 00; good to
ehoice do at 5 05® 6 75; White vTheat Western
extra at 5 10Ώ6 00: fancy do at 6 1037 00: extra Ohio at 4 70fa6 85: extra St. Louis at 4 GOa
β 75: patent Minnesota extra at 6 50@7 25; choice
to double extra at 7 3θ@8 40, including 1200 bbls
City Mills extra at 5 o'> for W I; 6 25 for S A; 1,500 bbls No 2 at 3 ΟΟΐ4 60; 900 bbls Superfine at
3 40® 4 00; 1200 bbls low extra 4 40@4 70; 2900
bbls winter Wheat extra at 4 70@H 50; 4,700 bbls
Minnesota extra at 4 60@8 40, closing weak. Southern flour is dull and declining; sales 800 bbls; extra at 5 0o@ > 50; choice 5 r>0®6 75. Rye Flour
dull and heavy at 5 50@5 80 for Superfiiie. Cure
Meal quiet and'steady; Yellow Western at 2 75@
3 2'*; Brandy wine at 3 60. Wheat receipts 1θ4,
550 bush: export* 55,627 bush; heavy, feverish ano
1® 1 Mi lower with light export demand and active
speculative trade; sales 2,310,00ο bush, ii.c u-ling
23<>,000 busb on spot: ungraded Spring at 1 14(®
1 20V4; No 3 do 1 12; ungraded
| 05® 1 19;
No 3 do 1 16@1 16% ; No 2 do 1 19φ120^ ; No 1
do 1 26; Mixed Winter at I 16% @1 17; ungraded
White 116V4(gl 18; No 2 <lo 1 15·* : No do, G2,0 Qat 1 lKMi® 17%; No 2 Bed for December,
136.000 bush 1 1914@l 20*A; January, 1,120,<»00
bush at 1 21 ^4@1 22% February, 57b 000 bush at
1 23 **@1 24%; March, 32,0» K) at 1 26 Vs; No 1
White for December, 56,Γ00 at 1 16%®ί 17 V2.
Rye heavy and lower; State offered at 1 00. Cor«
market is heavy and Vs@l lower; receipts 55,488
bush; exports 36,000 bush; sales 408,oOO bush, ineluding 48,000 bush on the spot ui graded at 56®
59Vîc: No 3 at 55Vfr(a55%c; steamer 6614c; No 2
at 58Vfe@59c; No 2 White at 68Vgc; Yellow Mixed
57@V71*c; No 2 for December at 68Vfcif$59c; do
vww

at 58%@59Vfec; February at5&a5tt%c.
January
Oat· about
lower and

weak; receipts"36.950
bush ; sales 213,000 bulb ; No 3 do at 43 α 43% c;do
White 43®44c; No 2 at 44Vs@44%c;do White 46:
ο I at 44% c; do White at 48%@49c; Mixed Western 41@44c: White do at 43a47c. White Stats 4*,
including 5,000 bush No 2 for December at 44V2c
76,000 do January 45*4(§4">^8 ; February 4«%c.
Natar about steady and quiet; refining unchanged,
refined firm and fairly active: standard A at 9Ve;
crushed 9%; powdered 9%@ll»; granulated 9Vfcc.
violannr· unchanged. Petroleum is quiet an.i
firm;united at 91V* ;«rude .11 bbls at 6V4r®7: refine·*
9% bid. Tallaw steady 6V4@6%. Pork dull,
weak and unsettled: 200 mess on spot at 13 75: do
December 12 7δ@ 13 o« >. Beef unchanged, f,»· r«i
opened lower, recovered, closed higher and strong;
sales 740 tee »»rme sua·» Ou spot at 8 80® 8 90; to
arrive 8 80; 2<Oo for December at 8 77v*@8 90; I
350·» for January at 8 90^9 00; 5750 February at 1
%c

at 9 0θια9 IO. Better is uuiet, rather weak at.d
unchanged CNre* is unchanged; State at 9%®
12%c; half skims 8Vfe@9Vfcc; Western fiat at 10@
12V4C; skims 3jglt»c; Cheddar 10a) 2V4c.
Freights to Liverpool—Wheat steam 7%.
îuwer ami

Wh ^t weak-

a xwru niuier at

uweibieu;

χ

Low

Grade

Michigan....5 60g« OC

iStoÏÏ;

Ά,

::

Rye,

t*

St. Louie Winβ 26@β 5C Mld'ngg,
ter fair
...

Winter

good.. β

60 αβ F>7

Winter beet...7 00^7 2£
Produce.
rurkeni
12® 11
Chi ex en s
10a16

·'·'

"

irs&àsfooo

8 $10
24 25

Fowl

ou;

Chicago Spring at 1 02νχ(&1 02% cash.l U3V2
for January 1 « 9% for February; So 3 Chicago
Sprintât 86c; rejected 64,gt>8c. <k>rn active and
lower at39V*c for cash; 3»%c January; 4"c for
February; 44% e May. Oats easier at 32c for casb;
32%c for January; 38%c May. Kye unchanged
Barley tirmer 1 03. Pork in fair demand but easier
at 11 75 cash; 13 25 for January; 13 42% bid for
February. I^rd easier at 8 37 % bid for cHsh;8 45
; bid for January ; 8 57Va bid February. Bulk Me*ts
20; short iibat685: short

Receipts—14,OOOj *bls Hour, 103,800

bush

wheat

129 000 huf»b corn, 54,000 bush oats. 7,000 Dusfc
rye, 34,000 bush barley.
shipments-18.000 hbls flour, 9,000 bush wheat.
33,000 bush (corn, 33,000 bush oats,28,000 bush
rye, 10,000 bush barley.

St. Louis, Dec. 9.—Flour market dull and lower;
double extra at 3 60^3 75; triple do 3 25^3 50;
family 4 60@4 75; choice to f ncy at 4 85 a.5 45.
Wheat lower and irregular, but closed firmer; sales
No 2 Red Fall. 1 0ι% al 01% for cash; 1 03*/s ù
1 04 for January; No 3 do at 99c. Corn lower and
clos« d tirmer; No 2 Mixed at 4o%@40%c; 40%c

for January. Oats firm but slow at 34c for casb and
December. Bye is dull and lower at 84c bid. Pork
dull at 13 25 asked. Lard nominal 8 2ft.
Receipts—5,ooo bbla Hour. 30,000 bush wheat,
62 000 bush corn, 12,000 Dush oats, 0,000 bush
rye 9,OOO oush barley.
Shipments—12,000 bbls
5,000 bush wheat,
34,<η·ο '»ush corn, 0,000 busn oats, 0,000 busb
bush
barley. Ο,ΟοΟ
rye.
Detroit. Dec. 9.—Wheat is dull; No 1 White at
1 02 bid; 1 OI% for December; 1 03% January.
1 05% for February; I 07% for March;No 2 White
at 96 %c bid; No 2 Bed 1 04 seller.

New York, Dec. 9.—Cotton quiet; Middling uplands ll%c.
Savannah, Dec. 9.—Cotton irregular; Middling
uplands at ll^fec
New Orleans, Dec. 9.—Cotton quiet and easy;
Middling uplands ll%c.
Memphis,Dec. 9 —Cotton easy; Middling uplands
at ll%e.
Mobile, Dec. 9.—Cotton steadv: Middling uplands ll%c.

Earepeaa marketa.
By Telegraph.)

Kgg*
Potatoes, —bnah5fl(&6C
Sweet " Jersey 3 75@4 OC
Norfolk 2 76a3 OC
Onions, φ bbl.4 50a6 00

"
crate
@1 βΟ
1
Crnberries, » bbl
Maine, 4 00@4 5(J
CapeCod,6 60^7 00

7
iloge... .G Va
Ohrenr
Maine
13 $15
Vermont
13Φ15
*. V. Factory
13a>15

Skim Cheese....5@8
Fruit

London, Dec. 9 12.30 P. If «—American securities—United States bonds 4%s, 115%.·
Liverpool, Dec. 9—12.30 P.M.—Cotton nuuket
easier; Middling uplands at 6 11-16; sales 10,000
bales; speculation and export 2,000.
Liverpool, Dec. 9—12.30 P. M.—Flour 9s 9d®
12s. Winter Wheat 9s 9d@10s Id; Spring Whe*t
at 8s 8d@9s 10d: California average 9s 3d@9s lid:
Club do at 9s lld@10s 6d; Corn at 5s 8%d. Peas
at 7s. Provisions, Ac.,—Pork at 67s 6d: Beef 57s;
Cheese 66s; Lard 45s 9d; Bacon 38s@42s Tallow
at 35s 6d, at London 38s 9d.
NOTI€K.—For the past thirty three years
"CONGRESS" Yeast Powder has been extensively
sold.
It has
always been made pure aud
henlthy, and is to-day without a rival.
lyslade's English Mustard and Congress Yeast
Powder are standard and always reliable.
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In this city. Thursday morning. Dec. 9. at the residence of the bride's father, by Rev. A. Dalton,
Kdgar F. Swett and and Miss Mary J., daughter of
John Evans. Esq.. all of Portland.
In Skowhegan, Dec. 8, Walter G. Davis, son of
Win. G. Davis of Portland, and Miss Mav H.,
youngest daughter of Col. A. W. Wiides of SkowDEATHS.

pbox

Lemons.
Messina
Palermos

4 00@4 60
4 00A4 5C

Nuts.
Peanuts—

Wilmington.1 60@1 70
Virginia..... 1 60® 1 62
Tennessee...1 20@1 36
Cas tana, ψ lb.
10@llc
"
Walnuts,
Ρ 'her;*.

14®lGo

"

Pecan

12@14c
13® 14c

§2*

Γβ·

18

17%1β

·\

'ssr ^Tsr76
/Ί®7λ
|D£fiWeiten«
'Extr*°

I 9V4

-···

Portland, Dec.
The following quotation of Grain

by telegraph

from

were

9.

received

Chicago t^day by A. W. Jordan,

167 Commercial street:
Corn
Chicago —Wheat—.
Time. Jan.
Feb.
Jan
May.
9.34.. 104%~106% to Mi 45 %
10.00...104% 106% 40% 46%
10.32 .104%
106%
11.04...103
103%
44%
11.36
104
39%
12.06. ..103%
3»% 44%
12.34...
39% 44%
1.03.. .103% 104% 39% 46
Call.... 103% 104% 40
46Ve

Oat»
Jan.
May.
32%
32%

3f,%
36%

32%
32
32V»
32%
32%
32%

36%
36%
3rf%
30%
30%
30%

V«Ki«· Imparti.

Dally Oosneetlc Receipts.
Corameal to G

water conreymnoe—1000 bush
W. Tro« Λ Co.

Krcrlpua

Maine I'earal.
Poktlasd. Dec. 9.
For Portland, 38 cars miscellaneous merchandise;
for connecting roads, 89 cars miscellaneous nier
ehandlre
·(

Heiton Stock market.
L8a\es of the Broker's Board, Dec.
First Call.

(9,000 Eastern Railroad 4%s
*600
do
80 Boston & Maine Railroad
New

Francisco 8th inst, ship Soltaire. Snow,
Liverpool (July 8.)
Ar at Shanghai 6th inst, barque Bertha, Cfickett,
New York, (July 30.)
Ar at Port Natal prev to 6th inst, barque Matthew
Baird, Qi eenleaf, Nev York.
Sldfm Honfleur 5th inst, barque Nellie Brett,
Davis, United States.
Sldfm Havre 7th, barqueC Β Haaeltlue. Qilkey,
United States.
Ar at San

32 years 6 months.
In New Gloucester, Dec. 6, Oharles Justin, youngest child of Edwin A. and Eliza L. White, aged 4
years 8 months.
In Botton, Dec. 5, Miss Annie B. Torrey, aged 19
years 6 months,—daughter of Mary J. and the late
Capt. Jos. H. Torrey of Bath.

FROM

NAME

Lake Manitoba

FOR

commence

Gloucester 8th co lided with an unknown -cbr and
bulwarks aud rail, tore sails, &c, to the extent of $150.

damaged

DOJTIKNTIC' FORTH.

Briggs, Randall Hong Kong.
UALVESTON-Ar 2d, scb S Ρ Hitchcock, Reed.
New York.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 5th, ship Bombay, Peterson, Liverpool.
Ar at Port Eads 8th. ship Pleiades, Chase, Hull;
barque Helen Angier, Geary, do.
DA HI EN—Ar 30th, sch Cook Borden, Luut, from
Charleston.

SAVANNAH—Ar
leirt.

>ew

8th,

(«eorgie Clark,

sch

Bart-

OF

CMT1AS C001IS,
offering a great variety of attractive articles at popular prices.

Special attention is

called to onr Fancy
Goods Department in

p

MINIATURE ALMANAC... .DECEMBER 10.
Son rises
5.57
7.26 I High water
Son sets
4 211 Moon sets...!
1.27

NEWS.

De

op-

ened the Novelties of
the season particularly adapted to the Holiday Trade.
A cordial invitation
is extended to all to
examine our stock.

TURNER BROS.,
(Kimball Block,)

488 and 490 Congress Street.
dec8
sntf

KICHMOND-SId 7th,8chs Hunter, Nash, M York;

Cata warn teak.

Kennedy, de.

NORFOLK—Ar 6th, sch Albert Daily, Nason,
York.
Hampton Roads Oth, sch Charlie & Willie,
Forbes, for Bath.
ALEXANDRIA—Ar 7th, sch John Bird, Smith,
Windsor. NS.
BALTIMORE—Cld 7th, sch Anna W Barker,
Snowman, Pernambuco.
Ar 8th, seb Chai lotte Jameson, Jameson. Bruns-

Dress Goods.

New
In

wick.
Cld

8th, sch J Τ Morse. Tupper, Hoboken.
NEWCASTLE, DEL- Passed down 7th, sch M A
Holmes, »roin Philadelphia for Portland.
Sid fm Delaware Breakwater 7th, brig Tarifa, for
Sagua; Mary Kink, for Matanzas.
Ar8th, schs Millie Trim. Ruth C Thomas. Clara
Leavitt, Ε R Dyer, and Willie De Wolf.
NEW YORK—Ar 9th. ship Emily Reed. Sheldon,
Waldoboro; brig L F Munson, Smith. Lisbon 56 ds;
Harry Smith. Weeks, Buenos A y res 39 dajs: Emma
L Hall, Perry, Matanzas; schs Eagle.Noye?, Bangor:
Trade Wind. Gray. Rockland.
Below, barque Franc Lambrith, Gray, fm Manila
via Mauritius.
Cld 9th. schs Leonora. Treworgv, St Augustine;
C F Heyer. Poland, Charleston; Nettie H Dobbin,
Falklngham, Chester. Pa.
Sid 9th. barque Ε L Pettengi'l.
Passed the Gate 8th, schs Carrie L Ilix. from New
York for Lynn; Centurion. Hoboken for Boston;
Mary Β Harris and F A Hall, do for do: J Holmes,
Rondout for do.
NEWPORl-Ar 7th, sch Mary Shields, Linscott,
Hoboken.
In port, scbs Telegraph. Thorndikc. Rockland for
New York; Eloulse, Danforth, for
o: Adtlanna,
Baker, and I) Ellis, Torrey, for do; Watchful. Gill.
for
Baker,
Georgetown, Me,
do; Lucy
Allen, Thom as to η for do: St Elmo, Humphrey. Bangor for do;
>usan. Kennedy, Rockland for do; Searsville, Hart,
and Pierre. Lord, Providence for New York.
Schs Express, and Globe, of Ellsworth, will winter at

Newport.

VINEYAR!>-HVAEN-Ar 7th, brig Thos Owen.

Pressey, Laguna for Boston; schs Kendrick Fish
Watte. Amboyfordo; Lizzie Β McNicbols. Fanning, Hoboken for do; Fannie A Pike, Noble, do for

Calais.

BOSTON—Ar 8th, schs Delia Hinds, Agnew, Calais; Mary A Heyer, Crockett, Winterport.
Ar 4th. sch Mariel. Anderson, Boston.
Old 9th ech fîhae Ε Moody. Hodgkins, Hayti.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 8th. sch Ε H Nickerson, from
Boothbay for New York.
NEWBURYPOKT—Ar 8th, schs Grace Cushing.
Moeher. Philadelphia; Ernest Τ Lee. Blatchford,
Weehawken: A H Hodgman, Frye. Auiboy.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 7th, sch Areola, Brookings,
Boston.
Sailed 8th, schs Isabella, from Boston for Wiscas
set: Hannibal, do for lslesboro: May Flower, do for
Gouldsboro; Brilliant, do for Castine; Frank Pierce
do for Steuben: Smith Tattle, fm do for Wisca.sset.
Warrenton. do for Islesboro; Julia Elizabeth, Salem for Blu^hill; Allie Oakes, and Hume, do for
Rockland; C η Morse, do lor Gouldsboro; Charles
Thompson. New York for Portland; S L Morgan,
New Bedford for Bucksport.
PORT CLYDE—Ar 5th, schs Toronto, from Tho
Tnaeton for Portland; Jerusha Baker, Chase, Portland for Macl ias.
FOREIGN PORTS.

Spauldîng,

Another Week of Low Prices.
W« shall offer this week New Lot of Fine All
Wool· Plain Momie (/loth Dress Goods, in Black
1 all best colors at only 50 cenrs.
These are
Λ1Ι Wool full 40 inches wide, and hare
never been sold for less thin 91.00.
§y*There was never offered in
Portland
such a good opportunity to buy All Wool Dress
Goods at so low ρ-ices.
Our other Dress Good* arc marked way down as
follows:
an

sfictly

$I.OOPolka Spot Momie Cloth*·

at SO cents.
'i5 cent All Wool Light Dress
Flannels at 19 cents.
II cent Half Wool Dress Goods

only 10 1-3 cents.
Cloaks, Ulsters and Dolmans
duced to lowest prices.

dec8

Cure Your Corns!
BY

USISG

SCHLOTTERBECK'S

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent.
Entirelv harmless; is not a caustic.
It removes Corns. Warts, Bunions and Calions,
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying ia each bottle.
tZfJ CURE IS G VARA XTEED.jBj
Price
cents.
For sale by all Druggist».
Try it and you will be convinced like thousands
wlio have used it and now testily to Its value.
A-k for ScbUiterbeck'ii Cora aad Wart
Mol veut aad lake ao other.

nov23

sndtf

FOR

Holiday Gifts.
I offur

especially

FINE ENGRAVINGS.
ETCHINGS and COLORED

PHOTOGRAVURES,

which I am prepared to Frame la
the most artistic manner.
Also a Choice Assortment of

Limoges,
Faience,

Boston.
At Batavia

son.

avana.

Sid 2d, barque Ν M Haven,
Hatteras.
At Matantas let inst, barque

Ulrlck,

for

North of

Rachel. Walls, disg:
brigs Gipsy (jueen. Chandler, do; L M Merritt. do.
Foetina, Philbrook, and Jas Κ Talbot, Crocker,
do; and others.
schs

Sept 20, lat 57 02 S. Ion 68 03 W, ship Ivy, Lowell, from New York for San Francisco.

CYRUS F.
388
deed

STOCK BROKER,
50 Exchange Street.
Stocks aud Bonds bought and
sold on commission for cash or
carricd on a reasonable margin.
Orders for stocks on Boston and
N. ¥. stock boards, promptly exe·
Stock privileges obtained on rehouses, at lowest rates.

liable Ν. Ï.
decl

eodtf

Swan & Barrett,
BANKERS AND BROKERS,
Street

(CANAL· BANK BLOCK.)

I S. "Called" Bonds CASHED 01
on favorable terms.
sneodtf

Ja3

St.
ulw

STAMPING !
Having so many calls (or Stamping Designs for Screens, Table
Covers,
Lambrequins,
Tidies,
Curtains, &c„ Ac.. ■ have been
induced to procure a full assortment of handsome and unique
Designs for this purpose, and In
connection
with my
Fellings,
Fringes, &c., will stamp any De-

sign

at

G. M. BOSWORTH,
591

Congress

nol7

St.
dtf

FINE SHOES.
We have the largest and best assort·
Roots, >boes and Rubbers to be
found iu ib» State.
Call and examine
our Newark, N. J. good*, made for us
by
the celebrated makers, Mutton Λ Hliss.
We have also a flue line of Ladies' Hisses' and Children's Peb. Hoat and Kid,
in the latest stvles. Also make to measure any style of boot or shoe desired at
reasonable prices.
ineut of

B. F. WHITNEY &

CO.,

CORNER UNION and MIDDLE,
Under Faluiouth Hotel, Portland, Jlf.
nov23

Dealers in Government, Municipal and Railroad Securities.

exchanged

Congress

BOSTON PRICES.

Η. ». PINKHAM,

middle

DAYI8,

ARTISTS' MATERIALS,

FINANCIAL.

186

and

Art Pottery.

Oct 20, ship New Era. lawyer, une;
barques ItonuK, Buck nam. to load at Samarang and
Padang for New York at £2 5s; Monhegan, Luce,

une; and otliers,
A r at St Helena Nov 1, barque Jas G Pendleton,
Nichols, Java for Channel, (and proceeded.)
Ar at > rogresso Oct 28, barque Esther. Benjamin,
New York, (aud sailed Nov 27 for do): Nov 21. Hat
tie G Dixon, Sawyer, Vera Cruz, to load for New
York.
At St Thomas Dec 4. ship Abner I Benyon, Watts,
from San Francisco for Queens town.
Ar at Sagua Nov 24, brig Amy A Lane. Carver,
New York.
Ar at Havana 7th inst, barque Daring, Anderson.
Cardenas.
CJd 4th, brig Elixaboth Winslow, Locke, Matanzas
and Delaware Breakwater.
In port 4tb, sobs J 11 Converse. Leighton, for Pensacola; J D Kobinsou Glover, do.
Sid fm Cardenas 1st inst, barque Daring, Ander-

dtf

en

une.

Sid fm Melbourne Oct 26, barque Willard Mudgett. Staples. Manila via Newcastle.
Sid fm Newcastle. N*»W, Oct 9th, barque Cbas Β
Kenuey. Fickett. Manila; 17tb, G M Tucker, Merriman. Wellington. NZ.
At Sydney NSW Nov 5, ships Resolute, Nickels,
from Mauritius, for orders; barque Herbert Black,
Treat, from New York, ar 4th.
At Adelaide Nov 4, barque Samuel H Nickerson,
Eaton, disg.
At Singapore Oct 2G, ship Freeman Clark, Dwight
tor New York; barque Hiram Emery, Wyman, ior

re-

RINESBROS.

dtf

HOLLER

SKATING

RINIC

Skating

Assemblies
every Tuesday,
and
Thursday
Saturday,
Afternoon and Eieuiug.

Portland.. ..Liverpool

...

will

wliicn

urn.

TYBEE—Ar 8th. brig Geo Ε Dale, Pierce, Bangor
BULL HIVER, SC—Ar 4th. barque Halc>on,Dickinson. Port Royal, SC; brig Mary C Haskell, Pease,
Savannah.
CHARLESTON —Cld 7th, brig Mary Ε Leighton,
Leigh ton. Trieste.
Shi 7th, sell Ε A Baizlev, for New York.

To-Day a

SPECIAL SALE

DATE

Dec 10
Circassia
New York..Glasgow
Doc 11
New York..London
Dec 11
Utopia
New York Laguayra
Claudius
Dec 11
New York..Jamaica
Atlas
Dec 11
New York. .Liverpool
Germanic
Dec 11
New York.. Liverpool
Wisconsin
Dec 14
Arran
New York..Cape Hayti ..Dec 14
New York..Liverpool
Batavia
Dec 15
New York..Liverpool
Erin
Dec 15
New York .Liverpool.... Dec 16
Kcoublic
New York..Havana
Dec 16
Newport
New York Hamburg
Dec 16
Lessing
New
York..Havana
Dec
16
Cii, ashington..
Ontario
Portland ...ljverpoqi....l>ec 17
Devonia
New York..Glasgow.. ..Dec 18
Mosel
New York..Bremen
Dec 18
Dec 18
City of Richmond..New York. .Liverpool
Marathon
Boston
Liverpeol.... Dec 18
Arizona
New York..Liverpool....Dec 21
Gallia
New York..Liverpool....Dec 22
Lake Nepigon
Portland
Liverpool.... Dec 24
Lake Cham plain... Portland ...Glasgow
Dec 24
Boston.... Liverpool
Dec 25
Olympus
....

TURNER BROS.,

ΠΕΤΙΟΚΛΝΟλ.

Sch Orient, from Bangor for Provincetown, which
towed in here Nov 27th after pounding on
Ram Island, has repaired and reloaded, and will proceed first fa'r wind.
Ship .John D'Costa, Hamilton, from Liverpool for
Rangoon, before reported at Mauritius, was ready
to proceed Oct 20. bavins repaired.
Brig L F Munson, Smith, at New York from Lisbon. reports, Nov 20, when 90 miles oft* Cape Sable,
took a violent gale from SE to Ν W. lasting four ua>e
Dec 7, off Fire Island, whs in collision with au unknown ship and lost anchor and topsail yard, and
stove bulwarks, &c.
Brig Akbar, Hoi way. from Lisbon for New York,
before reporte 1 at Cadiz in distress, repaired aud
proceeded 2d inst.
Sch Kalmar of Machias while working out from
was

aged

M^RIISTE

SeMionannd Price* will be

4.30; Evenings

2 to

Mr. Woodbury having been admitted
to the membership uf the Boston Stock
Exchange, we are prepared to execute
orders at that Exchange at the same
rates of commission as these charged by
Boston Brokers.
Daily quotations of
the leailiugr si oiks are telegraphed umuriiiug and afternoon, and Mill be bulletined at onr office for the heneflt of the
WOUIlBURY & MOL'LTON.
public.
Corner Middle & Exchange Streets.
decl

: Afternoons from
from 7.4o to 10—>aturd»y

7.45 to 10.30. Admission— D»t,
evenings
15c; Evening, 25c; Package Tickets of 6, fl.00;
Skaie Checks, 10c.
S··»»iea Mafnr<lay Aflera····
Admission, ]0c; Skate Check·, 5c.
Clothing checked free to all.
music In Attendance Every Cveiiag.
P. S. 1 lie Hall will be let for Dancing Parties ou
from

Monday, Wednesday

ble rates.

nov29 d3m

or

Friday evenings

at

reasona-

EIOEÛE LALI.TIE,

manager

dlui

WM. M.

MARKS,

Book, Card, and JoO Printer,
Printer»'

Exchange,

111 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

GAS FIXTURES.
J.
Free

KINSMAN,
Street,

Kilborn's

opposite

CarDet

»p8

Store.
dtt

9,J
99%
10O

140%

York steck and Mener Mnrkei.

(By Telegraph.)

Tabor.

..

LIVERPOOL, ENG. Steamship Ontara—1000
boxes tin plate to order.
By

In Scarboro, I)ec. 7, Mrs. Olive B.. wife of Patrick
Libby, aged 62 years 2 months 13 days.
In Casco. Nov. 28, Florence J. Mayberry, only
daughter of Richard and Catharine M. May berry,

ΟΕΡΑΚΤΓBE OF UiBAN STEADIER»

Grain Market.

Sch Hattie M Mayo. Robinson, Calais—Ν Blake.
Sch Ida. Strout. À! ill bridge—Ν Blnke.
Sch Biunette, Babbldge, Bel'ast—Ν Blake.
Sch Walter C Hall, Emery, Rockland-Κ en sell &

JI1ARR1AGKM.

hegan.

Oranges.
Palermos Jpb* 6 50®7 00
""**
Valencia pease $(X)(a$0(J Creamery

11 awes.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

&

iPORRN.

and account.

"<£?·

Dyer, Paine, Virginia—'Tinimons

Scb Allie Β

Baltimore 147 days.
Ar 8th. *bip John A

bush.

45@60c

Chicageliirr Nteck market.

London, Dec. 9.—Consols 98 11-16 for money

Flour.

4 25@4 71 **»»
Superflue
Extra Spring..5 50@5 71
XX Spring....β 5(*a6 7£ lu. M. e*f.tot'
Patent
Date
Spring
Wheat*
8 00@9 2E Sacked Bran
I
Michigan WinMlds,,.
β 2 5 @6 65 pnMt
ter beet
""β,10*··

cuuia, jlaugum.New York—Henry

SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 4th, ship Armenia, Carter,

flour,

HOURS.

Frai

Fox.

OUAv&Q»

market firm.

easier—shoulders at 4
clear 7 00.

MINOR TELEGRAMS·
The Theatre Comique in St. Louis, was
burned yesterday.
The Bruckford cotton mill at Stackport,
Loss $15.000.
Eng., was burned yesterday.
Three hundredlhands^re thrown out of employ

tbe

...

(a^fornU

to

Cleared.

Steamship

FKOM MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE.

(By Telegraph.)
Francisco, ltec. 9.—The following

•'losiD·/ nuotationa of
Aita

mon

Scb Auricula. Whitteiiioi ο, Ellsworth for Boston.
Sch Alta Vela. Alley, Ellsworth for New York.
Schs Minneola, Siuitb, aud Dexter, Potter, Elle
worth for Boston.
Sch Forester, Hav, Ellsworth for Plymouth.
Sch Alexander, Young Kiln worth for Boston.
Sch Dan I Webster, White, Bangor for Boston.
Sch Geo Shattock, Stover, Belfast for Boston.

alifsraia JliBing Htsckn.

(

cr,

Peace in the Argentine Republic.
London, Dec. 9.—The Argentine legation
has sent a ropy of a telegram dated Buenos
Ayres, Dec. 7, to the Times, stating tnat the
citv of Buenos Ayres has been selected as the
definite capital of the republic, and peace is

..

Ford Given His Certificate.
St. Joseph, Mo., Dec. 9- Nicholas Ford (Republican Greenbacker) received a certificate of
election today as Congressman from the ninth
district. Hie majority is two votes.

«losing quotations r.f

No 2

The U. S.
Portsmouth.
9.

t,h<»

wore

Chicago, Dec. 9.-Flour nomina*.

SOUTH AMERICA.

ment.

THE PANAMA CANAL.

following

Ko:k Island
I'inoie Central

New Tobk, Dec. 9—trailing.—Mouey market
loaned down from 0 and 1-32 per diem to per annum and closed at this rate; prime mercantile
paper
at Ofa) 7. Sterling fcxcluuige higher at 47»%<a479
for long and 481% a481% for short. Goreramente
weak and % lower for 6s and 6s, strong and %a%
higher for 4%s and %@% for 4s.The stock market
closed strong.
The louowmg are to-day's closing quotation of
(luveruiueut securities :
United States O's, 18H1, reg
101%
U liied States O's, 1881, eoup
104%
United Stales new B's, reg
101%
L' .iied States new 6 s, coup
I.
101%
United States new 4%'·, reg
111%
U uted State· new 4%'s, coup
11 %
U oited States new 4's,reg
12%
United States new 4's
113%
Pacltlc β'β of 96
130

CORT OF

POBTI.AND.

THURSDAY, Dec. 0.
Ajrrtred.
Steamship Ontario, (Br) Williams, Liverpool—
mdsc lo D Torrance & Co.
Steamer New Brunswick, Thompson, Boston for
i£astport and St John, Ν Β.
Brig Lizzie Wyn.an, from Hodgdon's Mills, in tow
of tag U A Warren.
Scb Geo W Jewett, Blair, Wilmington, NO—hard
pin* to J W Deering.
Sch Chas Thompson, Odull, Sew folk—coal to
International SS Co.
Sch U M Brookings, Brown, New York-coal to
S Kouni'e & Son.
Soh Wm Freeman, Rogers, New York—coal to
Green, Sou & L\uch.
Sch Ida May Sawyer. Boston, to lead for Addison.
Scb Τ Benedict, Crockett, Boston.
Sen J Ρ Merriam, Smith, Gloucester.
Sch Copy. Curtis, Boston for Kllsworth.
Schs Frank Maria, Alley, and Loduskia, Curttt,
Salem for Ellsworth.

Fine Job Printing
Orilere by mail

or

α

GREAT BARGAINS

Mpeciaity.

in jiereon promptly attended to.

Particular attention paid to Booh and

Pamphlet Printing.
ivlO

TuTbStf

lu

Carpeting, OU Ctotb, Furniture.
Crockery,
Plated,
and Glass Ware, at

Adams & Robinson's,
No.
octti

S. T. TAYLOR'S

140

Exchang

>.

SYSTEM

for capture of New Orleans.

DRESS 7ΙΑΚΙΙΪΟ !
specialty. Prices very low.
Applet·^'· Blacky ·ρρ· 513 Congre··
ipSldtf

M dm

MONEY

OP

Children'* work

direct.

a

BOUNTY

MONEY,

capture aud Uee'ructlon of enrmr'a tmhIi by
tarragm'» Heel du the Mia-U« jipl lu loO'.', collectlor

Si.

MRS. A. L01tl!«0.

ed

by

Ζ. K. UABtTlON, CtiMHlal Black,
02·
«I KsrhaiK*1 Html.
dSwfrw

i

l IK

PRESS.

:

FRIDAY MORNING, UECKMBKR 10.
THE PRESS
M»y be obtained atAhe Periodical Depots of N. Q.
tintiuueu, Marquis, Brune; ά Co., Andrews, Armtrong, Cox, Went worth, Hodsdon. Hayden, W. P.
Morris, corner Exchange and Fore St.; Welander.
rtu- ou ύι Maine i>epot, and Chisholin Bros., on all
miuH that run oui of the city.
A .burn, W illard Small & Co.
Augusta, P. Pl«r«a.
Bangor, .1. H. Babb & Co.
Bailj, of J. 0. ahaw.

Biddeford,
··

P. M. Burnham.
Jellerson's Bookstore.
Dickens.
Daidel
Bridât on.
Brunswick, Β. Ο. Dennlson.
rrlLL

I

Freeport,
PryeSurg,

HOSPITAL CONCKHT.

A very deliglitlul concert was given at Union Hall last (.venins in aid of the Maine General Hospital. There was a good attendance
and the singers acquitted themselves admirably. Miss Bryant was heartily encored and
responded with '•Twickenham Ferry." Miss
Webster, on being recalled, swig "The Kerry
Dance."
Mr. Noyes was suffering from
hoarseness and Mr. Coyle supplied his place
with "The

Stockbrldge

Friar of

was

clined to respond.

Public Meeting.
Piano Recital.

noon
a
special sale of wool, shetland
shawls and lace points will be made.

If Tod Have λ Dear Friend with diseased
luugx, <m-k him, as lie values his life, to take
Hale's Η isxr or Horehound and Tab.
Pike's Toothache Drops cure in one minute.

dec6d<>t

Dr. C. W. Benson's Celery and ChamoPills are prepared expressly to cure Sick

mile

Headache, Nervous Headache, Dyspeptic
Headache, Neuralgia and Nervousness, and
will cure an.v cafe. Price 50 cts., postage free.
Parsons, Bancs & Co., Wholesale Druggists, 117 and lli> Middle street, Portland, Me.
General Agents.
octl8eodtf
Supenor court.
DECEMBER CIVIL TERM—BEFORE JL'DGE BO.NNEV.
J H. (irovee ve. Peter Hogau and Johanna Ho·
Assumpsit upon an account annexed to rethe sum of 1*2.K9 for groceries furnished the
delendant*. The defense ie that Peter llogan alone
i» liable and that Johanna is not. Decision for plaintiff against both defendants for #97.63.
Hale for plff.
Kioyd with i/ooney for dfts.
J. H. Grove" vs. Ann Hogan and Johanna
Hogan.
Action to recover $5H.2K upon a grocer's account.
Befoie proceeding to tri <1 the plaintif)' discontinued
against Ann Hogan. who hss deceased. The goods
weie furnished prior to her decease and
the daught< r Johanna claims that her mother and not she
purchased the goods, and was alone liable. Decision
for the defendant.
Hale for pi IT.
Floyd with Looney for defts.
Charles Mullen vs. Win. H. Brlggs and Thomas J.
Brings. Assumpsit tcrecover the balance due upon a trade for a
wagon. Defendants plead, a discharge in insolvency. Decision reserved.
D. A. Meaher for pm.
Kidlon for defts.
inn.
cover

Brief Jottings.

Coldest morning yet yesterday. Mercury 6*
sunrise, 10° at 8 a. m. 22° at noon, 17° at
sunset; wind west.
Λ
Next Tuesday evening the Fraternity will
give the second in their course of dances at
at

Hall.

Chandler furnishes the music.
The Cadets did not elect a captain last
night, ns the offioer of the Governor's staff
was not

present.
the Oaks was flooded

last night.
There is a scarcity or fresh tish. owing to the
rough weather.
The Maine militia have been invited to
take part in the inauguration at Washington,
and the secoud regiment is going.
The Fieh Curers' ball will take place at Congress hall, instead of Army & Navy Hall.
Several Portland steveddfces of the Allan
line of steamers of Boston, have returned
home. They say that the wages are so small

spend the winter there.
deposited in the Portland poet
to

.ΊΑ*» (Y70

working days of

ninnaa ni moll

the

meife·

W. D. Little & Co. have put a telephone in
their office.
The Kronberg Mining Company, of Shelb irue, Ν. H., the most of whose stockholders
reside in

Portland, hare declared a dividend
of ten per cent.
Handsome calendars for 1881 have been received from Hall L. Davis and from Rollins &
Adams.
Steamer City of Richmond arrived yesterday
#

•ΐ 11.30. The damage was very light.
Ingoing to her wharf at Sedgwick she struck, aR

previously reported,

a

rock, breaking a plank.

She was taken into the dry dock yesterday and
repaired, and will leave on time to-ulght.
John Harkins, aged 22, was arrested early
Thursday morning, charged with breaking and

entering

two stores

on

Washington street

some

weeks ago.

At the time, two other arrests
were made, but Harkins managed to get clear,
an i went to Massachusetts. He came back
Tu -sday, and had been sleeping in an old
barn.
Th·) Mechanic Blues have decided not to

give a masquerade ball, bçt will give a grand
c ▼ c and military bi.ll at City Hall, Friaay
evening, New Year's eve. They gave up the
hall

the evening of the 4th of Mardh to the
Republican committee who will give an inauguration ball.
on

Roller Skating.
A large ana fashionable audience gathered
at Lancaster Hall last evening to enjoy a few
hours on the little
rollers, and every one
seemed to have a very pleasant time. Every
one seemed
well pleased with the running
qualities Of the skates, and Mr. Atwood keeps
them in

perfect condition.

The management is all that can be desired,
and Mr. Lalime onght to be proud of the
patronage he receives.
Arrangements are being made for a good excursion to Bath, which will take place soon.
The ntxt assembly will take place Saturday
evening. Those wishing to enjoy au evening
of pleasure had better improve the opportunity.
A Brilliant Wedding.
The social event in Skowhegan Wednesday
the marriage of Walter G. Davis, son of
Hon. Wm. G. Davis of Portland, and Miss H.,
youngest daughter of Col. A. W. Wildes of
Skuowhegan. The ceremony took place at
was

Woodbury

of Skowliepan tied the nuptial
knot. The house was thronged with friends
of the bride and bridegroom who assembled to
tender
their
heartfelt
congratulations.
After the reception a special train on tho

Maine

railroad
was
Çentral
placed
at the disposal of the bridal party. The
young
on
an
extended tour to Washington
coup'e go
and the West.
Personal.
Manager Hickson of th« Grand Trunk arrived in the city by the 5 p. m. train from Boston yesterday, and is stopping at the Falmouth.
Mr. Solomon Myrick is to take the position
of stew ird of the St. Augustine Hotel; St. Augustine, Fla.
R v. Ο. B. Cheney, Près dent of Bates College, is at the Preble.
Howard Owen of Augusta is at the Falmouth

Hotel.
Col. J. R. Hickson of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul railroad, was at the Falmouth

Wednesday.
Skipped.
F. J. Shorey, clothier, of Fort Fairfield, has
absconded, leaving the firms of Wheelwright
& Clark of Bangor, J. T. Lewis & Oo. of
Portland, and several others minus sums vary-

ing from $500 to §2500. The dishonorable action of Shorey has created mueb indignation
*
among his creditors.
Railroad Accident.
Mr. Melville Stevens of Canton, brakeman
of the R. F. and B. R. R., had his band severe y jammed while
shackling cars at the
Mechanic Falls station Tuesday. He will lose
the use of his right hand entirely.
His mitten was wet and stuck to the shackle link,

probably owing to
on

Campana

Miss
Trio

Fuwler.

Mngginghi

Song—"Good Night,

Beloved"
visa Bartlett,
Song—"Warrior Bold"
Mr. Wnttfl
Song—'-Sleep While tlie Soft Breeze".

Balfe

Adams

Bishop

frost. He was well known
ibe road and commands a good deal of sym-

p»ti.y·
Arrival of the Ontario.
The steamer Ontario, Capt. Williams, of the
Dominion Line, arrived at 7 p. m. yesterday,
Siie had a very rough passage to Halifax but

suffered no damage. She brings 50 passengers
and about 1000 tons cargo.

highly spoken of. The St. Louis Globe"
Democrat says:
"Deacon Crankett" is a play with the strongest possible stage situations,
without making
use of the
ordinary clap trap, blood-and-thunincidents and dialogues that enter into so
many plays of the same school. It is as pure
in
sentiment
as
the atmosphere of a
bright summer day, pointed in its teachings as
the utterance of tlie church itself, and yet it
interests everybody, has a word for all ears, a
charm for every id a. and a home-like, natural beauty about it that wins the heart and
brings judgment to its knees. Deacon Crankett, the plain, farmer-like, rnddy aud roundbellied hero of the play, is a good man with
lips overflowing with wit, and a soul that
turns like the sunflower, its face forever to
to it God.
are

NOTES.

The lOOtb representation of "Deacon CrankBtt," by Messrs, Meade and Maginley's combination, took place in Salem Tuesday evenirg,
before a large and delighted audience.
Satin
programmes were distributed as souvenirs of
ihe event, and, at the closd of the perform
uice, Manager Meade gave a supper, which
was attended by members of the
press and
Jtliers, and proved a very pleasant "experisnce meeting" to all present.
The polygot performance which Siguor Sal,'ini and his troupe of actors are
giving in this
country, lie speaking in Italian and his supM>rt in English, is not a new
Some
thing.
fears ago "Othello"—which,
by the way is
>ne of Salvini's most celebrated
plays—was
>layçcl>at the Winter Garden, New York,
vitu Bogamil Dawison (who has since died in
lunatic asylum) as Othello, Edwin Booth as
[ago, J. Newton Goithold as Cassio and Mme.
Schiller as Desdemona.
Dawison spoke in
jerinan, Booth in English, and Gottbold and
VIn.e. Schiller in English and German according to the German or English-speaking accors with whom they were on the scene.
At Trintity church, Boston, late Wedneslay afternoon, the Rev. Phillips Brooke,
mited
in
Mr.
marfiage
Bichard
jirdler
Haskell and Misa Mary Beebe,
he accomplished
vocalist, who has recently retired from the lyric stage. The bride,
vlio wore a dress of ecru satin, cut with a
very
ong train, andafnll veil of delicate white
ace, was given by her brother.
The entire
>ody of the church was filled with invited
quests; the galleries were too small to accomnodate a tenth part of the curious crowd that
vould have looked on the ceremony.
In the
1 ivening there was a
reception of relatives and
ntimate friends at the residence of Mr. and
tire. Haskell on Commonwealth avenue; the
I ;eneral reception will be of tho "at home"
character after the ♦"'•st of Januiry.
EVERGREEN CEMETERY.
^hat the New Superintendent ia Doing.

Yesterday afternoon a representative of the
Pbess visited Evergreen Cemetery for the
purpose of seeing what Mr. Duflie, the new
Mr. Duffle apluperintendent, was doing.
>eared much pleased at the interest mauifestif? 911(1

WOO

nvenai-o/l

«inn

«11

J.»#—

ion in his power.
In the first place Mr. Duttie has had all the
venues cleared up in the most thorough manier.
It has made no difference whether
they
were main thoroughfares or side avenues. All
received the most careful attention so
hat when the spring opens they will be in exsellent condition while, during the winter
nontbs, there will be no difficulty experienced
lave

reaching

any desired spot unless some unustal storm should occur.
In the western part of the cemetery there is
ledge which has been taken in hand and
urned into a thing of beauty.
A fountain
iae been erected twenty feet in
diameter, four
'eet deep, witli walks leading up to it, four to
lix feet in width. Flower beds of different
η

ihapes have been laid out around the fountain
tud planted with tulips of every variety
mown.
Outside of these beds are others
ilanted with coles of every hue.
The effect
vheu the tulips are all in bloom and the coles
lisplay their leaves, will be very strikiug. To
the value these imnrove1 ;ive some idea of
have added to the lots we may say that
lot before they were made, sold for -S80, and,
liuce they were made, adjoining lots have
>een sold for $200.
Perhaps the greatest improvement has been
he pruning of the trees all over the cemetery.
nents

I,a8t summer, and early autumn, it Was impossible for a person to drive through many of
he avenues on account of the overhanging
tranches striking the tops of the carriage,
iîow this evil no longer exists, and, what is
note, so judiciously has the work been done
hat the sun cau penetrate to the turf and keep
t greei and velvety, nourish the flowers in
;he beds on the lots, while the pruning has alio given to the trees a neater and more
elegant
vppearance.

Gray.
Mr. S. P. Mayberry writes the Press saying
would be under mauy obligations if any
jerson has any information in regard to the
lervices of any of the Revolutic nary soldiers
le

Gray mentioued below or auy other
listorical facts in regard to them if he would
lommunicate them to him for historical
purloses and to be inserted in the
history of the
ewn of Cape Elizabeth, Maine:
Brownstreet Bucknam, Elisa
Cummings,
[saac Dummings, Michael Davis, Seth Dutton,
John Doley, George Douty, Johnathan
Douty,
Richard Hayden, Amos Hobbs,Nathan Hobbs.
David Jordan,
Solomon
Jordan, Dauiel
Knight, George Lestre or Lastey, George
l.ibby, Wm. Libby, Mark Merrill, Joseph
Moulton or Molton, Nathan Noble, Thomas
Zanders, Jonah Stevens, Wm. Stevens,
Samuel York, Job Young, Naham E.
Young,
Abnm Young,Moses Mitchell,Daniel
Hainey,
Levi Morse, Amas Delanoë, James
Welsh,
Samuel Swett, John Merrill, Joseph
Allen,
The above is a correct list (with the
exception
if the six last who moved into
town) of the
rom

Revalutiouary
town of Gray.

soldiers who enlisted from the

Enjoyable.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Scamman entertained
their numerous friends, on the occasion of
their wooden wedding, at Good

Templars'

Ball, Dunstan Corner, Scarboro,
ed esday
evening, Dec. 8th inst. After spending an

liour or two in receiving friends and
exchanging kind salutations and greeting in which ail
particpated, the curtain was drawn up, repealing to the astonished pair the stage loaded
with good and useful articles in
every housebold, from a clothes pin to a splendid parlor
jet—the substantial expressions of their warm
Friends. After one hundred and
twenty-five
people had paid their compliments to the tables spread with the good things of this
life,
the time was very agreeably spent in discoursing sweet music, and the utterance of pithy
sentiments and short speeches, when at a
reasonable hour the company dispersed full of
rood humor wishing the host and hossess a
long and pleasant future.

Freeport.
The annual meeting of the Flying Point
Cemetery corporition, for the election of offlsers, was held at the school bouse, on Saturday evening, Nov. 27th. Wm. H. Rogers was
chosen moderator, and the
fallowing officers
were

re-elected for the

FORÏLAND AND THE GRAND TRUNK.

The Water Supply at the Insane Hospital.
Me. Editor: Iu your issue of the 8tli ap-

Informal Meeting at the Falmouth Hotel.

peared brief summary of Rev. Mr. Quinby's
article relative to the water supply at the In-

ensuing year:

Clerk—Horace Rogers.
Directors—James M. Durgin, Horace
Rogers, J. P. Rogers.
Treasurer—Eli H. Rogers.
This corporation was formed

two years ago
when a beautiful lot was
laid
purchased,neatly
sut and well fenced, and is a credit to
all
con

heretofore been used on this one road.iui;
Quite
9. number of trees were sot
out last
the directors propose to surround the fall, and
lot with
horse chestnuts and maples next
spring.
The winter term of the
high and town
sc'bonis commenced Monday, Dec. 6th.
nave

a

Last evening, Mr. Hickson, manager of the
Grand Trunk, and the other officials ot the
company, who have been stopping in the city
the past day or two, met several Portland gentlemen at the Falmouth Hotel.
There were
present, besides the Grand Trunk gentlemen,
Mayor Senter, City Solicitor Hale, Hon. J. B.
Brown, and Messrs. Charles and Frank Bar
rett of the Atlantic & St. Lawrence, Mr. John
Rand, Mr. A. A. St rout, Mr. Messer and one
or two other Portland
gentlemen.
The visit of Mr. Hickson to Portland related
to seeing what could be done in reference to
procuring increased facilities for the transaction of the road's business.
The question
seemed to be, provided the road built a wharf
and elevator, such as Was lately described in
the Press, what assistance coukl the
company
exDect from our citizens, as such, and not
from the city in its corporate capacity. Mr.
Brown's opinion was to the effect that they
could raise all the money they wanted, if the
wharf and elevator were built on unincumbered property. The point was presented that
the road could build a wharf and elevator on
laud located below low water mark. Mr.
Rand said, in liis opinion, that was true, but,

being
Company

further asked if the Grand Trunk
wouid have a clear title to such
property, he was not prepared to say they
would. He was prepared tosay, however, that
nobody else could lay claim to it. Notice has
been given to the Legislature that the Atlantic & St. Lawrence road will ask permission
to extend
their
to tide
wharves
water

the

northerly

side.

If

the
wharf and elevator are built, the funds will
probably be raised by bonds.
The feeling seemed to be that the road must
have additional facilities here.
We under
stand that the opinion has been oxpressed that
the foreign btsiness is transacted more satisfafttorilv at. this nnrt thon ûleewUofo
T« "lmnr
on

the feeling in Canada the dealers in Christmas
goods have had their foreign importation
much delayed by the fact that Boston has got

steamship business on her
conveniently handle. She
larger piece than she can chew."

more

hands than

she can

has "bit off
a
The other
day a steamer landed a cargo of fruit at Halifax, add it reached Montreal bofore tlio sarr.e
steamer hid arrived in Boston.
This must
have been an Allan steamer, since that line
touches at Halifax on the way to Boston. It
is also true that this custom house is so thor-

oughly acquainted

with the Canadian bonded
goods business, that it can transact that business with
the greatest expedition and de-

spatch

as compared
with Boston.
Portland
can't do all Boston's foreign business, neither
can Boston do all that
pertains to New England and Canada.
To-day the Grand Trunk officials will carefully look over the ground for the establishment of the wharves and elevator, and

possi-

bly may come to some decision, though it is
not probable that they will until their return
to Canada.
Nothing was decided last night.
THE PONCAS.

Meeting· In City Hall Sunday Evening.

Sunday evening, Mr. Tlffles and "Bright
Eyes," who were invited by Mayor Senter and
other prominent citizens to address our
people
on the wrongs of the
Ponças, will do so at
Hall.

The

City

following,

committee,

from the

whose names
tell the whole story of the
of the meeting:

influential
are.appended, wilj

why

and wherefore

Three years ago, the Ponca tribe of
Indians,
750 in number, a peaceful
people, always
friendly to the whites, were removed from
their homes in Southern Dakota to the Indian
Territory, against their consent, in plain violation of law, and, to their own great distress
and sorrow. More than 200 of them died during the first two years. One hundred and
twenty-five others have found their way back
to the borders of the old
rese.-vation, and are
living, as best they can, upon the soil. The
rest are still in the Indian
Territory, some of
them patiently waiting for the
government to
restore them, others becoming discouraged and
indifferent to thnir fate.
Those who escaped to the Vsorth have made
the moet of the harvest season, and have
provided themselves with food for the winter;
but, being separated from their people, and
deprived of their shares in the annuities belonging to tlieir tribe, they ueed at once
clothes, schools and means of providing for
themselvos and their families in the future.
Since the cause of these people wos
presented a year ago, a committee of the United
States Senate, charged with this investigation,
has unanimously reported that the Poncas
were robbed of their lands and were unlawfully held as prisoners in the Indian Territory;
and this committee, with a single
exception,
recommended their immediate return to the
old reservation, and their
as
reinstatement,
far as possible, in all their
original treaty
rights. The United States District Court for
Nebraska had already made a similar decision
iu tue waw ui
oianuing oear ana others, lu tue
spring ot 1879. Nevertheless, the tribes are
still deprived of their property, aud held as
prisoners in what is to them a foreign land.
Meanwhile, fresh suits at law have been begun
in the United Slates Courts for Nebraska and
Dakota, to determine finally the question of
ownership; and it is expected that these suits
lor which funds were contributed last
year,
will soon be brought to trial.
Other Iudian tribes are held to have uo fee
simple in their lands, nor protection for life
aud property from the law; are denied the
benefits of the common school system; are forbidden to engage in the commercial pursuits
of civilized life, through tue laws
regulating
the system of traderships; are subject, without redress, to the absolute
power of agents appointed over them by a foreign government,
aud have no appeal except to war. in
sympathy with the efforts now making to help a
greatly wronged people, not less than to assist
iu placiug our government
right in this matter
b&fore the tribunal of conscience and
history,
we have felt called upon once more to ask
(1)
for the Ppuca Indians the earliest
possible restoration to their former homes, now occupied ;
(2) for titles in fee simple to lauds occupied by
all Indians; and (3) for the
recognition by
Congress of the citizenship of Indians, to the
end that our courts may be opeu to them without question for the redress of
injuries, aud for
the prot ction of law in their behalf.
To recall attention to this yet unfinished
work, it is proposed to hold public meetings in
ibis community aud· elsewhere, which will be
addressed by Miss SusetteLa Flescbe ("Bright
Eyes,") of the Omaha tribe ol Indians, and
Mr. T. H. Tibbies of Omaha, whose disinterested efforts first awakened the deep aud attentive interest, of tliecouutry. They make
no claims and ask -no
sympathy ou their own
behalf; but, in the name of justice, we commend them to the confidence aud good will of
the audieuces to whom their appoal will be
nade, aud all the funds ieceived by tickets,
collections or donations, above the necessary
expenses of the meeting, will be devoted to
the objects above stated.
Joiiu D. Long, Staiê House, Boston ; Frederick O. I'riuce. Mayor's Office, City Hall;
Win. H. Liucolu, 90 State street; Ed ward E.
Hale, 39 Highland street; Henry P, Kidder,
40 State street; D. A, Goddard, 29 Court
street; J. W. Davis, Sears' Building; Frank
Wood, 352 Washington street: J. S. Lockwood,
381 Washington strtet.
MB. FORSYTH

Denies Trifling With Anybody's
tions.

Affec-

Mr. Editob:—I wish it distinctly understood
tbat 1 have not "trifled with the affections of
those gentlemen" as you kindly insinuated,
etwh as Dr. Thomas Hill, W. H. Clifford, &c.,
of Portland. The only way I caii account for
the report as to their having relations with the
order is this: At our meeting in the Maryland
Historical Society's rooms, along with the old
circulars and papers of the order we left in
two volumes upon MS.
paper the names of the
members and the names of those
proposed for
Invitation. These papers were overlooked
upon the close of the
assemblage and must have
fallen into the

hands of some agent of the
Philadelphia Press, in which I believe'the first
article appeared.
This is the most probable
way of it, as the report is so near the purpose
of the Order, and the names of members and
of those to be invited were so nearly correct.
But those to be |invited, of which
however| χ
may say as Provost of he Order for the State
of Maine, none were named in the
city of
Portland, and I cannot understand how their
names appeared.
If they were on the list of
those to be invited I did not know it as I mentioned of myself, but one in the state of Maine.
Hoping this will suffice and end all kind insinuations about "trifling with affeoiions" I
will close by saying I am not so well known in
Portland as the Paces in its yesterday's edition credits me, neither do I aspire to the lofty
honor of becoming better known in the oity of

Portland.

Frederic Gregory Forsyth.
New Hotel.

The Hotel North at Augusta is now open
for the reception of guests under the charge of
Mr. Baker, the well-known hotel man. It is

elegantly and conveniently appointed in all
respects and is a first-class house. We are informed that over fifty rooms have been
already engaged for members of the Legislature.
_____

Brownfleld.
The Woman's Christian Temperance Union
gave a Lucy Hayes' Tea Party at their hall,

Wednesday evening. The exercises consisted of readings, quartette singing, and selections by the baud. The Union appropriates $5
for the "Testimonial to Mrs. Hayes."
S.
last

Hospital,

in which it is charged that the
water works at the asylum are a failure.
The
Rockland Gazette has an article on the same
subject, iu which it is not only stated that "the
water system constructed at so much expense
has proved a failure," but it is also charged
sane

on

J.

Misses Bartlett <*nd Fowler, Mr. Watts.

To-night this charming drama will be presented at New Portland Theatre. Mr. Maginley aud Mr. Wheelock bear off the chief honors in a company all the members of which

All the goods belonging to Tukesbury &
Co's stock of dry and fancy goods in their
store, Motley Block, Congress street, must be
closed out to-day and to-morrow.
This after-

nrocant mnn♦ Vi

but de-

DEACON CRANKETT.

Trv thn Koet ·« KnttArv
lîxsVeti—Kendall Λ Whitney.
Kor Sale

There were
office during the first six

encored

Quartette.

AUVRBTISBMRNTR
For ChrUtma»—Kendall & Whitney.
Notice of Kore<-l -Mire—.Jame» F. Silk.

they caunot afford

Mr.

Song

NISW

at

vigorously

Duet—"See the Pale Moon"
Miss Bartlett, Mr. Watts.
Song—''Thou Art Like Unto a Flower"
Mr. Weber.

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.

designated
preside
The skating rink

Gray."

MAKTHA WASHINGTON SOCIKTY.

ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY

to

Orders

The Martha Washington Society entertainment last evening was well attended and the
concert gave great pleasure. A quartette from
the Ά eber Club kindly assisted with other talent.
The following 'was
the
programme
which was very well rendered.
Sullivan
QOfcTte' te
..lisses Bartlett and Fowler, Messrs. Weber
an I Watts.

CITY AND VICINITY.

City

THE DRAMA

ANU

Coyle was also encored for his "Two Grenadiers" and responded with "The Vicar of
Bray." Mrs. Morrison sang for an enoore the
"Venetian Boat Song." The trio "Shepherds
Tell Me" by Mrs. Cnase, Mrs. Goudy, and
Mr. Coyle. had to be repeated, and Mr.

W. A. Mitchell.
K. C. Harmon.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorharn, J. Irish.
H illowell, C. L. Spauldlng.
Lewiston, Chandler 6 Estes.
Lisbon, C. K. Judkins.
Mechanic Falls. A. W. Bridge, F. A. -Milieu.
Norway, A. O. Noyes.
Richmond, 0. A. Beale.
R'ickiand, O. C. Andrews.
Sabattus, Ε. H. Johnson.
9* carappa, at the Poet Office.
8*eo, of L. Hodsdon and Η. Β. Κendrlck.
Thumaston, S. Delano.
?i lalhaven, B. Lane.
Wildoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterrille, J. M. Wall.
Wiecassei, Glbbs & Bundle*.
W odford's Coruer, H. Moody.
Yarmouth, C. K. Coombs.

NEW

&1USIC

that "Capt. Lakin (the steward) whose pet
scheme it was, clung to it atid took the greatest risks, rather than to own the blunder and
allow the public to see the true state of affairs." The newspapers of the State are being
asked to give wide circulation to these statements, and without doubt yrithii} the next few

weeks we shall hear much of the matter.

people of the State have
this institution, and H

The

peculiar interest in
is eminently proper

a

that public attention be directed to any abuses
that may exist, and that all necessary precautions be taken to avert so dire a calamity as a
fire in our over-crowded Insane Hospital, and
a recurrence of the
ghastly scenes recently
witnessed at the burning of
the Minnesota

Asylum. At the same time care should be
taken to deal justly with all concerned, and

especially

to guard against unnecessarily exciting the fears of the patients, or those of the
friends and guardians of these unfortunate
ones.

Having some knowledge of the construction
of the works alluded to, and some responsibility in the matter if the works have "proved a
failure," I desire to slate some facts which
may serve to give the public abetter underof the matter in controversy.
To meet the long existing want of an
ample

standing

supply of pure

for the use of an institution under whose roof are supported no less
than five hundred persons, the trustees in 1877
constructed the present system of water supply. For years it had been impossible to obwater

au

auequaie supply 01 water lor lavatory
purposes, for cooking, and especially for the
linn

thorough cleansing of the vast labyrinth of
pipes employed for carrying off the sewerage
of the institution. Without this supply as an
essential pre-requislte, the improvement of the
ventilation of the institution was found to be

impossible.

As a protection against fire the
works were also greatly needed, since from
the early history of the Hospital to that
date,
the only means of coping with the tire-fiend
were a few chemical
extinguishers and a hand
engine, such as is used by the fire-departments
of some of our small towns. The Legislature,
often

importuned,

funds

to

had failed to supply the
meet the expenses of the proposed
improvements, and the Trustees were forced
to assume the responsibility. Whatever of
credit attaches to any one for the construction
of the works, therefore, belongs to the Trustees, and whatever of odium for any "failure" is also to be borne by these officers.
Capt.
Lakin was the efficient and faithful servant of
the Board, and ably assisted, in
carrying forward the work. Perhaps lie may have
suggested some of the plans finally adopted; but
neither he nor any other mail had any "net
project" in regard to the matter. The river plan
was fully discussed and its
advantages and
disadvantages candidly considered ; other plans
were suggested, and finally the one which was
adopted. Such eminent civil engineers as
Luther II. Eaton of Bangor and James P.
Francis of Lowell, Mass., were employed, and
no step was taken which
did not meet their
concurrence. They reported without
knowing
the preference of either member of the Board,
[>r its servants, aad in no
respaBt has the predictions of these engineers failed. So much
tor the "pet project" of Capt. Lakin, as referred to in the Gazette article.
Now as to the "failure" of the works.
They
were commenced in 187G, which season was so
dry that the institution wad compelled to use
the muddy water fiom the works even while
the men were actively at work digging the resBrvoirs. Iu 1877 the works were completed,
ind for the first time in its history the institution was fully supplied with
wa^er. So complete was the system that by attaching a hose
to the hydrants on the
Hospital grounds a
stream of water was easily thrown over the
highest building of the institution, and by a
system of pipes carried to every part of the institution it was possible in a moment's time to
literally flood every floor in the institution, so
ihat it would seem that with sufficient water
ihe protection from lira was as complete as it
was possible to make it.
In 1878 it was a very
Jry season, and while the supply of water was
short, there was no time when the institution
was not safe.
The short supply that year impelled the officers to additional exertions to
render more complete this admirable system,
ind another storage reservoir was commenced
ind brought to a capacity of about a million
'allons. Before this was completed the fall
rains set iu, giving ample supply. In 1879 we
:iad a wet season and the supply of water was
ibundant. In 1880, as all are aware, we have
jad an exceptionally dry season; in
forty or
ifty years there has been nothing like it.
Wells, ponds, and even lakes of respectable
importions all over the country have dried up,
md many of our towns and cities have not ony been exposed to the ravages of the tire fiend,
it was possible to obtaiii sufficient
supply for
;he ordinary requirements
of
A nd
life.
t is true that the reservoir at the
Hospital gave
and
the
officers
were
>ut,
compelled to use
nore or less of the water from that "God given
blessing, the Kennebec." This was of course
very great relief; and yet when it is remem>ered that the river wasjalso very low at this
joint, and that not half a mile above the Hospital the populous city of Augusta, and a short
listance below the city of Hallowell, empties
>11 its sewage into these waters, it will be evilent that this supply was by no means h s deiirable as could be wished. At the last verge
)t the drouth an artesian well was sunk, and
resulted in discovering a remarkable vein of
jrater, which gives promise of affording an immense supply.
In three days it produced 75,)00 gallons. In November of this year the
reservoirs were all full. The storago is now
ibout five million gallons, and more water run
to waste in that month than could be used in
The daily consumption of
uany months.
the Hospital is about 20,000 gallons, and at this
rae the present supply would last two hundred
»id fifty days, with the supply from the artesian well still in reserve.
Such are the facts, "plain and unvarnished."
3o far from proving "a failure," the work has
in my judgment proved a grand success. The
ranefits derived from this abundant supply of
■rater in a single year have been sufficient to
'ully warrant the outlay, and every friend of
:he institution who inspects the works is
forced to this conclusion.
If we are to have a recurrence of the exceptionally drv seasou of this year, very likely
iome additional safe-guard may be required.
Possibly the Kennebec River may afford a
nore reliable supply, and though the
experience of the past season
as
to streams
that have never before failed, suggests the
transitory and vanishing nature of water;ourses of every description.
Indeed, absolute
security is hardly vouchsafed to the inhabitants
}f this mundane sphere. To take the
supply
from the river for all the requirements of the
Hospital would seem to be impracticable, since
the main building stands at least three hundred feet above the river bed, and it would
require much power and very expensive machinery to elevate the water to a sufficient
lieight to utilize it as a protection against fire.
A.t any rate after a thorough examination the
most competent engineers to be found
proDounced against the theory of Dr. Quinby and
in favor of the present
plan. The engineers
may have erred, but those well competent to
judge think otherwise. If any additional protection is needed, and an
increased supply of
water cannot be obtained adjacent to the present works, it may be
necessary to adopt Dr.
Quinby's suggestion aud seek this supply from
the river when other sources fail.
When it is
possible to obtain a supply elsewhere the
river water would never be preferred to that
now obtained.
On the whole, Mr. Editor, I am constrained
to believe that a careful
investigatien of this
whole matter will lead to the conviction that
there is no real ground for the grave apprehensions entertained by Dr. Quinby relative to the
safety of our Maine Asylum.
H. A. 8.
Portland, Dec. 8.
sr

The Marine Hospital Fund.
Me. Editor:—Under the above heading
you publish the following in yesterday's Pbess:
"And now the Bath Times says the port of
Bath contributed $2,076.44 irstead of $321, to
the hospital fund. The governmental figures
have been singularly defective."
Let me assure you however and that the

seem to

governmental figures

always singularly
not so published
I therefore
are

as

correct, but were
copy fromthe official report of Surgeon General
Hamilton of the U. S. Maine Hospital Service,
the following figures, representing the collections in the different ports of M aine, al-

afford ample accommodations. Officers for
ensuing year were chosen as follows:
President—Sidney Perham, Paris.
Secretary—Charles E. Nash, Augusta.
Treasurer—E. Rowell, Hallowell.

the

Messrs. H. K. Bakt-r of Hallowell aud Ε. B.
French of Chesterville, were re-elected trustee*, and Mrs. Sarah F. Hamilton of Saco was

MISCELLANEOUS

EDUCATIONAL

AUCTION SALES.

CHRISTMAS

ΒΟΊΤΟΝ N(H««L OF ΟΒΛΤΟβΐ.
Full course two years, three hours daily; shorter
course, one year. Term begins Oct. 7. Application
at 1 Somerset
St., Boston, any day after Oct. 1,
from 10 io 12 A. M. For circ dars,
apply to
R. Κ. ΚΑΥλιΟΝ1>, Principal.

ouand saijX]

Η. K..

Baker,

Will be marked by a display
of Choice Goods for

Nash were appointed to act as executive committee.

Miss Ch'arlqtte M. Brown, inaton; Miss X.au
E. Eaton, assistant matron, and M as Eliza
Brown, housekeeper, continue in their several
institution.

Mrs. Morrill of Portland is
lady visitors.

the board

on

oi

We would mention

STATE NEWS.

ularly attractive,

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The ladies of the Universalist parish in Augusta have secured nearly enough to pay all
the bills for the late improvements on the
church. Among the largest
subscriptions are
the following: Anson P. Morrill,
$1000; P. O.
Vickery, §400; E. C. Allen, Ç2S0; M. V. B.
Chase §100.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
Ηοηι·π η

•TndcA
years lias presided

over

the

Bangor, has resigned.

Gifts.

Holiday

ra

positions in the

& Bancroft's

.

Rowell and Charles Ε

E.

jel4eod-cow8w—thsepl

Α..Ί'

elected to the vacancy 011 the board in place of
Mrs. M. Flagg deceased.
The other members
of the board are lie v. H. W. Tilden of Augusta: Mrs. C. A. L. Sampson of Bath, and
Benj. Kingsbury. Jr of Portlaud, continue on
the board.

~

Municipal Court in

WALDO COUNTY.

Mr. Hale Thurlough's Darns and outbuildings in Monroe, were burned December 2d.

„

On

Monday night the house, barn and outbuildings of Mrs. Wm. Wentwortb, near Foster's Corner, in Knox, were
totally destro>ed
by fire. Twenty tons of pressed hay, one cow
and nearly all the furniture and
farming tools
were burned
There was an insurance on the
buildings of $1000, but none on the personal

Loss lrom $1500 to $2000.
A sensation has lately occurred in
Helena,
Montana, in which a young lady from Belfast
is one of the parties.
Miss Mary Kiggs has
been for some time corresponding with a printer in Helena, named George K. Bell, who
had been introduced to h r, by letter, by
friends at the West. About three moi.tbs ago
MissK. went to Helena where she had a sister
and there met Bell for the first time. The latter, taking all for granted, commenced preparations for a speedy marriage, but the lady,
wislung for a better acquaintance before taking the final step, urged a postponement. This
seemed to derange Mr Bell,and from that time
he acted strangely, till the night of Novembor
10th, when he shot himself and died in a short
time. The Helena Herald, upon which Bell
was employed, says:
"The lady is in no way
to blame in the matter," which agrees with the
belief of her many friends in Belfast.

property.

Scarcely

has the warm breath of Summer
died away, when Coughs and Colds, those
avant couriers of dangerous
diseases show
themselves. Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup alwayi

partic-

as

stock of
FINE TABLE LINEN and
NAPKINS.
New Styles in
Damask Sets for the table.
Beautiful TOWELS and TIDIES, embracing many Novelties never show before.
In LACES, choice styles in
real Laces for neck wear, and
all the newest
things in
Mull, and Lace Ties, Scarfs,
and Handkerchiefs.
We shall offer HANDKERCHIEFS from S cts. to $8.00
each, an almost endless varionr

ety#

Find Flowers for Jardinieres
the most desirable thing in the
market for House decoration.
Unique design's in POTTERY and CHINA, and many

useful and ornnmontnl nHielon

for

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

Eastman Ens. & hrnl
492 and 494
dec8

Congress

SALT.

is dtf

SALT.

*

Bags, Lap Boards, Dried Grasses,
including- Pampas Plumes,

Brig Ernestine, just discharged,
18,716 bushels.
Brig Laura, to arrive, 20,000
bushels.
Sch. Canton,
bushels.

arrive,

to

Bangor

—

$1,317.28
2,076.44

900.61

Eastport

1,115.71
2,427.08
1,282.38

ortlaud

1,310.64
3,150.8)1
<>« ·"

Ellsworth
Ivennebunk
IMachlae

S6.3!·

Kn/v>

WaldoborougU

PORTLAND,

deelO

ME.
dtf

TRY THE BOSTON BATTERY.
stimulates
the
into action, and
should be worn by everyone subject to RheuIt
blood

Sleepless Nights, Hysteria, Epilepsy, Dyspepsia, Fever and Ague.
Heart, Liver, Lung and
Kidney Diseases. Nursing Mothers cmd, Children wear the Boston
Battery; its action upon the
mother and
child will be found very
quieting. Mothers now
liscard all soothing syrups and use the Boston Bat·
ery, liras relieving the child of much suffering
laused by narcotics. Sent bjf mail everywhere on
eceipt of price, 50c.
Sold by all Druggists. Men
md Women Agents wanted in every city and town.
Address Boston Galvanic Battery Co.. 124 Tremont
Rneton

»t

ΛΤηao

ΑαηΛ Λ rl4r™i

I

very

respectfully,

EdmcsdJ. Doeetko.
Surgeon U. S. Marine Hospital Service.
in
tlie
Press were forwarded
[The figures
the Boston Journal by its Washington cor-

respondent.]
Maine Industrial School for Girls.
The annual meeting oi the trustees and
board of managérs of the Maitie Industria'
School for Girls, was held at Hallowell WedThe affairs of the school were found
flourishing condition in all departments, anu the prospects for the futuro are
hopeful. There are now 30 girls in the school,
and others awaiting vacancies.
The great
want of another building becomes more and

nesday.
to

be in

Office,
Scrap,
Work,
Wood,
Lunch, School, Hamper,
Clothes & Dog Baskets.

ures

BY AUCTION.

Commencing Wednesday, Dec.

•

—BY

Vii

ious other

house, in Bond

nov29

CONTINUING EVERY DAY,

COLCORD,

jan24

MISS

corner of Middle and
Temple Streets.
The largest and finest stock of New and Desirable Novelties and Staple H jliday Goods we have
ever offered.
City and Country Dealers wishing to
purchase are Invited to attend.

A'l^itore

<llf

BROWN.

F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneer*.
no

kinds In Wareor Duties Paid.
MWF3w

CHRISTMAS CARDS
We
our

French and
643

German,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchant*
Halnrt·· IM Bichsafc S».
F. Ο. HAIL·T.

Congress Street.
dtf

fok

41

MAINE.

ESTABLISHED 1850.
pleasant bome with thorough and practical instruction.
Address,
novlGdlm*
H. F. EATON, Principal.

HORSE and CARRIAGE MART,

Λ

the

Brocade Velvets, Beaver

Fine

Custom

Tailoring?

this

commence

morning

to sell

500 )itS. 50 Cloaks for
*4.00
»
»
600 «.50
5.00
"
"
750 8.00
6.00
«
"
1000
8.00
"
"
1200
9.50
and Higher Priced Cloaks in same proportion. One lot Children'! Cloaks, age
[roui 4 to 8 years, for one-half price.
Sow is the time to buy goods cheap.

431 & 433
Ν. B.

room

FRANK B. CLARK,
515

Congress

AT

τ

-Ο Β

ORGAN,
PIANO STOOL
PIANO

MAINE.

Telephone

In their Season.

Parties proposing to make a Christmas Gift of
Engrared Cnlliniç Carde, should give their
order as early as possible in order to have them in
season.

σ.

LU U

Plate

19 ΤΗΙί CITY.

Engraver,
dtf

Special
a

we

our firm Janour entire stock

in

STAPLE AND FANCY GOODS,
during the present month, at prices that will ensure its speedy sale.
We will sell our stock and good will in trade to
any responsible party desirous of engaging in the
Wholesale Fancy Goods Business.
Examination of stock and correspondence solicit-

"

MERRILL, PRINCE & CO.,
151 Middle Street,
dec7

Portland, Me.

CALL and SEE

Decker Bros

Pianos,

Indorsed by ANNIE LOUISE CARY.

F. A. ROSS & CO.
decS

eodtf

Also

a

NOS. 17 Λ 19 UNION ITKBEf.

prepared to furnish an«l set tip in the beet
at short notice all kinds of appliance*
For Heating by Mien m or Hat Water.
We have some special ties to whicb we would ask
the attention of all interested. The Daaaiag
.Tlngazine Bailer for steam, and the Hitefc·
iog·»' nagaziae Bailer for hot water, are introduced by us this year and commend themselves
to all who understand the needs of our winter climate. Combination heating, or bot water in connection with hot air
which has proved so successful in this State during the past nve years, wiM
still receive our careful attention. All work of this
kind guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction.
We are
prepared to undertake all kind*
:>f Sanitary work and would be glad to furnish
estimates free to all who may dosire our services.
ocl5
d3m

SOLID SILVER
FOR

heating,

WiSExïïER&CO.'S, Bargains, Bargains!
dlw

CHRISTMAS
PRESENTS.
BOOKS,

elegant Hudiiig*,

in

Holiday Gifts.

Chriatmaa and New Year'» Curds, PhotoHad Autograph Albunm, of tlie
•atcst and Most Attractive Designs.

?;r«ph

DUUUU

Diaries

rru)>vr DUUKM*

for

1881.

Pocket Book·, Juvenile» foi the Childif·,
besides a Large fend Varied Assortment of Pictures. Fancy Stationery in boxes, Poetical and
Standard Publications, &<·., &c., all of which will
be sold at moderate prices to suit the times.
^"An early inspection of our goods is respectfully solicited.

T. P. McGOWAN,
422

Congress

Streejf.

CHRISTMAS CARDS.
Something
By

the

choice stock of Bret-class

William S.

Lowell,

CARD PLATE ENGRAVER
513

Congress Street.

Fresh for Christmas.
CHRISTMAS CARDS,

BIRTHDAY CARDS,
INK STANDS, new style,
WRITING DESKS,
EMBOSSED PICTURES,
PANEL

PICTURES,

AU kinds of Fine Stationery, Books etc., fur tbe

Holidays

PIANOS AND ORGANS.

New.

Celebrated Engravers of Boston—JOHN
A. LOWELL Ac CO -for sale by

at

D. WENTWORTH'S

C£oj\

Oon<Tress & Oak

One case double-fold Brocade Drees
Hoods, new designs and best shades, eel·
lins rapidly at sô cents. This Is the best
bargain in the market.
One hale, extra quality, all wool Red
twilled Flannel, we will hell at 26 cents
per yard. We only ask yon to examine.
The cold weather 1s coming. Ladies'
hand-made Cardigan Jackets, nice fit·
ting and warm, marked at only $1.00.

Λ new supply of Ladies' Felt Skirts,
pvery style ana color. Please come w
see them yourself.
German Torkey Red Damask at 58 cts.
We challenge oar many patrons to do
better.
Cloaks and Dolmans! Our specialty.
Our bargains to Ladies will satisfy the
most exacting.

STUDLEY, 253~ MIDDLE ST.
nol7

for Dwellings, Stores and Green-houses, is McDonald's Water Heater.
It is a home invention and
lorne manufacture, not one cent's worth of labor
1 challenge
t>eing spent on it outside of this city.
my man to show its equal in efficiency, simplicity,
economy, durability and price. People
water heat can best serve their own rood
trying
it, and if it will not do as 1 will tell them. I will remo*e it. ai iny own expense.
nereis no neea or
going to New York for heaters, nor to Montreal
tor experts, as m ν heater has no peer in the former
;ity or State, aud 1 myself will not take the second
place to any man setting them. I trust that π y
fellow citizens will not take "Bosh** for truth and
facts, and be induce·» to buy inferior articles because far-fetched.
I refer the public to the following parties who are using ray ''Hot Wate- System:'
John Mai \
Win.
Win. E.
Morton*
Wm. Morton, «Jeseph Bradford. Orin Hooper, C.
M Baine, Edward Waite and myseff,

preferring
by

Mundy,

κ. Mcdonald,
227 FEDERAL
oct23

ARTISTS'

COLORMEN,

Samuel Thurston,
3 Free St.
eep29

And Dealers iu Fine Art Goods of all

Block,

dtf

description».

Christmas

"ΡΡΏΊΓΡΡΦ"

immense assortment.

FINE GILDIX6 AND FRAMING
our

specialties.

CHEST & LUNG PROTECTOR
life time. Best In the World. It is
a Perfect Undervest.
Call and see it at Η. H. HAY & Uo's', Junction
Middle and Free St»
ovlôiseodlm
Will last

1«

Temple Street,

<lec8

—

BETWEEN

Bridge and the Boston & Maine Railroad Bridge.
S. E. SPRING
Director.
(Signed.)

Portland,

Dec.

the

Portlaud, Me.
d4t

Lewieton and

OFFICES·
75

Kilby Stneet, Boston,
65 Exchange Street, Portlsind.

novlT

ordered:

it is

a

M.,
easterly
Vaughau's Bridge near the premise· described in
th petition: and it is further ordered, that a notice
if the petition and our order thereon, be given by
publication in two of the daily papers published is
Portland, for seven days at least previous to tb·
next,

bearing.

•1ACOB M< LKLI.AN,
J Harhnr fVim
TIMOTHY B. TULFORD, J m lonw*·
C. H. FAKLEY.
)
did

To Those

Looking for Business.

offer for sale. State and County Rights for
one

of the best

CLOTHES WASHERS,
invented. Also

City

a

also

amers

2, 1880.

tbmt
foregoing petition
UPON
hearing be appointed for SATURDAY, Dec.
1 lth
at 3o'clock P.
at the
end of

WE

—

Boston, Portland, Rockland, Cast lue,
Deer Isle, Sedgwick, 8. W. Harbor, Bar
Harbor, Millbrtdge, Jonesnort. Machiasport, East Machias and Machlas.
ay From Portland by St
of Richmond.

dtjanl

TUE

ever

Cards, Velvet and Fancy Frames.
An

EXPRESS,

PORTLAND.

STREET,

PO»TL«ND.

Portland, Decemuse 2, 1880.
To the Harbor Commissioners of
Portland:
^
Bouton & Maine Railroad respectfully ask
permission to build a Wharf and Track, from
the land near the Round House, so called, to the
Harbor Commissioners' Line, between Vaughan's

S^s.

Gilbert, Crandon & Co.'s

eod&w

THE BEST HEATING APPARATUS YET,

4ec3

STUBBS BROS.,

Dealers in

We are
manner and

dt

'

OF—

Steam, Gas, Water Pipe Fixtures, &c.

eodtf

ENGEAVED

Notice.

probable change
shall offer
ON uary let, 1881,
account of

We have on' exhibition
better Styles and Lower
Prices than can be found
in Portland.

and

R. H. PARKER

JCiijL·,

dece

—ENGINEERS

HEATING and VENTILATION,

Telephone Your Orders to

JL ill Ιί)

5(3 CONGRESS STREET.

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.

W. I. PE1ELL & CO.,

Canned .Heats.

dtf

CHRISTMAS!!

Card

TO-DAY
a Great Sale of Cloaks
and Dolmans at

—

Fresli Goods,

FOR

Vf ΐυυΙΑΜ

commence

AND A

especially

CALLING CARDS

Business,

dlw

DEPARTMENT

A MEAT

<12 m

Opposite Falmouth Hotel,
sep21

Portland.

The Public Demanded and I
liave responded by adding

dec9

clean stock of Hatci, Capt* and Fur·
tiwhing GooiJn, in one of the liveliest manufacturing towns within nxty miles of Boston. For pariculars address Tailor, care of fil. Κ. NIIjËt,
Τ remont Street,
iovrrti.iue Agent, Ο
dec 10 d3t FM&W
BOSTOA, UIA»S.

Farrington Block,

<tec4

54 Exchange Street.
Lamson
Artist Photographer, French Clocks a Specialty.

a

Will

W.M.Furbush&Son

—

W Vp One Flight Onlv.

COVER,

Special prices for the Holiday*, for
cash or on easy installment*.
Piano·
and Organe tuned, repaired, polished
and rented.

STORE.

St.

>rtland, I88O.
State Fair, 1870.
X. JE3. Fair,1877.

PORTLAND,

splendid

for

1st. PREMIUM
—

a

PIANO

<11 w

suitable for

F. A. ROSS & CO.,

Cfl«knndC«Mr4 Btr»M

Holiday Presents, buy

Congress St.

This Sale is to make
HOLIDAY WOODS.

dec*

CATHOLIC

CHEAPEST

Me.

FOR

Cloakings.
We shall

Cor. Free & Center Sts.

Fov Sale.
With

Street, Portland

Plum

Auction Sale Every Saturday at 10 A. M.

CLOAKS, BLANKETS-

ocll

notice is

I

BAILEY & CO.,

Al'CTIOlVEBBM,

\0 RIDGE WOC Κ,

CO.,

MARCUS WARD

Notice of Foreclosure.

»

0.

F.

no ν β,

Game and Poultry

comprising the choicest designs of

declO dtf

lay of November. 1879 mortgaged to me a certain
ot of land with the buildings thereon, situa ed in
Portland, in the County of Cumberland, and State
>i Maine, said lot commencing at a stake on the
îortherly side of Spruce Street, distant fortyix feet from the intersection of said line of Spruce
street, b> the easterly line of Clark Street, and
uuiiing along said northerly side of Spruce Street, i
hirty-nve feet t a st*ke; said lot extending back J
rom this front line on Spruce Street one hundred
tnd eighteen feet, preserving a width of thirty-live
feet: tLe game being the westerly half of th« lot
lumbered 121 on a plan of the' Brackett Dower,
ecorded in the Cumberland Registry of Deeds.
3ook 150, Page 525; that the condition of said
nortgage is broken, by reason whereof 1 claim a~
oreclosure.
JAMES F. SISK.
Portland, December Dth, 1880. dclOdlawSwF

0. W. ALL·»

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merebtη
lise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o'clock a. m
Consignments solicited.
oeSdt

EATON FAMILY SCHOOL,

assortment of

CHRISTMAS CARDS

poutijaxd.

hereby given that Kosanna
PUBLIC
Wall, by her mortgage deed, dated the seventh

d2w

F. O. BAILEY Λ CO.,

Will receive Pupils al

to show

prepared

are now

large

Kendall & Whitney,
Portland, t)ec. Stli, 1880.

29

Teacher of

—

no22

—

1st

At 10 o'clock Λ. M., and

14» Pearl Street.

Sell, Carrie A. Pitman, 3,473 bnsli-

A.T WHOLESALE & RETAIL

a

pressing, and it is to be hoped that measmay be inauguarated at aa early day to

more

Great Sale of Holiday Goods

private pupils by the subscriber.

J. W.

LIVERPOOL.

DE LA RUE and

15.73

am

Given to

Bark Josle Mildred, to arrive, 16,OOO bushels.

L. PRANG &

BASKETS.

dit

#

ra a t i s m, Neuralgia.
Nervous Diseases'

455.09

Total
$16,820.65
TotaJ collections of hospital dues in the
United States for the fiscal year ending
.Tun*»
a«n
«ι
June 30,1880,
/, ίσου
.«386,073.33

Instruction in English and Classical Studies.

JecS

CADIZ.

Kendall & Whitney,

Exchange

F. O. BAILEY Λ Co., Auctioneer*.

PARKER'S

and Hartford Ferns.

2,541.10

Wiscasset
York

cal" and one in "Architectural",
drawing.
Pupil3 will be required to supply themselves with
necessary implements and stationery.
Applications will be received until the day of
opening by the Secretary of the Committee.
JOHN W. D. CARTKR,
Mechanics Hall, 521 Congress Street,
novlô
eodtf
all the

15,000

phabetically arranged:'

Bath
Belfast
Castiue

YEAH.

This school will be openedon IVlon«Eay Ε
venins,
Nov.
lttSO. at 7%, at Mechanics Hall,
and vriii continue four months, fr«e of tnition to
mechanics from anv part of the State.
Two classes will be formed, one in »'Mechani-

(Successors to Vk'kery & Leighton,)

TURKS ISLAND.'

Plant

Brackets,

Willow Work Stands,
Feather Dusters, School

SIXTH

C.A.LEIGBT0MC0.

Kstabi.isheu 1808.

Stands,

Dec. 15tb, at 11 o'clock A.
at our Rooms 18
Vrose À Sons, of Boston,
12 ot
chinas Piano·.
The lot will consist
of an ascortment of their different
styles. We shall
be pleased to furnish
any one with a list of the purchases of previous sales as a reference of the
quality
of Vose & Sods* Pianos.
We have never sold anything that has given such universal satisfaction,
without a single exception that W· know c f, our &rn
sales being 4 years ago.

by order of Me»srs.
their Ma

ρκι:ε dkam i\(j m iiool.

St.

DANA & CO.

Boy»' Sleds, Girls' Sleds, Bird
Cages, Carpet Sweepers,
Pot

Pianos,

FRENCH BREStS WOODS,

For Christmas.
Flower

Sons'
BY AUCTION.

same

GREAT REDUCTION

These Goods will be open for
sale on WEDNESDAY MORNING, DEC. 8th, and will be
sold at onr usual Low Prices.

—

we

Holiday Gifts.

them, and most quickly too.

cures

&

Vose

OF

WEDNESDAY,
M. C. M. Association. ON M.,
shall sell
Street,

ootll

A full line of

—

dim

a

CORN SHELLER
which, in the quantity and quality of it· work,
challcuge competition of the owners of any shelter now iu use for a nurse of f liKX). Also for sale,
Hher late and valuable inventions.
Parties having from #100 to $10,000, will find it
tor their interest to call upon us berore inv* sting.
We want an agent in each state who is an expert in the negotiat ng of State and County Kights.
Send for illustrated circulars.
H. B. FRY Ε & CO.,
Adclrenta
ttJ Nudbury Pl.,
deeleod2w
for
ne

BATH tiOCAUB

rOETRY.
Fair

[For the Pre··.]

Accident

Epitome of Scholastio Philosophy·

Tho

and mote

Messrs. Parrington and Leightou slaughtered a dozan rabbits between them yesterday
afternoon in West Bath woods.
Elder King is conducting a revival at the

connection hid from sight,
By
One the fount and one the film of light,
Seem roll'd apart to vulgar eye.
"shall roll together as a scroll"
defined;
When these, the acts of God,
Return unto the power of His mind.
When these

The English Novelist.
[London News.]
Among the numerous, or rather innumererable novel writers of tlie day, it may seem cuDy

or

thfcpiost

at

m paru ai cnucs

'n the forefront of English literature,
contemporary English literature. We have

even

incapable,

host of

workmen

a

a

number of decent
or five whose

small

workwomen, four

or

would agree on as possessing
every
remarkable but certainly not supreme merit.
But the lost third of the nineteenth century,
unless some new light arises, will have to rely
one

names

George Eliot alone to match with Scott and
Miss Austen in the first paît of the century,
and with Dickens and Thackeray in the middle
of it. For the cause of this several things

on

be assigned. Bold theorists have sugthat as the romance of historic incident
was worn out, to that of analysis and observation of contemporary life is getting worn out
too, and that a new genre must be discovered

might
gested

if supreme success is to be achieved. Others
baye found In the very popularity of the novel
Witha reason for a certain mediocrity in it.
out going so far as the cynical novelist, who
said, "I can write four bad novels in a year,
and it would take me two or three years to
write a good one," it may be granted that the
quality of demand, as well as its amount, tells
If a novelist's
on the character of supply.
readers for the most part only demand fairly
interesting and well-written matter, (it is to be
doubted whether on the average they demand
as much as this) he may well decline to troubla,
himself to give them more. Certainly most or
our novelists are very prolific, aud their families, if not individually stalwart and full of
character, ar·* very large. But it is fair to admit that the actual average of nove'. work is
probably higher than it was, though the best
pieces of it may not be so good as some former
times could show. This is not merely characteristic of novel work, but of all contemporary
literature. It is, however, more prominent in
novels than in almost any other kind of book.
The critic constantly finds in novels of which
he cannot speak particularly well as a whole a
bit of character drawing or a descriptive study
which it would forty or fifty years ago have
been vain to look for anywhere but in the
works of the masters of the art. It is also fair
to say that most of the novels of to-day are pictures, more or less accurate, of actual life, and
thus have a value very different from that of
the purely fantastic work of the schools of the
end of the last century and the beginning of
this, which, unless it was first rate, was valueless. Even in "Ouida" for instance, though it
may shock the directors of the Edinburgh
Philosophical Institution to hear it, the mirror
is not unfrequently held up to nature, though
it may be to parts of nature which are not very
happily chosen. A paradozer who should go
so far as to say that "the proper study of mankind is novels" would not be varying the original

rrinP.h

an

as

at,

first

Hi or

ht

it

mar

annoar

Such a study is nothing unless it be tolerably
wide, and to attempt to limit ii by arbitrary
rules is in every way a mistake.

Wit and Wisdom.

A dealer

day

telegraphed

regarding the

state

to Boston the other
of the smelt market.
that there were a few

He received an answer
at 12 to 15 cents per pound.
Immediately he
purchased at 5 cents per pound about $200
worth and cleared a pretty sum for his trouble.
Mr. Kelly has invented and patented a
child's trundle bed which is very neat and
takes up but little space.
It is after the style
of the cabinet folding beds.
are
a
business
at Crooker
They
doing lively
& Cilly's anchor works.
The Central fair last night was a great success.
The hall trimmed with bunting, flags
and evergreeu with
the fancy tables, art
orallorir urwl

ficli nrrnd npoaonfarl

on

atfvontiira

visitor.
view to the
Crowds were in attendance and the songs by the male quartette
The flower table was very
most jpleasing.
pretty. Credit especially is due Miss Rogers,
the president, Mrs. Jessie Donnell, vice president, and Miss Ellen Manson, treasurer, for
their labor.
The gross receipts were $366.15.
Numbers of the Porcupine Gazette, 1797,
and
Philadelphia
Baptist Herald, Brunswick,
1829, have been laid on our table by a lady.
They are interesting specimens of old style
It is a great pity that Bath has no water
works.
Mr. Mellen Plummer by a misstep fell head
foremost down a flight of stairs last evening
and got out of the accident with only a few
severe bruises.
Owls are quote!! at S8.
Mercury at zero at 6 a. m.
RICHMOND LOCALS.

A Baltimore clergyman recently preached
the subject—"Why was Lazarus a beggar?" We suppose because he didn't advertise.—Burlington Hawkeye.
It is said that Postmaster James sometimes

stamps his feet.
One Experience from Many.
"I had been sick and miserable so long and
had caused my husband so much trouble and
expense 19 one seemed to know what ailed
me, that I was completely disheartened and
discouraged. In this frame of mind I got a
bottle of Hop Bitters and I used them unknown
to my family.
I soon began to improve and
gained so fast that my husband and family
thought it strange ahd unnatural, but when I
told them what had helped me they said
'Hurrah for Hop Bitters! long may they prosper, for they have made mother well and us
happy."—The Mother.—Home Journal.
Natur luvs phun; if she doesn't she never
wood hev made a muiiky.- Josh Billings.

History—Professor: "What important personage was confined on the Island of
St. Helena?" Mr. H.: "Robinson Crusoe."
Class in

The experienced

Lowell Courier tells the
unsophisticated public that the dancing girls
from India are Nautchy but they're nice.

ENGLISH
LiLivuiKJJi

received'
new

just
a

tion

importa-

of

Choisy

DUPLEX ^ssi
,oki>
Owari,

C'lintou, Ayer June., Fitchburg,
MnNhuH, liOwcll. U'indhnui, ru«I lipping at 7.'iO a. iu. and 1.M5 p. ua.
For iWanchenler, Concord and pointe North *r
1.M3 p. πι.
For

pultllc the annual Statements of
Companies represented at this Agency. They are

the Insurance

I take pleasure in presenting to the

PROGRESSIVE.

&

LEADING ENGLISH AND AMERICAN COMPANIES.

used!
NOTICE.—Each label has the Signature of LAWRENCE & MARTIN, ami each
ernment Re vknuk Stamp (with our name,) which permits KIDNEGEN to be sold as
cle, (with out license) by Druggists, Grocers and other Dealers everywhere.
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Statement

Capital paid up in Cash

Surplus

Statement Jan. 1st.

....

$5,000,000

Cask Assets

$2,207,651

Liabilities

holders

ORGANIZED

IMS.

Caeli

Liabilities, including

419,634,55

Surplus beyond Capital, and all
ot

Ler liabilities

I
j
I

419,034.55

Statement

mucous

OF

NEW

refer to:

Mrs. SUSAN 15.

ORGANIZED IS67.

Statement

M,W&Fly

Smith's

PRUNES

Medicated

CASH CAPITAL,

I88O"

1st.

All invested in United States.Bonds at Par
Surplus

as

Cash Capital
Reserve for Re-insurance
Reserve for Unpaid Losses

$409,618.87
regards Policy-holders $421,602.37

Their cleansing and tonic action on the
tirer and digestive organs removes all impurities from the system, purifies the blood,
relieves the overtaxed kidneys, and establishes regular and natural action of the bowels. Pleasant to take, free from all unpleasant or debilitating action and can be used
freely with perfect safety. For sale by all
druggists in half lb. glass jars. Price 50 cents
mhl2 no. 2
eod^rwly

Surplus

over

15,862.17
.>333,866,17

all Liabilities

j\ lv

Illv*
■

■

m nr<

LIMPS.ofKas

Attention ie invited to a particularly tine line of
Longw> and Cloisonne Ware, elegantly mounted
and fitted with the celebrated Moehring Burner.
These lamps form a rare combination of beauty and
utility, without which no house is complete.

Π

T?i'vfiiY»Aa

C

0

r

~

-j

Send for Illustrated Circular.

R. HOLLINGS & CO.,
Importer*
manufacturer·,
and

547
novl

Washington St., Boston.
eod5w

Prof. D. A.
i

insurance Co.,

ORGANIZED

ISei.

most

i

.'.88

Reserve for He-Insurance
Reserve for Unpaid Losses
Net Surplus

TOTAL· ASSETS,

A

OF BOSTON.

!

or

ISo

Pay.

If yo-ir Doctor has failed to know your diseases,
send or come to me and 1 will give you full diagnosis in five minutes.
You hnve but to hear me and be convinced of the
wonderful power tiod gives to man. Examination
Fee $1.00.
Untnrrh η Specialty.
dtf

Knitted

Carpet

Lining

AND 8TAIK PAD,
This lining is generally acknowledged to be

su-

perior

to anything ever iu use.
It is so constructed
to allow all dust and dirt to sift to the floor, thus
to
a
the
extent, and doing
carj>et
great
saving
very
away with the disagreeable rising of dust in sweepis
soft
and
It
luxurious
to ilie tread,
uniformly
ing.
an 1 the roost durable lining in the market. Inquire
for the above at any first-class carpet house, or
addreex
as

KNITTED CARPET
LINING CO.,
535 Washington St., Boston.
T. D. DEMONIi, Trcns.
Opp. R. H. White & Co.
For «nie by Adam* A- Robinnon, No. 140
Eirhnngc Nt,, Portland.
eod2m

oct 15

VII»*.

OBtiANIZKV

JOSLA.H H..

J08IAH H. DBUMMOND. JR.

DEUMHOND.

no25

dtf

JOST & MORTON,

FRESCO

13 MaiUet Square, Portland.
Price; reasonable and satisfaction guaranteed.
Je2
dly

at Law and Patent Solicitor,
93 Exchange Street,
.HAINE.
PORTLAND,
0. BOX 038.

liyAll kinds of Patent
carefully executed

fori

1

I88O.

July 1,

¥200,000.00
92,532.79
9,115.01
$100,215.44

Caali Capital
Unearned Premiums

Unpaid
Net Surplus

Losses

efficiency.

Price SO eenCm and &I.OO per box.
For Sale by JAMES BAILEY & CO.
dl
ap5

$500 Reward !
WE will t>ay the above reward for any case of
Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia, Sick Headache, Indigestion. Constipation or Costiveness we cannot cure
with West's Vegetable Liver Pillg, when the Directions are strictly complied with.
They are
purely Vegetable, and never fail to give satisfaction.
Sugar Coated. Large boxes, containing 30
pills. 26 cents. For sale by all druggists. Beware
of counterfeits and imitations. The genuine manufactured only bv JOHN 0. WEST & CO., "The Pill
Makers." 181 & 183 W. Madison St., Chioaeo.
Free trial package sent by mail prepaid on
Of a 3 ceul stamp.
«epGdeow&weowly

receipt

Apply

vierrill, possession given January 1st.
of EMERY, WATEhHuUSK & Co

at the store

Dec. vth. 1880.

Statement Jan. 1, 1880.
Cash

Capital

*200,000.00
00,621.16

Keserve for Re-Insûrance
Reserve for

Uiipaid

Losses and

Kxpen-

To

over

all

Liabilities

g—III

STEPHEN

corner

STORK

$285,690.54.

OBAGIKIZED

business

promptly and
sep3u d3m

Statement; Jan. 1, 1880.

BERRY,

3

PLUM

TWO

oct27dtf

Vo Let.
Congress and Chestnut streets.
Has been occupied for the past 12 years by
Samuel Rolfe, Esq. as an apothecary store.
1 his is
an excellent location for a Fancy Grocery or Procorner

STORE

vision store.
A so. to be let on and after Nov. 1st, 1880, the
Boarding house comer Fore an d India streets. This
is one of the best locations in the city for a lodging
and victualing house.
Has been occupied by the
present tenant for the past 15 years.
Full
regarding the above can be obtUOOUUObllUQl.

l/J

JOHN B.
Corner

Net

«100

Surplus
TOTAL· ASSETS»

1,

1880.

Portland.

HEN Κ Y VEERING,
No. 37 Exchange St.

Total Liabilities
Net Surplus over all Liabilities

*151,854 10.

i

i>

I ΛL

$ 31.S0il.00.

207,846.00

.......

Book Binders.
WM. A. Ql'IXCV, Ro·· 11, Printer*'
Exchange No. Ill Exchange Street.
H. OUI.EH. Sewiag .tlachiae Repairer, 4 Marie'· Terrace, la the Rear of 'Mil
Caaarew Street.
roy24dly

IV.

Visit Oak Wall
Cheapest place in
Samples and Rules for

the

New England. Write for
Self-measurement.

$239,155.00.

ASSETS,

dtf

To

Let.

ladies
pleasant
ONEgentlemen.
Enquire at 4 PKOSPECT ST.
or

two

rooms

suitable for

my 1H

or

dtf

STATE OF MAINE.

Real Estate Agents.
JOHN C. PROCTER, Ne. 93 Exchaage
Street.

For Men's, Youth's and Children's Suits.

000.00

37,094.31
14,759.85

Accountant and Notary Public.
«KO. C. CO DM AN, outer No. 184 Middle
Street.

CURTIS,
Fore and Deer Sts.

1, 1880, the
premises now occupied by F. O.
Λ
No.'s
35
& 37 ExBailey
Co.,
change st.
Apply to

December 2d, A. D. 1880.
is to give notice that on the twentyseventh day of November. A. D. 1880, a Warrant in Insolvency was issued by Henry C. Peabody,
Judge of the Court of Insolvency for said county of
Cumberland against the estate of
TIMOTHY M. EASTMAN, of Portland,
in said County, adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor
on his own petition, wnich peti· i< η was tiled on the
Cumberland,

ss.

THIS

Twenty-*»eventb day

of

November,

A. D.

i860,

to

whi< hdate interest on claims is to be computed;
That the payment of any debts to or by said debtor, and the delivery or transfer of anv property by
him are forbidden by law;
That a meeting of the creditors of said debtor,

to prove their debts and
choose one or more
assignees of his estate, will be held at a Court of
Insolvency, to be holden at the Probate Court
room In said Portland, on MONDAY, the
I wentieth day of December, A. D. 1880, at ten o'clock
in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above written
E. R. BROWN,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County ot Cumberland.

MARINE.

The Delaware Mutual
Of

dec6

dly

Ins. Co.,

Safety

THIS

DOLLARS.

Suits for gentlemen
English Dressing Gown*
Blanket Bath Wraps
Driving and Walking
Balls—Leather Jackets—
Foot
Gloves—Rugby
—

—

Exchange St.

eod3w

Bicycle Uniforms. Everything worn by
boys—can be bought at OAK HALL.

men or

C. W. SIMMONS & SON,

HALL,
44 NORTH STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
OAE

32 to

44

of his estate, will be held at a Court of Insolvency to be holden at the Probate Court room, m
said Portland, on MONDA V, the Twentieth day
of December, A. D. 1880, at ten o'clock in the fore-

ees

Given under my hand the date first above written.
E. R. BROWN,
as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for sa: à Jounty of Cumberland.
dec3&10

The old Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam.
Best Cough Medicine in the World."

style, 35c.
Cutler Bros. & Co., Boston.

&

Λ ^VJV/>

ilUtkUikU
Cores
Sold by drug·
prists. Send for
Circular.

Τ—η

Iehm ί

||

U;A\a^A*

If
MIDDLE

HOLIDAY

rieod&w

w

JAMKPYLIS

GOODS,

consisting of 50 Elegant Patent Rocker, 75 Easy and Fancy Chairs, of
grades, 50 Willow Rockers of the newest designs, 100 Foot Rests in
Ebony and Gilt and Walnut, 100 Fancy Tab»es in plushes and all co'ors
of Marble Shaving Stand, Work Tables and all kinds of Desks, &c., &c.

sent

free.

Dr.

Saxford, 162 Broadway, Ν. Y.
FOR SALE BT ALL
DRUGGISTS.

OCtl'3

eodeowly

All of which will be sold at the lowest bottom prices.
until you have visited our Immense Warerooms.

Do not

purchase

DEANE BROS. & SANBORN,
Nos. 183 and 185 Middle Street.
J. H. BATES,
Late of S. M. Pettengtll & Co.

Newspaper Advertising Agent,
34 PARK BOW,

IVΚW YORK.

n

.·χχ—χ

ood,

(12mo

S. B. NILE8,

Advertising

Agent,

β TRBHONT ST.,
Contracts for Advertisements
cities and towns of the United
Brltlf h Provinces.

ΒΟΙΤΟλ
In all
Canada an

Newspapers

tat es,

accompanied by Debility
State of the System.
ηοτ29

or a

low

3IWF&wly49

fiPENCERIAN

STEEL· PENS

all

oct3G

1. WASHBURN, Jr., President.
Oct. 18.1K80
oc20tf

BOSTON & MAINE KAILBOAJ).
Ο· and after Mraday, Oct·
IN, IM80, Pn»»en«er Train»

feîH^wiU

LEA VK
PORTLAND
BONTON at 8.46 a. ra.,
arriving at Boston at 1.15, 5.30,
8.00 p. m. Returning, leave Bouton at 7.30 a. m.,
12.30, 3.30 p. m., arriving at Portland at 12.Γ5.
5.00, 8.00. p. m. Portland far Mcarboronjth
Beach, Pine Point, 0»d Orchard Beach,
Saco, Biddeford and Keaaebunk, at 8.45
а, m., 1.IM», 3.30. 5 30 p. m. For W eM», North
Berwick, Salmon Fallu, Great Fall», Do-

-"—"-FOB
1.00, 3.30

rer,

p. m.,

New

Market,

Kxeter,

Ship Tia Seaboard Air Line to Raleigh, Charlotte,
Spartansburg, Oreenville, Atlanta, the Carolina#
and Georgia Points. A. H. Torricelll, Agent, 290
Washington St. Through bills of lading given by the
above named

agents.

PanM|e

I· Norfslh and Baltimore including
Berth and Meals, 1st Class,
99. 2d Class, 99.
For freight or passage to Norfolk. Baltimore, Washington, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON. *gent,
oo2dtf
Central Vtb-.r.
«ton.

TOURISTS' STEAMBOAT LINE
Str. Minnehaha
On and aftrr 0( T. ûlil,
will leave the East side of Custom House Wharf, for Peak·,
rand Lsng,Lillle and Great
β.4δ

A.

'Chebeagne Iilaadat

M.

·*

for

Peaks only.

2.30 P. m.
Return immediately after

each trip.

c

I

dtf

8.45 a.
ra.. l.OO, 3.30 p. m. For Bocnenter aad Farm·
ington, Ν. H., at 8.45 a. m.k 1.00, 3.30 p. m.
For Alton Bay at 8.45 a. m., 3.3ϋ p. ni. For
Manchester aad Concord (via Lawrence,) at
8.45 a. ui.; (via New Market Junction) at 3.30 p.m.
Morning Train leaves Rennebuuk tor PortIan >1 at 7.25.
0p~The 1.00 p. m. train from Portland connects
with Hound Lin* Nteenern.
The 3.30 p. ra,
train connects with All Bail l.inea for New
fork and ëouth anil Went.
SUNDAY rtttlNH/ Leave Portland for
Bouton at 1.00 p. in. Boston for Portland at
б.00 p. m.

—

JIT.
ROCKLAND.
HRIUCE ud

EMEUT,

Mil..

.11ACHIAM.

ArrnngrmeMI.

Fall

Two Trip» per Week

IMW.

uXil farther

asiict

The
Steamer
CITY
OF
RICHMOND, Capt. W. E. Dennison, will leave Railroad Wharf,
Portlaud, every Tueoday, and Frida* eve·
bIbbm, at 11.15 ο clcnk, or on arrival of Pullman express train from Boston, far Kacklaad,
Cantine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Ma. Wal
an«i Bar IlarborN, (Mt. De·»* rt,) Hill bridge,
Joae.port, and IVlaekiavpart.
Betaraiag, will leave Machias port every IVIaa(tay and Thursday Vlorning, a» 4.30 o'clock,
touching as above, arriving in Portland, about Midnight connecting with the Pullman night train for
Boston and the West. Passei gers win not be dis-

turbed unless wishiugto take the Pullman.
Steamer City of Richmond connects at Rockland
with *aulorn S. S. Co., for Belfast, Bangor and
River Landings, every
Morning.
Comi g West Monday, receives naasengers and
for
Portland.
from
River
landings
freight
GEO. L. 1>AY, Gen. Ticket Agent,
E. CUSHXNG, General Manager.
dtf
nov9

Saturday

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO

CALIFORNIA,

FOR
«*1» "Γ.Τ21..

JAPAN, CHINA,

Haverhill,

Lawrence, Andover and Lowell,

at

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
runlng between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Maohias, Eastport, Calais, St.
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
and Portland & Ogdensburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston.
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of M. L. William», Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
JAS. T. FURBER. Gen. Supt.
S. H. STEVENS, G«n. Agent, Portland.

A antral la.
The
York

steamers sail from New
20th and 30th of each month
passengers and freight fur San Francisco

new an
oh the

carrying

splendid

ICth,

as below.
S. S. Acapulco

S. 8. Crescent
Dec. 10.

Dec. 30 | S. S. Clyde... Dec. 20
City for Isthmus of Panama only,

For freight or passage rates and the fullest Infor
mat ion, apply to the General Eastern Agent·,
€.L. BARTI.ETT Λ CO.,
115 Stale Nirsel, csr. Bread 8t., Bssls·.
or to W. D. LITTLE * OO.,

81 Exchange 8t.. Portland.

je38dtf

steamers

oclG

dtf

GRANDTRUNK RAILWAY OF
CANADA.
On and after Monday, Oct. 18th,
1880, passenger trains will leave Por"fr*
"in land, as followe:
To Auburn and Lewiston, 7.IO a. n., 14.35
β

and 5.15 p. m.
To Montreal and Quebec, 1.30 p. m.
To Lewiston Jonction, mixed, 4.00 p. m.
To Norway, So. Paris and Gorham, 9.45 a. m.,
1.30 and 5.15 ρ m.
ARRIVAL*.
From Gorham, So. Paris, Sc Norway, S.30 a. m.
and 19.30 p. m.
From Lewiston and Auburn, 9.30 a. m.,
3.15 p. in., β.ΟΟ p. m.
From Chicago, Montreal & Quebec, M.30 p.m.
From Lewiston Junction, mixed, 9.30 a. m.

PASSENGER OFFICES
DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Tickets Sold at Reduccd Rates !
To Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milv. ankee,
Cincinnati, St, Louin. Omaha, Saginaw, St. Panl, Sail Lake City,
Denver, San Francisco,
and all
iiviiimvsi,

points

wrsi

BOSTON
Steamers.
The favorite Steamer· Forest
City and John
Brooke will alternately leave FRANKLIN
WHARF
Portland, at 7 o'clock p. m., and INDIA WHARF,
Boston, at 5 o'clock p. m. daily. (Sunday· excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that they secure a comfortable night's rest and avoid the
expense
and Inconvenience of
arriving in Boston late at night
J3T* Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. a.
YOUNG'S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Kail and Sound Liues for sale at
very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. (JO Y LB, Jr (Jeaeral Agent,
aprb
dtf

Maine

Steamship Company.

Semi-Weekly

guuinwvsi·

JOSEPH H1CKS0N, Goneral Manager.
W. J. SP1CER, Superinteudeut,
ocl8dtf

Maine Central
RAILROAD.
Oft A\D APTEK OCT. 18, 1880,

Line to New York.

Steamers Eleanors and Francenia
Will

until further notice leave Franklin Wharf.
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY.at β
P. M., and leave Pier 38, East River, New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY,at 4 P. M
These steamers are fitted up with fine accommodations for passengers, making this a very convenient
and comfortable route for travelers between New
York and Maine. During the summer months these
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on their
passage to and from New York. Passage,
including
State Room, 93; meals extra. Goods destined
beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
once.
For further information apply to
HENRY FOX. General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ae't, Pier 38, P. R. New York.
Tickets and State Koom* can be obtained at 23
Excoange street. From Dec. 1 to May 1, no passengers will be taken by this line.
decftdtf

CLYDE'S

In the

»■■«■

Philadelphia

A New

England

STEAMSHIP LINES

FROM

BOSTON

OLD COLONY
ROAD.

in conuectlon with

BAIL.

BOSTON TO THE SOTJTH,
Hensi*Weekly Lia·, Quick
rinse. I.aw
Rate·, Frequent f>epartnre«.
Freight received and rorwarded dally to FALL
RIVER, there connecting with the Clyde Mteans«m. «aili-»
wfcr.VllBlUV —wl O"""··
»·"»·*

DAY to

Philadelphia direct, connecting at
Philadelphia with Civile Steam Lines to C'harle·ion,
C.j, Washington, D. Cî·, Oeargc·
town. D. C., Alexandrin, Va., anil all Hal

and Water Lines.
Through Kaies named and Bills of Lading ΙτβΒ
from any point in New England tc
Philadel|hl
For rates of Freight, and other information, apply to
D. D. C. MINK, Agent,
196 Washington Street,
Boston, Maes
Wen. P. Clyde & Co., Genera) Managers,
No. 12 So. Delaware Ave., Philadelphia.
febfl

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

a. in.
run

each

way. every

For Lewiston and Auburn.

«/J

PQRTLAMD.ME.

oodlm

ι.:_χ

STREET

Dr.SANFORD'S

blood. A Book

Per eland

The night Pullman trains
night Sundays included.

Nervons AffecGeneral Debility, Fever and

Dyspepsia,

tions,
Ague, Paralysis, Chronic Diarrhoea,
Boils, Dropsy, Humors, Female Com-

Hop Bitters

dice, Biliousness, Malaria, Costiveness, Headache. It assists digestion, strengthens the system,
regulates the bowels, purifies the

Canton and Backiield, leave
Portland 1.40 p. m.; Lewis ton, 1.57 p. xn.
Stage connections for West Sumner, Dixfield,

For Waterville, 7.00

liver or nerves 7
You will be
cured if you use

HOP DITTOS
M'F*0 CO.,
Rochester, Η. Y·
I A Toronto, Oat.

Portland, leave Canton 4.20
a. m.; Buck field. 5.1Γ, and

30

Bruu»wick at 7.00 a. m., 12.40, 5.15, and
11.16 p. m.
Far Rockland and all stations on Knox & Lincoln K. R., and for Ijewintonand FanuinKion
via Brunswick, at 7.00 a. m. and 12.40 p. m.
For Rath at 7.00 a.
and 12.40 and 5.16 p. m.
For Farmington, Monmouth, Winlhrop,
Read field, Went iVatmille and Water▼ille via Lewiston at 12.30 p. m.

^Î'Ijry

disease

Street Boston.
H. P. BALDWIN,

Panceiger Train·» Icare Portland for linn·
Dexter, Belfaet and Walerrille ai
for,
2.30. 12.40, and 11.16 P. M.
Far Rkowhegan at 12 30, 12.40 and 11.15 p.m.
Far AugUMta, Hallovrell, («ardiucr and

iGECl

stomach,
bowels, blood,

Only Vegetable Compound that
directly upon the Liver, and
cures Liver Complaints,
Jaun-

For

Deputy Sheriff,

Small old

of the

ENOLAND AOENCV,

l«H!jJjiUmj;°d9
For

neon.

or urinary coin-]

acts

street.

STEAMBOAT CO.

—AND—

PliiladLelplaia, Pet.,

Wm. Allen Jr., 28

INVIGORATOR

ανπνν.πιν

.ii.—-·

SATURDAY at Λ P. 91.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and
through rates given.
Freight forwarded to Petersburg, Richmond and all
Points South and Southwest via Va. and Tenn. Air
Line. C. Ρ Gaither, Agent, 240 Washington street.
To all points of North and South Carolina and beyond ria Atlantic Coast Line. Waldo A. Pearce,
Agent, No. 229 Washington Street.
And to all points In the West by Baltimore A Ο hie
R. R., M. w. Davison, Agent, 219 Washington

Portland, Bangor & Machias

{

74 EXCHANGE STREET

STATE OF MAINE·
Cumberland, ss. December 2d, A. D. 1880.
is to give notice, that on the Twentv-sixth
day of November, A. D. 1880, a Warrant in In
solvency was issued by Henry C. Peabod*, Judge of
the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland, against the estate of
WHITMAN S. DYER, of Portland,
in said
County, adjudged to be an insolvent debtor
on hit own petition, wbich petition was tiled on the
Twenty-tUth day of November. A. D. 18H0; to
which date interest on claims i-i to be computed;
That the payment of any debts to or by said
debtor, and tne delivery or transfer of any property
by him are forbidden by law;
That a meeting of the creditors of said debtor
to prove their de ts and choose one or more assign-

Have you dyspepsia, kidney

decl

ROUTE.

Rumford Falls & Buuftfield

dec3&10

Înually

β av β y ο u r
I Ife. It has
saved hundreds·

u

11.15

in

TO LET.
tenements on High St. Sebago water and
Gas, Furnaces in cellar. Stable for one tenement. Apply to W. H. SIMONTON, 304 Com-

ITBBETi

When Yut ( ίο To Boston,

Statement Jan.

room

On niWI after Oct.

1826-1880.

I

steam-

Gen. Paw Agent C. Κ. K. of N. J.

Congress Square.
A pleasant
nov5dtf
Inquire at 60tf Congress St.

To be Let.

Iii^y

I8»5.

ters toiling overi
night work, to restore brain nerve and
Stimulantsand use
waste, use Hop B.
Hop fitters.
If you are young and I goffering from any indiscretion or dissipa I tion ; it you are married or single, old or! young, suffering from
ing on a bed of sick·
poor health or languish
Bitters.
nés», rely on Η Ο |
Thousands die an·
Whoever you are.
from some
whenever you feel
form of Kidney
that your system J
disease that might
needs cleansing, ton· 1
have been prevented
in g or stimulating, I
without intoxicating,
by a timely use of
take
Hop
HopBltters
8 itteiS.

If you aresim-|

or

Byron, Rangley Lakes, «& c.

Federal and

To Let.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

9,043.12

TOTAL· ASSET»,

Lei.

India Ste. Also rooms
at No. 72 Federal St., bath room supplied
with tot and cold witer.
nov30otf

ft,426.29

ses

Net Surplus

$401,863.^4.

Cash Capital
Liabilities

dec7dtf

oc21 dtf

NO.

ORGANIZED IS69.

tteratehe«,

So horse owner should be without it,
nothing equal to it has ever been presented to the publie, the best horsemen
in the country have acknowledged its

now

particulars

If you are a mn.nl
of business,·weak- 1
ened by the strain of
your duties avoid

ply weak and'
low spirited, try
it! It may

BROOK

Washington

mh26dlT

and

01Y27

Statement

Let.

THE

front

PAINTERS,

iiol2

SALVE.

U
will
remove
Hp vine,
AVin«i fJall»,
;U η «tightly Bnncheo,
Banning Noren,
Noddle Gull·*,
Arc. It penetrates to
and
Bruine*.
Cut·
jthe bone, will not blister
and never takes off any hair.
A poftitirc cure
Hoof
Di«ea»e*,

CKNtENNIAL BLOCK,
St.

Θ3 Sûcoliange

187Λ.

JULY IS ΜΥΕΒ8»

VETERINARY

Connsellors-at-Law,

—

plaint,

ν

11 uvui

railroad
bay
y tickets (at any rai
boat office
:>ffi<> in New England) via
to

To Heut.

Book, Card and Job Printer,

ORGANIZED 18».

319

unusually pleasant cham253 Middle Street,
THEbersveryNo.spacious
occupied by
Sweetsir&

OF BOSTON.

wonderful

Care CSunrnnteed

Mure

NEW

DRIMON0 & DKUfllMB

$001,093.80.

TOTAL· ASSISTS,

TOTAL ASSETS OYER TWO MILLION

3500.00 REWARD

To

WMUWl

$554,79l».91.

LET.

Teacher of Violin and other Instruments,
NO, ISO niDDLE HTBKET.
dtf
sep25

Is Represented at this Agency.

NEW YORK.

uuyuiu

Be

store how occupied by G. M. Boswortb, in
Free St. Block, No. 4. Possession given Nov. 1.
For terms, apply at the office of H. J. LIBB Y & CO.,
over First National Bank.
sepSOdlwteodtf

PBESCOTTINRURANGE CO., RLVERE FIHE INSUHANCtuU..

CLAIRVOYANT

Where I do not descril)e accurately every ache and
pain in the human body without asking a question
of the patien.. Diseases of all nature treated aud

TO

CHARLES GRIMMER,

MMaauhipa.

Clua

WM. CRAMK,
D. H. MILLER,

JOHN UOPKi 8.
WM. LA WHENCE,

THIRD AND BERKS STS.

New Yark and Philadelphia

P.

$300.000.00
Cash Capital
96,754.63
j Reserve for Re-Insurance.. and a:l
134,49
for Unpaid Losses
oth16,677.00 Reserve
er claims
22,978 67
153,621.03
181,360.50
J Net Surplus

$250,000.00

Rodger*

PHYSICIANS,
hat has ever visited this
He is now treating
city.
some of the beet citizens of Portland.

ΗΤΕΛ9ΗΗΙΡ
First

ocl8

Attorney

Statement Jan. 1, 1880·

1, 1880.

Cash Capital

SCHNAPPS.

permanently located at No. 3 Decring Place,
off Deering Street. He has been tried, tested, and found to be one of the

STEAM fcKîv

Express Trains,uj Double Track, Stone Ballast

dtf

mercial St.

OF Βί TO*.

now

Aost Central Station lu Philadelphia
Philadelphia <St Reading U. H.
NINTH AND OREEN .STREET*.

BOUND

•

TOTAL· ASSETS,

As a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the
Aromatic Schnapps is. superior to every
other alcoholic preparation. A public
trial of over 30 years duration in every
section of onr country of Cdolpho Wolfe's
Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
the medical faculty and a sale unequaled
by any other alcoholic distillation have
insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it. For sale by all Druggists
and Grocers.

dec.1

BUSINESS CARDS.

iftf

<

STATION IN NEW YORK

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

HERBERT G. BRIGGS,

plex Burner,
a

BETWEEN

New York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

continue but a short time to clear counter.

WSOO,15ï.45

OF TRENTON, IV. J.

ORGANIZED I Se».

July

1880.

$200,000.00
140,429.11

other

and

TOTAL· AHNETN

OF MANCHESTER, Ν. H.

Are a certain CURE for

Constipation, Biliousness, Liver Troubles, Piles, Indigestion, Sick Headache
and Dyspepsia.

Liabilities

Net

$831,151.24

New Hampshire Fire Ins. Co., People's Fire
Statement

1*1.

July

CASH CAPITAL, *200.000.
All invested in United States Bonds at Par

$300,000

TOTAL· ASSETS

Mrs. Edgar Moores, Friendship, Me.;
Mrs. Geo. Webster, 69Exchange St., Portland;
Mrs. George Haydex, West Roxbury, Mass.
Mrs. A. M. Partridge, Jamaica Plains, Mass.
Mille. Aimee, Opera Prma Donua;
Paul Bovton, the great swimmer, Flushing, L. I
Rev. C. H. Taylor, 140 Noble St., Brooklyn, Ν Y
Sam'l Benedict. Jr. 697 Broadway, N. Y„ etc.
A real cure of Catarrh for §1.50!
octll

Statement Jan.

Net

LiEiGHTON, New Market, Ν. H.;

CO.,

ORGANIZED I S3*.

Reserve for Unearned Premiums,
Unpaid Losses and other Claims

Lewis, 220 Pleasant St., Boston;
H. A. Choate, Bevere House;
B. F. Bkadbcky, Washington St.;
Geo. C. Goodwix, Hanover St. ;
W. Geraghty, 61 Whitest., Lawrence.;
Mrs. A. J. Whittlesey, Sheffield, Mass.;
Caswell & Massey, Newport, Β. I.;

Bound Brook Route.

SO

«1,1β1,β33.β3

OF BUFFALO, Ν. Ï.

rORK.

forms not

can

NewYork & PhJIgGlPli s New Line

cunts.
CENTS.

AND

WESTCHESTER FIRE INS. CO., BUFFALO GERMAN INS.

membrane and

only a local, bat a constitutional
cure at any stage. One package generally suffices.
Delivered by Druggists or by D. B. Dewey & Co.,
46 Dey Street, Ν. Y., $1.50 complete. Treatise and
remarkable statements by the cured, mailed free.

LUCIUS TUTTLE,
Passenger and Tteket A gem

(General

SANBORN, Master Transportation

D. W.
oclS

and

J. W. PETERS, Oen. Ticket Agent.
oclBdtf
WESCOTT. Supt.

GEO. P.

S300.000.00

TOTAL· ASSETS

and arrive In Boston at 6.30 a.m. In season for
all morning trains South and Weet.
S.45 a. iia. Dally except Sundays. For Boar on an.1
wav stations, *ith parlor car arriving at 1.16 p.m.
I .OO p. m. Daily except Sundays, for Boston ana
wry stations, with parlor car, arriving at 6.30
p.m. in season for Sound and Hall connections
South and West.
Far Partland, leave Bail··,
7.30 a. m. and 12.30 and 7.00 p. m., arriving
in Portland at 12.05, 6 and 11 p. m.
The .7 ρ m. train runs daily.
Throagb ticket» la all paint* Haistk aad
Wot at lewest rate* at Depot Ticket Office, Commercial street, J. M. French, Ticket Master, and
at the Union Tickét Office, R. A. Waldron, Agt.,
40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Ticket* far Head· aad
Berth* Maid at Depat Ticket Oflca.

—FOB

Unquestionably the most important
discovery since vaccination. A remedy

which assimilates with the

—

Norwich Line Steamers.

Depots.

Iflnkiug the greatest opportunity ever of·
i'ered to buy these goods cheap. Sale to

Jan. 1st. 1880.

AND

Liabilities, including Re-insurance.... 303.771.6
Surplus beyond Capital and other Liabilities
507,802,02

Ο IT BE·
medical

ie
34

to

p.

m.

Norfolk, Baltimore & Washington

Tickets and State Rooms secured in advance at
Rollins & Adams', 22 ExchaDge Street, and at the

TO 34 CENTS.
FROM 73 TO 50 CENTS.
FR )1I $1.00 TO SO CENTS.

$3, 149,360.3r

Cash Capital

91,OS7,S77.>J2

TOTAL ASSETS

Catarrh

I88O.
$400,000,00
195,410,23

Capital

Reserve for re-insurance

Meyer's

$5.50

Train leaves Portland at 1.25 p. m.,
connecting at New London eauie evening with the
fast steamers of the Norwich Tine, arriving at
New York next morning at β o'clock.

DOWN.

το
TO

11

T0

Portland & Worcester Line

ORGANIZED 1833·

Int.

Statement Jan.

3o
40

FROM

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

OF

OF NEWARK, N. J.

Reserve for other
unpaid losses

Wei Be

nto.n
FROM

1,013,703.89

...

GIRARD FIRE INS. CO.,

one

juaeaeBssiussssaiS

$3,163,194.36

...

NET SURPLUS

$7,207,551

....

If suitable arrangeoperations will be imme-

hundred
acres of corn grown next season, and a business established that will employ
about fifty
hands at first.
The district No. IS schoolhouse in Bowdoinham was destroyed by fire a short time ago. It
burned in the night, and the loss was not discovered until the next morning, when the
scholars went to school.

MARKED

at
and
m.
(Week
aajs),
and will be attached
Sundays,
rest
rlue train. Passengers hare a zii^ht'e

9
p.

at

VI A

eod&eowlyr 46

FANCY RIBBONS

Surplus for Policy-

liere.

ments can be made,
diately started to have at least

1880.

$10,000,000

Subscribed Capital

Parties from Portland were in town to-day,
looking about yith an idea of starting a corn

canning factory

July

au.

NEW YORK,

st,'Xw

1880·

1,

de-

light equal to
fourS tud en t
lamps and far
superior to that

0K1Ï

SIZE BOTTLES FOR GENERAL AND FAMILY USE.

Sold in Portland by all Druggists.

!

I'ruiuM L«arc Ferilaad
Dally (Night Express from Bangor) for
Portsmouth. Newburyport. SaBlddeford,
Saco,
lem, Lynn and Boston. A special Pullman Sleepwill
Car
be
ing
ready fo* occupancy In Portland
a.

ar-

Express

rare

which affords

Gov-

•J

■

—

OP GLOUCESTER, MASS,

I

QUART

a

Proprietary

a

Bhia,

ESTABLISHED 1JUJ.

ing Lamps.

IlTi"*

PUT UP IN

bottle has

Springfield,

If not found at your Druggist's or Grocer's, we will send a bottle and pamphlets prepaid to the nearest
Express office to you. Price $1.00 or six bottles for $5.00.

LAWRENCE & MARTIN,

"WOLFE'S
LAiWrS,
GLOUCESTER FIRE IKS. CO., Mechanics' Mutual Ins. Co..
MOEHR- SsS Sciiiedaui Aromatic
and other
potteries,

VOC·· DEBILITY, or any ORM I Rrf t lO.'VS, arieins from KIDNEY or BLADDER
DIBEA«EN. AI mo for BLOOD and KIDNEY POISONING, in infrrted malaria
section»·
JS^By the distillation of a FOREST LEAF with JUNIPER Berries and BARLEY MALT we have discovered KIPNEGEN, which acts specifically on the
Kidneys and Urinary Organs, removing deposits in the
bladder and any straining, smarting beat or irritation in the water
passages, giving them strength, vi<p*r
and causing a healthy color and ea-v flow of urine. It can be taken at all
times, in all climates witho#
injury to the system. Unlike any other preparation for Kidney difficulties, it has a very pleasant and
agreeable taste and flavor. It contains positive diuretic properties and will not nauseate.
Ladies especially will like it, and Gentlemen will find K1DXEGEN the best Tonic
Beverage for its pur-

novl

VUIlilJil

I I If llCt

KIDNKOEnf it highlr r«coiiim«uded nnd nmurpaped for WEAK or FOUL· KID·
NEW*, DKOI'NY, GRAVEL, BRVOHT'o DISEASE, L08N of EWERM'. NBR-

of NORWICH, ENG.

OF LONDON.

For KofiiMitf.
Aitrcd, Vfal·
«rboro and finfo River.7.MO a. in.. l.ii>
αι., and (mixed) at β.45 p. m. Returning
save Rochester at (mixed) 0.45 a. in..
11.00
a. m., and 3.56 p.m.; arriving at Portlaml
(mixed) 9.36 a. in., 1.10 p. in. and 6.10 p. m.
For €3 urban·,
Haccarnppa, Cumberland
and
Wfnibroob
Woodl'ord'*.
Mille,
at 7.MO a. m., I.M5, β.MO and (mixed) β.45
p. in.
The 1.M5 p. in. uain iron» Portland connect* at
Ayer Jnnc. vith Hoonac Tnnncl Route for
the West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich Line, and all rail,
also with N. It. Λ Ν. Ε. Κ.
via
Et. ("Steamer Maryland Route") for PbiladelBaltimore, Wn>«hington, and the
outn and with HonIou Λ Albauy R. R. foi
t.he Went.
Close connections made ui WeMibrooli Junction with through trains of Me. Central K. It., and
at GraudTrunk
Transfer, Portland, with trama
of G rand Pumk It. U.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
'•ins & Adams', No. 22 ExDepot omces and at
change Street.
J. W. PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.
GEO. P. WE
oclGdtf
1\ Supt

ft.

poses ever

CO,, Norwich Union Fire Ins. Society

GUARDIAN INSURANCE

OCT. 171 h, Ihho.

COMMENCING

ami niter

n>.

Agency,
PORTLAND, ME.

POPULAR

···

j
p_'__/"^^a""S*ortlj»nd

Lorn Promptly Settled and Paid at is Ole.
PROMPT,

Railroad,

V4LL and WIKTKU «ck.

tlouoa v, (ici. IN,
*βί ï-'îiiw—κ·
Passenger Train* will leave
at 2 'iO η. ια.,
and
I .Μ.ϊ μ. «α
arriving at Worcester
at 2.15 μ, n>. and 7.30 p. m.
Returning leave
Union Dep<»t. Worcester, at 7.80 a. in. %n«i 11.15 a.
mM arriviug at Portia ud at 1.10 p. m. end 0.10 p.

WM. ALLEN, JB.,
28 EXCHANGE ST.,

*

Eastern

U. H.

«ΚΗΑΚιϋΚηΚΝΥ.

1VINTBK

FIRE AND MARINE.

Insurance

KÔrhESTKK

A

Oil

Net Fire

Richmond, Dec. 9.

The afflicted

on

PORTLAND

journalism.

S.

0

INSURANCE!

Advent church in this city.
Much interest is
being manifested.
There is a revival iu progress in Bowdoinham.

Their connection will remain

who wouiu De raoïieu

Portland and Worcester Line.

wharf.
Mr. W. Collins was thrown from his team
by collision with another carriage this morning and striking on bis face was severely cut
about the eyes aud forehead.

on»

rious that there should be none,

Eichberg

Thursday, Dec. 9.
Quartette arrived 011 the

11 κ*

Li»UA j

Too

A very mad man was thu runner who arrived at tho K. & L. llailroad Blip this afternoon just as the boat was 17 feet from the

The latter'e orbit, who can tell !
Or, who its origin declare!
For then, in this revealed, is
The truth of worlds laid bare.

one,

—

afternoon train.

The sun, deep in his azaro flelde,
Roll· through an universe of space.
The mote, that glistens in hie beam
Repeats thecbarm upon his face.

son

Smelte Thrown

Late—Penning*.

BY FREDERICK OEEOOBY FOBSYTH.

Thus

—

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS

Panne η se r Train·· leave at 12.30 and 6.06 p. in.
The train leaving at 11.15 p. m. also has a passenger oar attached, connecting at Brunnwiek with
a passenger train for LewiHiou. The 11.15 p.m.
is the Niant Express Train with Pullman sleeping
car attached making cioee connection at Bangor
for all stations on the Bangor & Piscataquis It. R„
the Ε. & N. A. Railway, and for Nt. John and
Halifax, lloultou. IVoodntock, ttt. Andrew», st· Stephen, Fredea ieton, Fort
Fairfield and Caribou.
Paiu*enger Trainit arrive in Portland an
follows:—The morning trains from Augusta. Gardiner, Bath, Brunswick and Lewiston at 8.35 and
8.40 a. m. The day trains from Bangor, Dexter,
Belfast, Skownegan. Farmington. K. A L. R. R.(
and all intermediate stations at 12.45 and 12.50
p. m. The afternoon trains from Augusta, Bath,
and Lewiston at 5.46 p. m. The Night PuUnian
Express train at 1.60 a. m.

PAYSON TUCKEK Sup't
Portland. Oct, 17,1880
octl3

Yc"7 Best lîvrovean Make. and unrivaled fcr
y, PvrajiUtit, and £ven.)cs of point.

Tie., Calais, 31 e., Y'nmsonth,
IS.H. Hi. John, Λ. B., Hnlifnx.
N. 8., Chnrloitetown, P. Β. V.

Bnatport,

k'ALL

two

ARRANGEMENT

tkipsTpeh

week.

Ou *nd aft»»r Monday. Nov
8th.,
the steamers Falmouth, Capt. D.
S. Hall, and New
Brunswick,
Capt. J. Thompson, will leave
Κ ail road Wharf, foot of State street
,ever y Monday
and Thursday, at C
p. m., for
and
Eastport
St. John, with connections for Calais, Hohbinston,
S'
Andrews, Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock,
» rand
Menan,
Digby,

Annapolis, Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, Aloncton, Neweastle. Amherst,
Pictou, Shediac, Batburst, Dalbousie, Charlotteiown, Fort Kairfield, Grand Falls, and other

on the New Brunswick and
Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Counties, and Prince Edward Island Kail Koads,
and Stage Routes.

stations

53^~*Freigbl

received

until

4 o'clock p.

m.

For Circulais, with Excursion Routes, Tickets,
Rooms and further information applv at
Company's Office, 40 Exchange St., T. C. HERSE Y; President, and Manager, or to A. R.
STUBBS. Agent R. K. Wharf
nov6dtf
State

J '/I'xij.

PEarlÎNE
THE

GREAT INVENTION

I^ÏKAI.

':·η.

quill

action,

j

A

Taylor & Co.
Ivisofi, Blakeman,
Omnd
Ucw York.
138 uud 140

Cii-vct,

dlawlyF

FOB WASHING AND CLEANSINGhard or soft water,WITHOUT SOAP» and
without danger to the finest fabric.
SAVES TIME and LABOR AMAZINGLY,
and is rapidly coming into general use. Sold by all
Grocers ; but beware of vile counterfeits. Its
great success brings out dangeroos imitations, but PEAR LINE is the only safe article.
*
Iways bears the name of J ames Pyle, NewTork
(12awF&M&eowm2tf
Jy
In

i >YAN

complete Sample Card, for
irir.î, by rncJ 1 on rcccipt cf 2 3 ccuts.

la î2-3

DR

fob24

F. H. KKi\ISOi\
From 145 Tremont Street
Boston, will be at U. S·
Hotel. Room 19 DBC·
91. for Four Day» Onlt
Corn», Η α η ion· and
Bad Nail· treated without Pain.
Operations on
26 cents each.
eoutr

FALL Λ WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing December 6lh, l*M>.
Until further notice passenger trains
run as follows:
*ΤΠΤ

ΠΙ-3

LEAVING PORTLAND

a. m.—For all stations running
to
β wanton, VI., connecting with B. C. &
M. R. R. points, and at St. Johnsbury with Day
Kxprees on Paeeumpsic R. R. for Newport
anil Jl«nlr»l.
*J 4Λ p. m—for Cabyan'i and intermediate
stations.

J.45

—AJn>—

PHILADELPHIA
Direct

Lea res each Port Ererr

Saturday.

through

ARRIVING AT PORTLAND:
11.10 a.B.—From Fabyan'e and intermediate
•utlona.
β.30 p. m.—From Swan ton, Vt., and all station*
on through line.
J. HAMILTON. Sup't.
Portland, Dec. 4, 188'.
dec4dtf

Steamship

Ho

Line.

Wednesday

Wharfage.
Long Wharf, Boston,
From

m.

From

Pine Street
at 10 a. m.

Philadelphia,

and

S p.

Wharf,

Insurance one-half the rate of
sailing vessel.
the West by the Penn. R.R., and South
by conrecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Pnoaire Eight Dollar·. Round Trip lift,
Meals and Room Included.
For Freight or Passage anplv to
β. Β. SAMPSON, AMil,
deSltf
10
WhstrfTeoeto··

Freight

for

